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I.

JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURAL ISSUES
A. Subject Matter Jurisdiction
Roberts v. Swallow, No. 16-3895, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 97681 (C.D. Cal. July 25,
2016)

District court granted motion to remand case to state court. Plaintiff, software creator,
entered into arrangement with defendant to create software for businesses to create
customized, internet-based operational and database solutions using modular templates.
Parties subsequently entered into written contract whereby they would co-own software.
Later, plaintiff filed suit for damages in Superior Court of California, alleging variety of
causes of action, but no copyright infringement. Defendants cross-claimed. Plaintiff
removed action to federal court, and defendant sought remand. Plaintiff asserted that
removal was proper because plaintiff co-owned software with defendant, and defendant’s
cross-claim contained claims that “arise under copyright law” because defendant challenged
co-ownership of copyright in software. Court disagreed, holding that removal was improper
because action for determination regarding ownership of copyrights between alleged coowners arises under state law, not Copyright Act.
Walls v. Uniradio Corp., No. 16-242, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85574 (S.D. Cal. June
30, 2016)
District court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss. Plaintiff copyright owner brought suit
against defendant, alleging that defendant used plaintiff’s copyrighted image on its business
website without plaintiff’s authorization. In support of claim, plaintiff appended screen shot
of copyrighted image displayed on website www.unimexicali.com. Defendant asserted facial
challenge to court’s subject matter jurisdiction, contending that plaintiff did not allege facts
sufficient to connect defendant to alleged infringement. Court dismissed plaintiff’s
complaint without prejudice, finding that plaintiff in its complaint failed to allege any facts to
connect alleged infringement to defendant, and thus failed to meet its burden to establish that
court had subject matter jurisdiction over action based upon federal question.
Selley v. Authorhouse, LLC, No. 14-755, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 127605 (W.D. Pa.
Sept. 20, 2016)
District court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.
Plaintiff was author of 1981 novel Magic Men (“1981 Work”), and 2004 novel with same
title (“2004 Work”). 2004 Work contained elements of expression found in 1981 Work and,
in fact, lifted many passages verbatim from 1981 Work. Defendant published and sold 2004
Work under limited license to sell paperback editions of 2004 Work. After learning that
defendant sold 2004 Work as e-book, plaintiff filed infringement suit, and defendant moved
to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction on basis that plaintiff did not hold copyright
registration for 2004 Work. Court, noting that Supreme Court in Reed Elsevier, Inc. v.

Muchnick clarified that § 411(a) is not jurisdictional requirement but rather necessary
precondition to filing copyright infringement claim, accordingly construed motion as motion
to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) rather than one filed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1). It was
undisputed that plaintiff owned valid copyright in 1981 Work, and that 2004 Work was
unregistered “derivative work” of 1981 Work. Law is clear that “owners of a derivative
work may maintain a copyright action against an alleged infringer, based on any
infringement of the pre-existing work from which the derivative work is derived.”
Defendant noted that “language and structure” of Works differed slightly, but did not allege
that plaintiff materially changed plot or characters in 2004 Work. Therefore, court found
plaintiff’s registration of 1981 Work sufficient to sustain infringement action regarding 2004
Work.
BHL Boresight, Inc. v. Geo-Steering Solutions, Inc., No. 15-627, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 47196 (S.D. Tex. Mar. 29, 2017)
Court granted defendant’s motion for reconsideration of its prior opinion and order, which
granted plaintiff’s motion to dismiss defendant’s declaratory-judgment claims for copyright
non-infringement. Plaintiff and defendant were direct competitors in oil and gas exploration
industry. Plaintiff sued alleging, inter alia, unauthorized access to its proprietary geosteering
software under Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. Defendant responded, asserting
counterclaims, including three requests for “copyright non-infringement declarations.”
Plaintiff filed motion to dismiss counterclaims, contending that court lacked subject matter
jurisdiction over counterclaims because plaintiff did not assert copyright claim in complaint.
Court agreed, and dismissed counterclaims. Defendant filed motion for reconsideration,
arguing that court in dismissing counterclaims relied on overruled case law and misapplied
relevant precedent to facts. Defendant urged court to consider Muchnick decision, in which
Supreme Court held that Copyright Act’s “registration requirement is nonjurisdictional.”
Because court’s earlier opinion was based on pre-Muchnick district court decisions, court
vacated portion of opinion that held that defendant’s declaratory judgment claims for
copyright non-infringement were barred because plaintiff could not assert copyright
infringement claim against defendant without proof of copyright registration. Defendant
argued that court’s alternative ground for dismissing counterclaims, that controversy between
parties was not immediate and real enough to be “actual controversy” under DJA, was
flawed. Court agreed, finding there was clearly “actual controversy”: plaintiff asserted that
defendant’s use of its software violated plaintiff’s intellectual property rights, and defendant
argued that it did not. Defendant was engaged in actual manufacture, use or sale of software
that was at heart of claim and, as result, plaintiff sued defendant to enforce its rights and
prevent defendant from continuing to do so. Court found this more than enough to satisfy
“reasonableness-of-suit” test, which is only one of number of ways to show jurisdiction.
Court granted motion for reconsideration, and denied plaintiff’s motion to dismiss as to
defendant’s declaratory judgment claims for copyright non-infringement.
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Mercom Grp., LLC v. Diati Staffing, LLC, No. 16-3475, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
97012 (D.N.J. Jul. 26, 2016)
Plaintiff ran recruiting and staffing company that provided services to companies in various
industries, with focus on information technology industry. Defendant company was started
by former employees of plaintiff, and also provided staffing services in information
technology sector. Plaintiff claimed defendants copied “both public and confidential
information of Mercom” and used it in new business. Plaintiff sued in state court, alleging,
inter alia, tortious interference with contract, tortious interferences with business
opportunities and unfair competition. Defendants removed case to federal court, asserting
plaintiff’s claims should be converted to copyright claims “because they plead all elements
of infringement on copyright-eligible material (i.e., published online job listings) that would
be protectable under Section 106.” Plaintiff moved to remand case back to Superior Court of
New Jersey. Court held gravamen of plaintiff’s complaint was not to stop defendants’
“unauthorized copying and distribution” of plaintiff’s job postings, but to prevent
defendants’ use of plaintiff’s confidential and proprietary information, claims that are
qualitatively different from mere unauthorized copying. Court found plaintiff was not
challenging defendants’ copying and re-posting of plaintiff’s job postings, but instead
challenged defendants’ misusing proprietary information behind those postings. Copyright
Act provides no recourse to stop defendants’ conduct with respect to plaintiff’s trade secrets
and proprietary information. Moreover, plaintiff had not asserted “ownership of valid
copyright” in anything. Allegations defendants pointed to as to claims for unauthorized
copying of job postings were “only incidental to illustrating how Defendants allegedly
misused Plaintiff’s trade secrets and other confidential information.” Plaintiff’s motion for
remand was granted.
Bruhn Newtech v. United States, 129 Fed. Cl. 656 (2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss infringement claim for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction. Plaintiff filed suit for copyright infringement against United States Marine
Corps. in Court of Federal Claims. Plaintiff, U.S. subsidiary of BNT-Denmark, Danish
software manufacturer, sold commercial computer software utilized in military systems that
“track and analyze chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear agents (‘CBRN’) in
battlefield or civilian environments.” BNT-Denmark owned copyright registrations for
software products sold by plaintiff. In 1998, defendant purchased plaintiff’s NBC (Nuclear,
Biological, and Chemical) analysis software, to support development of phase one of Joint
Warning and Reporting Network (JWARN). Complaint alleged that defendant violated
Copyright Act when it transferred software to armed forces of allies, “‘in contradiction of
BNT-Denmark’s exclusive right to determine whether and when to copy’ the copyrighted
software.” Defendant argued, and court agreed, that plaintiff’s jurisdictional grounding “in
Title 17 is legally erroneous because that statute is limited to actions against a ‘State,’ rather
than the federal government.” Rather, “plaintiff’s claim must be interpreted as a [28 U.S.C.
§ 1498(b)] claim, because that is the only waiver of sovereign immunity for such a claim.”
Court further agreed that § 1498(b) infringement claims may only be brought by “the
copyright owner.” Court declined to determine whether “copyright owner” in § 1498(b)
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context includes legal and beneficial owners because plaintiff was neither legal nor beneficial
owner of software at issue. Even if court examined claim based on Title 17 as plaintiff
demanded, plaintiff still lacked standing because BNT-Denmark was legal owner, and
plaintiff lacked exclusive right under copyright; language of § 501 requires that legal or
beneficial owner must hold exclusive right under copyright in order to institute infringement
action. Because plaintiff had not established that it was “copyright owner,” court held it did
not have subject matter jurisdiction under § 1498(b) to hear plaintiff’s claim of infringement
against United States.
B. Personal Jurisdiction and Venue
Melissa & Doug, LLC v. LTD Commodities, LLC, No. 15-8085, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 107756 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 15, 2016)
Plaintiff, designer and copyright owner of plush toy “Toolbox Fill and Spill,” alleged
infringement by LTD Commodities, LLC, retailer, and Toy Quest Limited, Hong Kong
company listed as LTD’s supplier. Toy Quest moved to dismiss complaint for deficient
service, lack of personal jurisdiction, and improper venue. Court denied motion, finding
service by registered mail appropriate because Hong Kong is signatory to Hague Convention
and allows such service, and that service was effected. As to personal jurisdiction, court
found that plaintiff sufficiently alleged prima facie jurisdiction under CPLR § 302(a) because
plaintiff averred that Toy Quest agreed to distribute infringing article in State, additionally
finding personal jurisdiction satisfied because of allegations that Toy Quest distributed
additional items in State by means of identical channels, and because plaintiff presented
evidence that Toy Quest attended New York Toy Fair each year. Court found due process
satisfied, finding sufficient “allegations suggest[ing] a ‘regular flow’ of Toy Quest products
into New York”; as to reasonableness prong of due process inquiry, court found Toy Quest’s
argument amounted to generalized complaint of inconvenience. Court found that New York
had interest in litigation due to plaintiff’s commercial presence in state. Finally, court
rejected Toy Quest’s venue argument, finding that 28 U.S.C. § 1391(c)(3) was not made
inapplicable by 28 U.S.C. § 1400(a).
Stora v. Don’t Ask Why Outfitters, No. 15-7106, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 170172
(E.D.N.Y. Dec. 7, 2016)
Pro se plaintiff brought suit against General Pants Co. and others, alleging that defendants
advertised, marketed and sold clothing lines featuring logos or designs that infringed his
copyright in visual artwork containing words “Don’t Ask.” General Pants was Australian
proprietary limited company, incorporated under laws of Australia, with its headquarters and
principal place of business in Australia. It had never had any retail stores or offices in New
York, and had not marketed its allegedly infringing clothing line, “Don’t Ask Amanda,” in
United States. Personal jurisdiction may be specific or general. Specific jurisdiction exists
as to claims that “arise from conduct related to the forum.” New York’s long-arm statute
requires “articulable nexus” or “substantial relationship” between transaction and claim
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asserted. In contrast, general jurisdiction over corporation exists where corporation “is fairly
regarded as at home.” Personal jurisdiction must also satisfy two related components of due
process: “minimum contacts” inquiry and “reasonableness” inquiry. All evidence
demonstrated that General Pants was Australian company that did not do business in New
York; thus, there were “no facts to support either specific or general jurisdiction with respect
to General Pants.” Furthermore, plaintiff’s complaint failed to include allegedly infringing
work, or provide details that would suggest that General Pants had access to plaintiff’s work.
Due process requirements were not met because plaintiff had not provided General Pants
with “fair notice of what the claim is and the grounds upon which it rests,” as required by
Twombly. Magistrate judge therefore recommended dismissal of plaintiff’s infringement
claim as to General Pants.
Moose Toys Pty, Ltd. v. Creative Kids Far East Inc., 195 F. Supp. 3d 599 (S.D.N.Y.
2016)
Court granted motion to dismiss for improper venue. Plaintiffs alleged copyright
infringement against U.S. and Hong Kong entities based on defendants’ manufacturing and
distribution of unauthorized and counterfeit products to U.S. wholesalers, distributors,
retailers, and consumers. Defendants moved to dismiss, citing forum selection clause
contained in license agreement signed by plaintiff and Hong Kong entity mandating Victoria,
Australia as exclusive forum to litigate any disputes governed by license agreement. Court
agreed with defendants that plaintiffs’ claims were subject to forum selection clause because
resolution depended on interpretation of, and defendants’ performance under, agreement.
Court therefore found that Victoria, Australia was proper forum.
LeRoi, Inc. v. CSC3C, Inc., No. 15-565, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 127073 (N.D.N.Y.
Sept. 19, 2016)
Court denied without prejudice defendant’s motion to dismiss action for lack of personal
jurisdiction. Plaintiff, New York corporation that sold skull-design body jewelry, brought
copyright infringement action against defendant, Pennsylvania corporation that also sold
skull-design body jewelry. Defendant moved to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction
under New York’s long arm statute. Court denied motion, finding plaintiff had made prima
facie showing that court could exercise personal jurisdiction under CPLR § 302. Court
found unpersuasive defendant’s arguments that single New York State transaction allegedly
involving plaintiff’s skull design occurred before plaintiff obtained copyright registration for
design, and that plaintiff had not “asserted or established” that defendant’s design was even
arguably similar to plaintiff’s design. Fact that transaction occurred before registration might
be relevant to plaintiff’s ability to recover or extent of recovery, but not to personal
jurisdiction. Court noted (1) that on at least one occasion, defendant sold jewelry using
allegedly infringing design to store within district after defendant was notified that its skull
jewelry infringed plaintiff’s copyright; and (2) that copyright infringement is deemed to take
place at point of consumer purchase, and therefore non-domiciliary who supplies infringing
goods to party that ultimately “passes them off” in New York may be subject to long-arm
jurisdiction.
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Caracal Enters. LLC v. Suranyi, No. 16-5073, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15784 (N.D.
Cal. Feb. 2, 2017)
Court granted British Columbia defendant’s motion to dismiss action for lack of personal
jurisdiction. Plaintiff failed to meet “purposeful availment or direction” prong of specific
jurisdiction, because plaintiff made no showing that defendant’s acts were expressly targeted
at California, or that defendant knew harm flowing from those acts was likely to be felt in
California. Plaintiff made no showing that defendant knew of existence of plaintiff, let alone
that it had licensed infringing product or was based in California. And even if defendant
knew of plaintiff and that it was based in California, focus is on defendant’s contacts with
forum state, not defendant’s contacts with resident of forum; “plaintiff cannot be the only
link between the defendant and the forum.” Specific jurisdiction was also improper under
Rule 4(k)(2) because it would not comport with due process. Court also denied jurisdictional
discovery because “plaintiff’s claim of personal jurisdiction appears to be both attenuated
and based on bare allegations in the face of specific denials made by the defendant.”
Levi v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., No. 16-129, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 49773
(E.D. Va. Mar. 30, 2017)
District court granted motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction over two defendants.
Pro se plaintiff sued Robert Walker Jr., Virginia attorney, as well as Lee Daniels and Danny
Strong, co-creators of television show Empire, and Twentieth Century Fox for allegedly
infringing plaintiff’s copyright in his book Unity Incorporated. Daniels and Strong moved to
dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. Only factual allegation in plaintiff’s complaint that
demonstrated any connection between Daniels and Strong, on one hand, and Virginia, on
other, was plaintiff’s allegation that Walker unilaterally mailed to Daniels and Strong
manuscript of plaintiff’s book, presumably from Walker’s Virginia office. Court found that
this single contact fell far short of “continuous and systematic” connection that would render
Daniels and Strong “at home” in Virginia in way that would permit court to exercise general
personal jurisdiction over them. Moreover, unilateral contact by Walker was also
insufficient to show that Daniels and Strong in any way “purposefully availed themselves of
the privilege of conducting activities in Virginia,” thereby precluding court from exercising
specific personal jurisdiction over them. Court dismissed complaint against Daniels and
Strong for lack of personal jurisdiction.
Steinmetz v. McGraw-Hill Global Education Holdings, LLC, No. 15-6600, 2016 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 167245 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 5, 2016)
Court denied defendants’ motion to transfer venue. Plaintiff George Steinmetz, renowned
photographer, entered into agreements authorizing non-party stock photography licensing
agency Corbis to grant limited licenses to defendants McGraw-Hill and related entity for use
of certain photographs. Plaintiff sued defendants for copyright infringement based on
defendants’ alleged use of photographs beyond scope of licenses. Defendants moved to
transfer venue based on forum selection provisions in license contracts between Corbis and
defendants. Court rejected motion because Steinmetz was not party to contracts between
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Corbis and McGraw-Hill, and language of contracts limited forum selection clause to
disputes regarding contracts themselves. Court noted that neither of elements of plaintiff’s
copyright infringement claims depended on existence or terms of contracts between Corbis
and McGraw-Hill, even though license may provide defense against unauthorized copying
claims.
Eastcott v. McGraw-Hill Global Educ. Holdings, LLC, No. 16-904, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 95708 (E.D. Pa. July 22, 2016)
Court denied “routine motion to transfer venue where the principal issue of interest is the
application of the rule established by the Supreme Court in Atlantic Marine,” 134 S. Ct. 568
(2013). Professional photographer brought copyright infringement suit against defendants,
alleging use of his photographs in way that exceeded terms of limited license. Defendants
moved to transfer venue pursuant to forum selection clause included in governing agreement.
That clause, however, only implicated 19 of 274 claims at issue. Even if court were to find
clause controlling, it would only govern “tiny subset” of claims in action, distinguishing case
from Atlantic Marine, which involved “universally controlling” forum selection clause.
Court held that defendants failed to “carry the heavy burden necessary to disturb Plaintiff’s
chosen forum.” In so deciding, court considered relative financial condition of parties, and
found that because case involved international, financially successful corporation and single
individual, private factors weighed against transfer.
Yamashita v. Scholastic Inc., No. 16-3839, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161337 (D.N.J.
Nov. 21, 2016)
Court granted motion to transfer action to Southern District of New York. Plaintiffs
allegedly owned copyrights in photographs, and entered into agreement with Corbis Corp.
for licensing of photos to others. Defendant licensed photographs through Corbis, and
plaintiffs alleged that defendant used photographs outside terms of license. Defendant
moved to dismiss or, in alternative, to transfer action to Southern District of New York on
basis of forum selection clause that defendant maintained applies to majority of works at
issue. Court rejected plaintiff’s arguments against transfer, including arguments that
contracts containing forum selection clauses must be authenticated and that copyright issues
did not fall within purview of forum selection clauses. Court dismissed, under principles of
agency, contention that it would be unfair to hold plaintiffs to forum selection clauses
because they had no notice of them. Finally, court rejected plaintiffs’ contention that
Atlantic Marine did not apply to motion, and that Jumara factors militated against transfer.
Because court granted motion to transfer, it did not consider motion to dismiss.
Triple Up Ltd. v. Youku Tudou Inc., No. 16-159, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9225 (D.D.C.
Jan. 24, 2017)
Plaintiff, Seychelles corporation, sued defendant, Cayman Islands corporation with principal
place of business in China, for infringement related to three Taiwanese films. Court assessed
defendant’s constitutional contacts with United States to determine if it had specific
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jurisdiction over defendant. Court denied plaintiff’s argument that because defendant had
geoblocking technology but did not use it to block all videos from United States, it
purposefully availed itself of forum. Court also rejected plaintiff’s “interactivity” argument,
finding overstated “interactivity” of defendant’s websites did not support exercise of
personal jurisdiction. Court denied some of plaintiff’s arguments for jurisdiction—that
defendant profited from third-party English-language advertisers inserting their ads for
American goods, that defendant was listed on New York Stock Exchange and was required
to make certain reports under American securities laws, and that defendant had agreements
with American companies—because they did not relate to claims at issue in case. Because
sufficient contacts were lacking, court lacked personal jurisdiction. Court also denied
plaintiff’s jurisdictional discovery request, because majority of inquiries not related to
personal jurisdiction.
AMA Multimedia LLC v. Sagan Ltd., No. 16-1269, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10991 (D.
Ariz. Jan. 26, 2017)
District court found that forum selection clause contained in content partnership revenue
sharing agreement (“CPRA”) applied to copyright infringement claim. Plaintiff, producer of
pornographic material, entered into CPRA with GIM Corporation, entity associated with
Porn.com, granting GIM license to use certain content provided by plaintiff. Plaintiff
subsequently learned that Porn.com had displayed dozens of plaintiff’s copyrighted works on
over 110 separate Porn.com-affiliated URLs, and brought suit for infringement in District of
Arizona. Defendant contended that CPRA forum selection clause, providing that “[a]ny
legal action arising out of or relating to this Agreement must be instituted in a court located
in Barbados,” applied to dispute. Plaintiff asserted that forum selection clause did not apply
to infringement claim on bases that (1) claim was unrelated to CPRA contractual issues; and
(2) copyright action does not arise from license agreement when license defense is “clearly
frivolous.” As to argument (1), court noted that Ninth Circuit liberally interprets
“relatedness” in context of forum selection clauses, especially where, as here, clause contains
broad “relating to” language. “Relatedness” is further established by fact that infringement
claim “cannot be decided without interpreting the contract.” As to argument (2), court was
skeptical that license defense must be non-frivolous before it can trigger forum selection
clause, but found that “even if that is a requirement for application of a forum selection
clause … Defendants have raised a non-frivolous license defense.” Therefore, court found
that plaintiff’s infringement claim arose out of or was related to CPRA, and forum selection
clause applied to this dispute. Court therefore dismissed action under doctrine of forum non
conveniens.
Intellitech Corp. v. Inst. of Elec. and Elecs. Engineers, No. 16-9, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 27031 (D.N.H. Feb. 27, 2017)
Plaintiff sued defendant and three individual members for copyright infringement.
Individual defendants moved to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. Plaintiff developed
“Work,” and one individual defendant prepared “Document” that purportedly contained
material copied directly from Work. Individual defendant uploaded and emailed Document
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to team members, two of whom received emails in New Hampshire. Preparation,
distribution and display of Document was done under “administrative oversight” of two other
individual defendants. Plaintiff argued that infringement injury occurred in New Hampshire
because plaintiff was located there. Court held plaintiff failed to show individual defendants
purposefully availed themselves of privilege of conducting business in New Hampshire.
Fact that some members who received emails resided in New Hampshire did not give rise to
personal jurisdiction; if argument were correct it would mean that infringement occurred in
every state where at least one team member resided, which would far short of traditional
notions of fair play and substantial justice. Court also held that because copyright is
intangible, it cannot be said that copyrighted work has situs. Proper question was not where
plaintiff experienced particular injury or effect, but whether defendant’s conduct connects
him to forum in meaningful way.
Smarter Every Day, LLC v. Nunez, No. 15-1358, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 51800 (N.D.
Ala. Apr. 5, 2017)
After plaintiff moved for entry of default, district court sua sponte dismissed case for lack of
personal jurisdiction over defendants and lack of venue. Plaintiff, Alabama-based company,
filed copyright infringement action against defendants and California residents Victor Nunez
and Nunez’s website Inkedtilldeath.com, alleging that defendants infringed plaintiff’s
copyright in video, posted on Inkedtilldeath.com’s Facebook page, in which defendants had
obscured and replaced plaintiff’s watermark. After defendants failed to answer or otherwise
appear, plaintiff moved for entry of default. In response, court sua sponte issued order to
show cause directing plaintiff to justify court’s personal jurisdiction over defendants and
proper venue. Court held that plaintiff failed to establish specific personal jurisdiction over
defendants because plaintiff had not shown either that (1) defendants had “purposefully
availed” themselves in Alabama, or (2) defendants had committed intentional tort aimed at
Alabama that caused harm that they should have anticipated would be suffered in Alabama
(Calder effects test). Plaintiff failed to establish that defendants, through Inkedtilldeath.com
or its Facebook page, had purposefully availed themselves of Alabama because plaintiff did
not allege that these websites referred to Alabama, contained interactive features through
which Alabama residents could conduct business, or were specifically aimed at promoting
business in Alabama. Plaintiff also failed to satisfy Calder effects test because plaintiff did
not show that defendants expressly aimed their intentional conduct at plaintiff, known
Alabama resident. Mere fact that defendants had obscured plaintiff’s video watermark did
not establish that defendants knew that plaintiff was in Alabama or that harm arising from
their conduct would be felt in Alabama. As for venue, court held that plaintiff had failed to
show that venue was proper in Northern District of Alabama because (a) plaintiff had not
claimed that defendants resided therein, and (b) defendants were not subject to personal
jurisdiction in that district and thus may not be found there for venue purposes. Because
plaintiff failed to establish personal jurisdiction over defendants as well as proper venue,
court denied plaintiff’s motion for entry of default and instead dismissed action.
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C. Pleadings
Doc’s Dream, LLC v. Dolores Press, Inc., No. 15-56096, 2017 U.S. App. LEXIS
3309 (9th Cir. Feb. 23, 2017)
Plaintiff sought declaratory judgment that copyrights in audio and visual recordings of
teachings of prominent Christian pastor Dr. Gene Scott were abandoned, and therefore could
not be owned by defendants. District court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss because
plaintiff failed to allege that Scott owned copyright in recordings. Ninth Circuit found that
district court correctly concluded that plaintiff failed to adequately plead copyright
abandonment claim under requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a). However, district court
“offered no reason why Appellant could not simply amend its complaint to allege that Dr.
Scott once held the copyrights to his works.” Ninth Circuit therefore remanded to district
court with instructions to grant leave to amend.
Hart v. Amazon, 845 F.3d 802 (7th Cir. 2016)
“A very unusual case, this.” Pro se plaintiff sued Amazon, claiming that it permitted third
parties to advertise on its website six counterfeit copies of books called Vagabond Natural
and Vagabond Spiritual that plaintiff had written and self-published. Plaintiff claimed copies
sold on Amazon were unauthorized reproductions because genuine copies would bear
“indicia of authenticity known only to him,” namely, his fingernail indentations on covers.
District court found plaintiff failed to make plausible allegation that Amazon had copied his
works, rather than simply provide platform through which third-party vendors sold authentic,
original copies of books. There was also no plausible allegation that if books sold by
Amazon were counterfeit, Amazon was aware of fact. Plaintiff’s obscure self-published
titles were “far cry” from pirated bestsellers regularly found on Amazon, and plaintiff’s
assertion that Amazon must have undertaken cost of reproducing his hardcover books
because they were “not sourced” by him and lacked his nail indentations did not meet
minimum standard of plausibility. Decision of district court dismissing suit with prejudice
was affirmed.
Separzadeh v. Iconix Brand Grp., Inc., No. 15-8643, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 144772
(S.D.N.Y. Oct. 19, 2016)
Plaintiff photographer sued several defendants for copyright infringement on basis of
defendants’ unauthorized use of derivative of plaintiff’s copyrighted photo. Plaintiff alleged
vicarious copyright infringement against one of defendants and direct copyright infringement
against all others. Plaintiff moved for leave to file amended complaint adding several other
defendants. Only one of original defendants opposed plaintiff’s motion. Motion to amend
may be denied if amending claim would be futile, with burden of demonstrating futility
resting on non-moving party. Amendment would be futile if proposed claim could not
withstand motion to dismiss. Court held that, insofar as amended complaint alleged claims
of contributory and vicarious copyright infringement against defendant, and proposed
additional defendants, plaintiff’s allegations were sufficient to survive motion to dismiss.
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Allegations in amended complaint regarding contributory infringement were sufficient
because all that is required is allegation of knowledge of allegedly infringing conduct, not
knowledge that conduct complained of infringed copyright. Here, plaintiff alleged defendant
“materially contributed to, encouraged, and/or induced the direct infringement of Plaintiff’s
copyright,” and that defendant “actively and knowingly participated in the infringing
conduct.” Plaintiff’s vicarious infringement allegations were also sufficient, because all that
is required is that plaintiff allege that defendant declined to exercise right and ability to
supervise or control infringing activity, and that defendant enjoyed direct financial benefit
from infringing activity. Because plaintiff alleged that defendants benefited financially from
unauthorized copying of plaintiff’s photography, and that defendants had full control over
products and actively participated in infringing conduct, allegations were sufficient.
Devocean Jewelry LLC. v. Associated Newspapers Ltd., No. 16-2150, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 145593 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 20, 2016)
District court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s copyright infringement and
DMCA claims. Plaintiff owned registered copyright in video of lobster-diving Labrador and
posted watermarked version of video online. Plaintiff alleged that defendant had posted
story about same lobster-diving Labrador with plaintiff’s video and six screenshots from
video with original watermark removed and replaced with “© Devoted to the Ocean.”
Plaintiff sued defendant for infringement and violation of DMCA. Defendant moved to
dismiss copyright infringement claim for video screenshots as duplicative of claim for video,
and DMCA claim for failure to adequately allege requisite intent. Court rejected defendant’s
arguments regarding potentially duplicative video and screenshot claims as premature,
relating to issue of damages, not liability, and found plaintiff had sufficiently alleged intent
for DMCA claim, because it was reasonable to infer CMI had been altered to conceal or
facilitate infringement. Accordingly, court found plaintiff had alleged plausible copyright
infringement and DMCA claims, and denied defendant’s motion to dismiss.
Oracle Am., Inc. v. Hewlett Packard Enters. Co., No. 16-1393, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 22561 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 16, 2017)
Court granted in part and denied in part plaintiff’s motion to strike affirmative defenses.
Court, noting that heightened pleading standard of Twombly/Iqbal applied to affirmative
defenses, dismissed following affirmative defenses, with leave to amend: laches, finding
defense not viable in light of statute of limitations; copyright misuse, for failure to allege
plaintiff’s copyright misuse in order to reduce competition or misuse its monopoly; express
license, for failure to identifying relied-upon license or circumstances for license’s issuance,
and implied license, for failure to plead factual basis for license; and unclean hands, for
failure to allege anti-competitive actions culminating in copyright misuse. Court found
pleaded defenses of estoppel, abandonment, statute of limitations and fair use, and § 117
defense, survived motion.
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Oracle America, Inc., v. Hewlett Packard Enters. Co., No. 16-1393, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 96122 (N.D. Cal. Jul. 15, 2016)
District court granted in part and denied in part defendant’s motion to dismiss. Plaintiff
alleged defendant directly and indirectly infringed various copyrights covering plaintiff’s
software. As to direct infringement, defendant argued plaintiff had not alleged what
copyrighted works were infringed because there were no allegations specifying which
patches of software were covered in 14 copyright registrations listed in complaint, by which
copyrights patches were covered, or that software allegedly copied was covered by any of
copyrights asserted. Court held such specificity is not required at this stage of litigation,
especially when defendant is in far better position to know such information. Defendant also
argued that complaint did not allege sufficient facts regarding how defendant was alleged to
have infringed. Court found complaint (1) specifically identified by name customer on
whose servers defendant may have installed plaintiff’s software; (2) stated defendant’s
employees installed plaintiff’s software on defendant’s customer’s servers knowing that such
conduct violated plaintiff’s copyrights; and (3) alleged defendant ignored its employees’
concerns and continued to install plaintiff’s software on customer’s servers. Motion to
dismiss direct infringement claim was, accordingly, denied. As to contributory infringement,
defendant argued plaintiff failed to sufficiently plead “knowledge of another’s infringement.”
Court found complaint replete with specific factual allegations, including quotes from
defendant’s internal presentations and defendant’s employee’s emails, from which
defendant’s actual knowledge of third party’s infringing acts could be plausibly inferred.
Court held defendant was free to argue at summary judgment that plaintiff had not
sufficiently proven element; however, at motion to dismiss stage, complaint plausibly alleged
that defendant “materially contributed to” or “induced” alleged infringement. Motion to
dismiss for contributory copyright infringement denied. As to vicarious infringement,
defendant argued complaint failed to sufficiently allege that defendant had any ability to
“control” third party. Court held simply because defendant may have remained customer’s
“primary contact for support needs” did not mean that defendant had “right and ability to
supervise” third party’s conduct. Allegations of contractor-subcontractor relationship alone
were not sufficient to plead claim for vicarious infringement. Motion to dismiss was granted
as to vicarious infringement claim.
PTG Nevada, LLC v. Chan, No. 16-1621, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6276 (N.D. Ill. Jan.
17, 2017)
Court granted motion to dismiss without prejudice, allowing plaintiff to amend complaint
with additional details to connect defendant with allegations concerning infringement.
Plaintiff brought action for infringement based on allegations that individuals downloaded
and distributed film Pay the Ghost using BitTorrent. Court had granted plaintiff early
discovery to serve subpoena on Comcast, which identified defendants as those who owned IP
addresses in question. Defendant argued that allegations of downloading and distributing
film and his ownership of IP address were insufficient to connect him to infringement.
Court, noting split in authority over whether such allegations sufficed, held that plaintiff
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needed to allege more than IP address registered to individual to maintain infringement
claim.
Team Angry Filmworks, Inc. v. Geer, No. 15-1381, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41808
(W.D. Pa. Mar. 23, 2017)
District court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss for lack of standing and for failure to join
indispensable parties. In its third amended complaint, plaintiff sought declaratory judgment
that Philip Francis Nowlan’s 1928 novella Armageddon—2419 A.D. and character Buck
Rogers had entered public domain, in order to allow plaintiff to produce film based thereon.
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 19 requires court to determine whether absent party is
“necessary” under one of three circumstances: (1) where complete relief cannot be accorded
among existing parties; (2) where absent party would be impaired or impeded from
protecting claimed interest; or (3) where absent party’s absence would leave existing party
“subject to a substantial risk” of incurring inconsistent obligations. Defendant stated that it
was involved in disputes with Nowlan Family Trust (“NFT”) and another NFT-controlled
entity (“AL”) regarding registration of BUCK ROGERS and ARMAGEDDON 2419 A.D. as
trademarks. Defendant therefore moved to dismiss based on plaintiff’s failure to join NFT
and AL as necessary parties under Rule 19. Court held that NFT and AL were not necessary
parties because (1) complete relief could be accorded to plaintiff (or defendant) by
determining whether (or not) Armageddon and Buck Rogers had entered public domain; (2)
neither NFT’s nor AL’s trademark rights would be affected by this copyright action, in
which neither NFT nor AL had asserted interest; and (3) court’s public domain determination
would have no effect on defendant’s obligations to NFT or AL under trademark law.
Because defendant failed to show that absent parties NFT and AL were “necessary,” court
denied defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to join indispensable parties.
Live Face on Web, LLC v. Smart Move Search, Inc., No. 15-4198, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 40247 (D.N.J. Mar. 21, 2017)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss for failure to state claim. Plaintiff
software developer copyrighted software that allowed websites to display video
spokesperson that directs visitor’s attention to various portions of website. Defendants’
website displayed video spokesperson, which plaintiff claimed defendants had accomplished
by using, copying and distributing plaintiff’s software without authorization. Plaintiff further
alleged that, because defendants’ video spokesperson could only appear after copy of
plaintiff’s software had been distributed to visitor’s computer, separate violation of plaintiff’s
copyright occurred every time visitor accessed defendants’ website. Defendants moved to
dismiss infringement claim because plaintiff had failed to allege unlawful copying, and any
alleged copying occurred outside statute of limitations. Court held that plaintiff had
sufficiently pleaded copying in support of direct copyright infringement claim by alleging
that defendants’ website caused copy of plaintiff’s software to be distributed to each website
user’s cache, memory and/or hard drive. Court thus denied defendants’ motion to dismiss.
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Telebrands Corp. v. NewMetro Design, LLC, No. 16-1981, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
137541 (D.N.J. Oct. 4, 2016)
District court denied plaintiff’s motion to dismiss defendant-counterclaimant’s counterclaim
for copyright infringement. Plaintiff and defendant-counterclaimant sold “ANGRYMAMA” plastic microwave steam cleaning devices resembling angry woman. Plaintiff
owned registration for sculptural design of product, while defendant-counterclaimant owned
registration for design featured on product packaging. District court held that defendantcounterclaimant sufficiently pleaded prima facie case. Court noted that copyright
registration is prima facie evidence of validity of copyright, and that works composed of
common elements that are rearranged, changed, and combined are sufficiently original under
copyright law. Plaintiff did not overcome presumption that defendant-counterclaimant
owned valid copyright interest in design and product packaging, and defendantcounterclaimant adequately alleged unauthorized copying of its work by alleging that
plaintiff included exact same logo on its packaging that defendant-counterclaimant did, and
by including side-by-side photographs of parties’ packages to illustrate substantial similarity.
Connor v. Ferris Mktg., No. 16-871, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32031 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 7,
2017)
District court declined to dismiss plaintiff’s claim for declaratory judgment under Act where
plaintiff alleged in complaint that (1) he was original author of defendant’s logos, artistic
packaging, artistic product design, graphic art and other two and three-dimensional works of
fine, graphic and applied art (“visual works”); (2) visual works were used in defendant’s
business; (3) visual works were pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works under Act; (4) he was
never employee of defendant; (5) there was no express written agreement that visual works
were works made for hire; (6) there was actual controversy regarding ownership of visual
works; and (7) plaintiff was suffering ongoing injury in form of unpaid licensing rights and
denial of rights to use or license visual works as exclusive owner. Court found that factual
allegations satisfied federal pleading standard, and therefore denied defendant’s motion to
dismiss declaratory judgment claim.
General Motors LLC v. Dorman Prods., No. 15-12917, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 28434
(E.D. Mich. Mar. 1, 2017)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ copyright infringement and
unlawful circumvention claims. Plaintiffs alleged that defendants were illegally stealing and
reselling GM’s copyrighted software as embedded in control modules installed in GM’s
vehicles. GM also alleged that defendants manufactured and sold product called Software
Transfer Tool that allowed users to access, copy and transfer GM’s copyrighted software to
other modules. Court had previously dismissed, on defendants’ motion, GM’s copyright
infringement claim and illegal circumvention claim under DMCA because of pleading
deficiencies. GM filed amended complaint, and defendants again moved to dismiss GM’s
infringement and circumvention claims. GM’s amended complaint not only listed copyright
registrations upon which it based its action, but also clarified that registrations in its
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complaint covered software installed on GM control modules. GM further alleged that one
of its copyright registrations covered software that GM had, by inspection and testing,
confirmed was on module sold by defendant. Court found that these allegations were
sufficient to allow plausible inference that software covered by GM’s other copyright
registrations would likewise be found on other modules sold by defendant. Based on
foregoing, and because GM alleged enough facts to raise reasonable expectation that
discovery would reveal additional modules containing GM’s copyright software, court
denied defendants’ motion to dismiss copyright infringement claim.
RBH Energy, LLC v. Brown, No. 16-830, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 174072 (N.D. Tex.
Dec. 16, 2016)
District court denied plaintiff’s motion to amend complaint to add additional defendant
because claim against proposed defendant was time-barred. No facts supported invoking
limited doctrine of equitable tolling. Discovery rule was inapplicable because “with minimal
investigation, plaintiff could have discovered [proposed defendant’s] role in the infringement
and timely filed suit against it,” yet plaintiff did not. Additionally, there was no “relation
back” under Rule 15(c) because it was not case of mistaken identity; rather, plaintiff merely
sought to add additional defendant. Finally, it was not in interest of judicial economy to
allow amendment that would result in ultimate dismissal of claim against proposed defendant
on statute of limitations grounds.
Dish Network, L.L.C. v. Fraifer, No. 16-2549, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 380 (M.D. Fla.
Jan. 3, 2017)
District court denied individual defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to allege personal
liability, and joint defendants’ Rule 12(e) motion for more definite statement. Plaintiff, paytelevision provider that offers hundreds of channels, including international channels,
brought single claim for direct infringement against Tele-Center, Inc. (“TCI”) and its founder
and president, Gaby Fraifer. Defendants sold UlaiTV set-top boxes on website UlaiTV.com
for approximately $200, which included one-year access to UlaiTV service. Plaintiff alleged
that UlaiTV service infringed on plaintiff’s exclusive rights by capturing live broadcast
signals of international channels, transcoding signals, transferring content to defendant’s
servers, and then transmitting channels over Internet to users who purchase UlaiTV set-top
box. Fraifer was registrant of UlaiTV.com, oversaw day-to-day operations of TCI, made
final decisions regarding TCI’s business, and authorized, controlled, participated in, and
received direct financial benefit from infringing activities of TCI. Court found that
complaint alleged plausible basis for Fraifer’s personal liability, and denied motion to
dismiss on those grounds. Additionally, court denied Rule 12(e) motion for more definite
statement, stating that although complaint included one claim of infringement and multiple
defendants, it “can be fairly read to aver that all defendants are responsible for the alleged
conduct.”
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Live Face On Web, LLC v. Guerra, No. 15-7143, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 40037
(D.N.J. Mar. 21, 2017)
District court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to state claim. Defendant
argued that plaintiff failed to plead unlawful copying. Court disagreed, finding that plaintiff
properly alleged that defendant’s website caused copy of plaintiff’s copyrighted software to
be automatically downloaded to cache, memory and/or hard drive of computer of each visitor
to defendant’s website. Plaintiff had alleged that “when a web browser is directed to a
website linked to [plaintiffs copyrighted software], the embedded HTML script tag is read by
the web browser and causes the automatic distribution of a copy of [plaintiff’s software],”
and that plaintiff’s software is “automatically saved by the web browser into cache, and/or a
hard drive(s), and loaded into computer memory and/or RAM” of each visitor to defendant’s
site. Besides sufficiently alleging that defendant reproduced computer code, complaint also
alleged that defendant’s website distributed copies of code to each of website’s visitors.
“Whether Defendant’s actions were unauthorized or unlawful is not an appropriate issue at
this stage of the litigation.”
Hoskins v. United States Gov’t, No. 16-1055, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 144404 (W.D.
Wash. Oct. 18, 2016)
Court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss. Pro se plaintiff sued for copyright
infringement. Plaintiff filed motion to amend complaint, and defendants moved to dismiss
complaint. Copyright claims centered on project from 1990s known as “Parallel Pathways,”
alleged to be “unique children tile project” using decorated tile containing inspirational
messages. Plaintiff argued that because he was creator of Parallel Pathways, he had “viable
means for financial redress under Copyright Law.” Defendants argued that plaintiff did not
sufficiently allege infringement claim because he did not validly allege work or how work
was infringed. Court agreed that plaintiff failed to state valid copyright claim, because
Parallel Pathways project was described as “idea or ideas that were stolen rather than
something expressed in a tangible medium.”
Vivid Sites, LLC v. Millsap, No. 16-117, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 46364 (E.D. Mo.
Mar. 29, 2017)
District court denied plaintiff’s motion for leave to file third amended complaint and granted
defendant’s motion to dismiss second amended complaint in its entirety. Plaintiff, website
hosting company, brought suit against defendants based on their alleged misappropriation of
plaintiff’s proprietary software and other materials, including plaintiff’s source code.
Plaintiff’s original complaint contained copyright infringement claim as to source code in
addition to two RICO claims; first amended complaint kept original claims and added state
law claim for unfair competition; second amended complaint (“SAC”) removed copyright
and unfair competition claims, added new state law claim regarding trade secrets, and
retained RICO claims. Defendants moved to dismiss SAC in its entirety, and court granted
defendants’ motion in full. Plaintiff, in lieu of dismissal, moved for leave to file third
amended complaint (“TAC”) that would contain all five claims that it had previously
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asserted in action, including copyright infringement claim. Court denied plaintiff’s motion,
holding that proposed amendment “may” be futile and further that plaintiff’s conduct was
dilatory. Although plaintiff had applied for copyright registration of its source code before
filing original complaint, plaintiff’s source code was not registered until after plaintiff had
filed suit. Court noted that circuit split existed as to whether plaintiff could bring copyright
infringement suit after filing application for registration, or needed to wait for approval or
refusal of its application before bringing action. As such, court held that it was “not entirely
clear” whether plaintiff’s proposed amendment would be futile. Moreover, though plaintiff
had included copyright infringement claim in its original complaint, plaintiff omitted claim
from SAC. In seeking to reassert copyright infringement claim in TAC, plaintiff alleged that
it had only recently learned of its copyright application and subsequent registration. Court
held that plaintiff did not adequately explain its failure to investigate its copyright
registration status, which constituted dilatory delay that allowed court to deny plaintiff’s
motion to amend complaint.
Ian v. Bottom Line Record Co., No. 16-187, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 86646 (M.D.
Tenn. July 1, 2016)
Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss. Plaintiff, songwriter, performer and author, in
1998 entered into agreement giving defendant record company “right to use” some of her
performances at Bottom Line Cabaret. Performances were specifically identified in
agreement. In spring 2015, plaintiff learned that defendant released album The Bottom Line
Archive: Janis Ian, that included performances not specifically identified in agreement.
Plaintiff sued for infringement based on defendant’s unauthorized reproduction of plaintiff’s
copyrighted musical composition underlying sound recording called “Stars.” Defendant
moved to dismiss complaint for failure to state claim. Defendant contended that case was
insufficiently pleaded because plaintiff did not plead copyright registration number. Court
disagreed, holding plaintiff’s allegation that she “holds the copyright interest in the musical
composition underlying the sound recording ‘Stars’” to be sufficient to survive motion to
dismiss. Regarding defendant’s allegation that claim was time-barred, defendant argued that
statute of limitations began to run when defendant released its album 1999, so claim was
outside of three-year statute of limitations. Court disagreed, because plaintiff alleged
infringement based on album released in 2015. Court held plaintiff’s claims sufficiently
pleaded to survive motion to dismiss.
Design Basics, LLC v. Milakis Homes, LLC, No. 16-53, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
169521 (N.D. Ind. Dec. 8, 2016)
Court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss. Building design firm brought copyright
infringement action against other builders for use of architectural drawings to build homes in
Indiana. Defendants moved to dismiss complaint for failure to state claim. Court noted that
many aspects of architectural plans are not copyrightable because they lack originality, as
certain design features are universally used by architects. However, court declined to grant
motion because pleading “need only contain enough facts to suggest the claim is plausible.”
Plaintiffs were “not required … to go beyond alleging that the Defendants received
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publications that contained the protected work and also explain how their plans ‘made it into
the hands’ of the Defendants.” Court also found it plausible that plaintiffs’ designs contained
“modicum of originality,” which would render them protectable under Act.
Norman v. B.E.T. TV, No. 16-113, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 167454 (N.D. Ind. Dec. 5,
2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss amended complaint for failure to plead factual
matter sufficient, if accepted as true, to state plausible claim for relief. To state claim for
direct copyright infringement, plaintiff must plead sufficient facts to plausibly suggest
ownership of valid copyright and copying of constituent elements of work that are original.
Amended complaint did not include “copyright certification,” but did state that plaintiff “has
copyright to lyrics,” and original complaint included certificate of registration for “The Real
and True Beyonce (2005-2015).” Court assumed for purposes of motion to dismiss that
plaintiff owned valid copyright. Plaintiff still must plead facts plausibly suggesting that
defendant copied elements of copyrighted work that are original. Allegations in amended
complaint that since early 2000s defendant “played sexual material” containing “music and
[lyrics] belonging to Lasandra Norman who has copyright to lyrics ... time and time again on
show[s] like 106 and [P]ark” did not provide enough detail to give defendant fair notice of
factual basis for claims. Amended complaint did not identify elements of copyrighted work
plaintiff claimed defendant copied, or offer facts suggesting how defendant allegedly
infringed. Accordingly, amended complaint was dismissed without prejudice.
ICC Evaluation Serv., LLC v. Int’l Ass’n of Plumbing & Mech. Officials, No. 16-54,
2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 153518 (D.D.C. Sept. 19, 2016)
Court denied motion to dismiss, finding complaint adequately pleaded necessary elements.
Plaintiff sued defendants alleging that defendants “reproduced in substantial and significant
part, and copied with minimal changes” 17 works authored and copyrighted by plaintiff.
Court rejected defendants’ argument that complaint failed to identify “what portions, if any,
of the works at issue are, in fact, protected by copyright” and failed to allege “that those
protected portions have been infringed by Defendants.” Court followed other courts to find
that plaintiff satisfies both elements by simply listing copyright registration numbers that
correspond to each of its copyrighted works, annexing copies of registrations, and stating that
defendant has infringed one or more of these copyrights. Court also rejected argument that
plaintiff failed to allege “how, or in what manner, Defendants copied, modified or otherwise
used” plaintiff’s works. By providing one-to-one correspondence between its specifically
identified copyrighted works and allegedly infringing works published by defendants, and by
providing specific dates for registration of various copyrights at issue, plaintiff sufficiently
specified “by what acts” and “during what time” defendants allegedly infringed its
copyrights. Defendants’ argument that plaintiff failed to properly plead substantial similarity
between its copyrighted works and allegedly infringing works also failed. Court adopted
view that substantial similarity analysis is best avoided at motion to dismiss stage. Because
substantial similarity is customarily “extremely close question of fact,” analysis is better
suited for summary judgment context.
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D. Standing
Stubby Strip, LLC v. Food Market Merchandising, Inc., No. 15-1410, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 131149 (N.D.N.Y. Sept. 26, 2016)
In 2014 plaintiff and defendant began negotiating agreement by which defendant would
distribute plaintiff’s beverage holder products. Defendant ultimately refused to enter into
distribution agreement, and instead sent plaintiff’s products to Chinese manufacturer to be
copied and reproduced under different branding. Defendant used plaintiff’s marketing
materials, including copyrighted photographs, samples, and business strategies. Plaintiff
sued for copyright infringement and unfair competition, alleging that defendant was
infringing copyright in pictorial works, and unfairly competing by using same copyrighted
images to detriment of plaintiff. Court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss copyright
infringement claim, noting plaintiff’s failure to respond amounted to abandonment, and
consent to dismissal, of copyright claim. Plaintiff in any event, was without standing to
assert infringement of pictorial works because plaintiff was not owner of copyright in
pictorial works. License agreement provided for “non-exclusive commercial license.”
Plaintiff, as non-exclusive licensee, lacked standing to sue others for infringement.
Team Angry Filmworks, Inc. v. Geer, No. 15-1381, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41808
(W.D. Pa. Mar. 23, 2017)
District court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss for lack of standing and for failure to join
indispensable parties. In its third amended complaint, plaintiff sought declaratory judgment
that Philip Francis Nowlan’s 1928 novella Armageddon—2419 A.D. and character Buck
Rogers had entered public domain, in order to allow plaintiff to produce film based thereon.
To show existence of justiciable controversy after Supreme Court’s MedImmune decision,
facts alleged by plaintiff must establish substantial legal controversy of “sufficient
immediacy and reality” to warrant declaratory judgment. Plaintiff’s second amended
complaint contained allegations that satisfied “reality” prong, and court held that plaintiff’s
third amended complaint alleged facts establishing “immediacy” of dispute. Specifically,
plaintiff had attached to its third amended complaint nonbinding letter of intent from
production company that outlined “clear and immediate timeline” for production of
plaintiff’s proposed film. Though letter was nonbinding, court held that plaintiff had
established immediacy by showing that, but for copyright dispute, plaintiff could and would
begin production immediately. Notably, court held that “absolute guarantee” of production
was not required. Because plaintiff’s third amended complaint established both immediacy
and reality of dispute, court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss for lack of Article III
standing.
Kevin Chelko Photography, Inc. v. JF Rests., LLC, No. 13-60, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
7563 (W.D.N.C. Jan. 19, 2017)
District court dismissed plaintiff’s complaint, finding it lacked standing. Plaintiff sued
defendant restaurant for infringement, alleging that defendant used plaintiff’s photos of food
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beyond term authorized by contract. Defendant moved to dismiss complaint for lack of
subject matter jurisdiction, arguing that plaintiff lacked standing because it was not legal or
beneficial owner of allegedly infringed copyrights. Court agreed, noting that Kevin Chelko
was author and owner of subject copyrights, and that he did not transfer any exclusive rights
in subject copyrights to plaintiff. Court further opined that plaintiff’s right to distribute or
manage copyrights was immaterial to standing absent written assignment or exclusive license
from original copyright owner. Lastly, court denied plaintiff’s request to substitute Kevin
Chelko for plaintiff pursuant to Rule 17; Chelko could not now benefit from plaintiff’s
mistake so as to take advantage of suspension of limitations period.
E. Miscellaneous
Fourth Estate Pub. Ben. Corp. v. Wall-Street.com, LLC, No. 16-13726, 2017 U.S.
App. LEXIS 8766 (11th Cir. May 18, 2017)
Eleventh Circuit held “registration” of copyright claim is precondition to filing suit for
infringement. Plaintiff, news organization that produced online journalism, licensed articles
to websites. Defendant news website obtained licenses to number of articles produced by
plaintiff. License agreement required defendant to remove all of content produced by
plaintiff from its website before defendant cancelled its account. Defendant cancelled its
account, but continued to display articles produced by plaintiff. Plaintiff filed complaint for
infringement, but complaint did not allege that Register of Copyrights had acted on
application. Defendants moved to dismiss complaint, arguing that § 411(a) permits suit for
copyright infringement only after Register approves or denies application to register
copyright. District court agreed, and dismissed complaint without prejudice. Eleventh
Circuit affirmed. Court noted circuit split under which Tenth Circuit follows “registration”
approach, which requires copyright owner to plead that Register has either approved or
denied application before copyright owner can file infringement action, while Ninth and
Fifth Circuits follow “application” approach, which requires owner to plead that it has filed
“deposit, application, and fee required for registration” before filing suit. Parties disputed
whether precedents bound circuit court to follow either approach; court found it need not
decide dispute about precedents because text of Copyright Act makes clear that registration
approach is correct. Act defines registration as process that requires action by both copyright
owner and Copyright Office. Owner must first deposit copy of material with Office, file
application, and pay fee. Register of Copyrights then examines material and determines
whether “material deposited constitutes copyrightable subject matter.” If material is
copyrightable, “Register shall register claim and issue to applicant certificate of registration”;
if “material deposited does not constitute copyrightable subject matter … Register shall
refuse registration.” Use of phrase “after examination” in § 410(a) makes explicit that
application alone is insufficient for registration. That registration occurs only after
examination of application necessarily means that registration occurs later in time than
application. Section 410(b) also establishes that registration can occur only after application
and examination. If registration occurred when application was filed, then Register would
have no power to “refuse registration.” Court rejected plaintiff’s argument that § 408(a)
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supports application approach because it fails to mention certificate of registration. Section
408(a) states only conditions copyright owner must satisfy to obtain registration; it does not
speak to timing of registration or obligation of Register to examine and approve or refuse
application. Section 410(d) also supports registration approach; to be sure, § 410(d) relates
registration back to date that owner files application, but § 410(d) also makes evident that
registration occurs only after Register deems application acceptable. Court rejected
plaintiff’s argument that three-year statute of limitations supports application approach.
Considered together, registration requirement and three-year statute of limitations reflect
statutory plan to encourage registration. Court of Appeals thus affirmed dismissal of
complaint.
Pablo Star Ltd. v. Tribune Content Agency, LLC, No. 15-1167, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 32337 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 7, 2017)
District court granted defendant’s motion to stay pending outcome of case-dispositive
proceedings in UK. Plaintiffs, UK companies, had been dissolved by UK court order, but
were later restored in manner that allowed plaintiffs to seek damages for alleged
infringement of copyrights at issue in U.S. action. However, additional proceedings were
brought in UK, alleging that plaintiffs’ ownership interest in copyrights had been improperly
restored and arguing that plaintiffs’ copyrights should be restored to UK Crown. Because
decision in UK proceedings could be case-dispositive, court held that interests of judicial
efficiency favored stay of U.S. action. Moreover, UK proceedings had commenced before
U.S. action and plaintiffs had failed to articulate any unfairness that could result from stay.
Court therefore found that all factors favored stay of U.S. case, and granted defendant’s
motion.
Metal Bulletin Ltd. v. Scepter, Inc., 192 F. Supp. 3d 377 (S.D.N.Y. 2016)
Court granted defendant’s partial motion to dismiss. Plaintiff, publisher of works concerning
metal and steel, brought action for copyright infringement, alleging that defendant exceeded
scope of license by allowing employees to access plaintiff’s works using single username
and password. Defendant moved to dismiss claim for copyright infringement on ground that
it was barred by clause in Terms and Conditions mandating application of English law.
District court granted motion, holding choice-of-law clause precluded plaintiff from bringing
its copyright claim because claim fell within scope of choice-of-law clause, and choice-oflaw clause was enforceable.
Broad. Music, Inc. v. Craig Sports, LLC, No. 16-1941, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12605
(C.D. Cal. Jan. 30, 2017)
Plaintiffs, owners of various musical works and licensor of those works, sued defendant for
willful infringement, based on unlicensed and unauthorized public performance of five
musical compositions at Gators Sports Bar and Grill. No answer was filed, and plaintiffs
sought default judgment. Court weighed Eitel factors: (1) possibility of prejudice to
plaintiff; (2) merits of plaintiff’s substantive claim; (3) sufficiency of complaint; (4) sum of
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money at stake in action; (5) possibility of dispute concerning material facts; (6) whether
default was due to excusable neglect; and (7) strong policy underlying Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure favoring decisions on merits. Court determined default judgment should be
entered against defendants. Court found plaintiffs would suffer because they would be
denied right to judicial resolution of their claims. Court was satisfied that plaintiffs stated
claim under Act, as ownership of musical works was sufficiently alleged, as was BMI’s
status as licensor of those works, and complaint alleged that defendants publicly performed
songs without authorization. Amount of money at stake weighed in plaintiffs’ favor, as
plaintiffs’ request for $15,000 in statutory damages ($3,000 for each work infringed) was
reasonable. It was unclear whether there would be dispute over material facts, because
defendants never appeared or answered complaint. There was no evidence of excusable
neglect as evidence indicated defendant was served with complaint and motion and failed to
respond or otherwise defend suit. Because cases should be decided on merits, defendant’s
failure to answer complaint made decision on merits impractical. Court granted default
judgment.
Openwave Messaging, Inc. v. Open-Xchange, Inc., No. 16-253, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 150713 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 28, 2016)
Court denied motion to dismiss counterclaims. Plaintiff was provider of commercial email
platform software and services for telecommunications carriers. Defendant distributed opensource commercial email software that customers integrated into their existing system’s
infrastructure. Parties entered into arrangement regarding software and subsequently
plaintiff sued defendant alleging claims including copyright infringement. Defendant filed
counterclaim seeking declaratory judgment of non-infringement. Plaintiff moved to dismiss
counterclaims and affirmative defenses. Court noted that it had “complete discretion
whether to hear a counterclaim for declaratory judgment,” and that many courts have
exercised that discretion in favor of dismissing claims where counterclaim is either “mirror
image” of claim in complaint or “redundant of affirmative defenses.” Even though
declaratory judgment counterclaim may concern same subject matter or arise from same
transaction as set out in complaint, court noted that it should focus on “whether the
counterclaims serve any useful purpose.” Plaintiff’s complaint alleged that plaintiff was
copyright owner of software, App Suite, and that defendant infringed copyright. Defendant’s
affirmative defense stated that copyright claim was barred by lack of ownership and because
plaintiff granted defendant perpetual license to any works it developed for plaintiff, as stated
in relevant contracts. Defendant’s counterclaim alleged that defendant was owner of right to
distribute and license relevant software, and even if plaintiff acquired ownership rights in
software, defendant would have license to it under parties’ contracts. Court found it was not
clear whether counterclaim served any useful purpose, but plaintiff had not identified any
prejudice it would suffer if counterclaim was not struck; court, accordingly, would not strike
counterclaim at “this time.”
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Datacarrier S.A. v. WOCCU Servs. Grp., No. 16-122, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 161698
(W.D. Wis. Nov. 22, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss infringement claims involving computer
software that had been put to use primarily in South America. Defendant contended that it
could not be liable for authorizing, from U.S., infringement that occurred wholly outside
U.S. Court agreed with defendant on territoriality issue. Court noted that neither Seventh
Circuit nor Supreme Court had decided whether merely authorizing such extraterritorial
infringement was itself actionable act of domestic infringement. Court followed “weight of
better reasoned authority,” chiefly Subafilms, Ltd. v. MGM-Pathe Communications Co., 24
F.3d 1088 (9th Cir. 1994), to hold that it was not. Court concluded that territoriality is not
jurisdictional, but simply element of copyright claim. Defendant’s motion, therefore, was
based on failure to state claim, to be decided under Rule 12(b)(6). To survive motion to
dismiss, plaintiff must have alleged some infringing act that took place in U.S.; if
infringement that takes place entirely outside of U.S. is not actionable, then neither is
authorization of that infringement. Court reasoned that “to authorize” is not exclusive right;
if it were, it would be possible for party to be liable for copyright infringement for
authorizing infringing copying even if no actual copying took place. Better interpretation
was that authorizing infringing activity is form of contributory infringement. There can be
no liability for contributory infringement without direct infringement; accordingly, there
would be no liability for contributory infringement if underlying “infringement” is not
actionable under Copyright Act. Thus, plaintiff’s claims that defendant infringed plaintiff’s
copyright based on authorization of foreign acts of direct infringement were dismissed for
failure to state claim.
II.

COPYRIGHTABILITY
A. Originality
Sohm v. McGraw-Hill Global Educ. Holdings, LLC, No. 16-4255, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 126836 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 16, 2016)

District court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss. Plaintiff, professional photographer,
claimed defendant exceeded scope of its licenses to use plaintiff’s photos in defendant’s
textbooks. Defendant moved to dismiss, in part on basis that 14 of plaintiff’s photos were in
public domain because they were photos of presidential seal, Constitution and Declaration of
Independence. Plaintiff argued that his photos were variants of these images that
incorporated plaintiff’s own artistic choices, such as background color, depth of field, photo
speed settings and cropping. Court acknowledged there is “no uniform test to determine the
copyrightability of photographs,” but held minimal degree of creativity required is easily
met. Regarding ownership, plaintiff pleaded dates and registration numbers of copyrights at
issue, which shifted burden to defendant to prove invalidity. However, because this was
motion to dismiss, defendant was not able to put in evidence to contrary. For that “very
reason,” questions of originality are generally inappropriate for determination on motion to
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dismiss. In view of plaintiff’s plausible allegations regarding artistic choices with respect to
photos, and evidentiary presumption created by plaintiff’s registrations, court could not infer
lack of originality at motion to dismiss stage.
We Shall Overcome Foundation v. Richmond Organization, Inc., No. 16-2725, 2016
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 160965 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 21, 2016)
District court denied motion to dismiss as to claims under Copyright Act. Plaintiffs brought
putative class action challenging defendants’ copyright in song “We Shall Overcome.”
Defendants moved to dismiss part of amended complaint that challenged their copyright
interest in lyrics of first verse of song. Court found that plaintiffs sufficiently alleged that
changes in lyrics in first verse of song from 1948 version—“(1) ‘we’ll for ‘I’ll’; (2) ‘shall’
for ‘will’; and (3) ‘deep’ for ‘down’”—lacked originality. “Whether the Plaintiffs will
prevail awaits a decision through summary judgment or at trial.”
Urban Textile, Inc. v. Rue 21, Inc., No. 14-8285, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 163650
(C.D. Cal. Nov. 28, 2016)
Court denied plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment. Plaintiff sued contending
defendants made and distributed garments featuring designs strikingly similar to plaintiff’s.
Plaintiff moved for partial summary judgment, asking court to find that defendants willfully
infringed copyright as matter of law. Designs at issue were categorized into three groups.
Regarding first group (published designs), court found plaintiff had not met its burden as to
ownership of valid copyright. Defendants provided adequate evidence to raise genuine
question as to what extent plaintiff altered designs it acquired by assignment, and whether
those alternations made designs registrable as new, unpublished works. Court found
summary judgment inappropriate as to first group. Regarding second group (derivative
designs), court found defendants successfully raised issues of fact as to whether plaintiff’s
designs sufficiently departed from underlying source material, such that plaintiff need not
have declared source in its applications. Court found summary judgment inappropriate as to
second group. Regarding third group, court found plaintiff likely entitled only to “thin”
copyright protection, and that “thin” copyright protects against only virtually identical
copying. Court found it could not determine, as matter of law, that allegedly infringing
garments bore pattern that was “virtually identical” to plaintiff’s design. Intrinsic test is
always left to factfinder; summary judgment is not appropriate on issue of similarity.
UIRC-GSA Holdings, Inc. v. William Blair & Co., L.L.C., No. 15-9518, 2017 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 46714 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 29, 2017)
District court denied motion to dismiss infringement claim. Plaintiff, seller of bonds and
holder of copyright registrations for documents relating to sale of bonds, brought suit against
defendant placement agent and its employee, Michael Kalt. According to plaintiff,
defendants willfully copied and distributed protected and non-protected portions of its
copyrighted works. To establish infringement, plaintiff must prove “(1) ownership of valid
copyright and (2) copying of constituent elements of the work that are original.” Copying
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may be proven by showing access and that two works are substantially similar. Court
applied Seventh Circuit test for substantial similarity, asking objectively “whether ‘the two
works share enough unique features to give rise to a breach of the duty not to copy another’s
work.’” Defendants argued that plaintiff failed to state plausible claim because allegedly
infringed expression was “comprised entirely of (1) ideas and themes and (2) common words
and phrases, none of which is copyrightable, and when those unprotectable elements are
excluded, no actionable substantial similarity exists between the memoranda at issue.”
Defendant claimed that plaintiff was thus “attempting to ‘use its copyright registrations to
claim monopoly of the entire concept of FSA revenue bonds and their usage.’” Court stated
that “[u]nlike songs or poems,” the bond documents at issue “are complex financial
documents relating to a niche investment market, and despite Defendants’ contentions, the
Court … cannot at this stage determine that all the copied expression is ‘boilerplate and
standardized language’” Court accordingly denied defendant’s motion to dismiss.
Am. Soc’y for Testing and Materials v. Public.Resource.Org, Inc., No. 13-1215, No.
14-857, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14623 (D.D.C. Feb. 2, 2017)
In consolidated opinion, court considered motions and cross-motions for summary judgment.
First set of plaintiffs were not-for-profits that created codes and standards for private sector
that, inter alia, promote public safety. Second set of plaintiffs were not-for-profits that
cooperatively created “Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing.” Standards at
issue were incorporated by reference into federal law. Both sets of plaintiffs brought suit for
copyright infringement after defendant purchased standards, scanned them, added cover
sheet, and made them available online. Court found that plaintiffs owned valid copyrights,
rejecting defendant’s arguments (1) that standards not protectable under § 102(b); (2) that
copyright protection was lost once standards were incorporated by reference into federal
regulations; (3) that due process concerns barred copyright protection; and (4) that merger
and scènes à faire doctrines precluded protection. Court noted that Congress had already
passed on question of revoking copyright protection for standards incorporated by reference
into regulations, and any further consideration of issue must be left to Congress.
Shalom Baranes Assocs., P.C. v. Lauren Condos, LLC, No. 15-1980, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 125370 (D. Md. Sept. 14, 2016)
Plaintiff entered into agreement with third party Triumph Development to prepare
architectural plans for condominium project. Agreement gave Triumph non-assignable
license to use plaintiff’s designs for sole purposes of developing and building condominium
project. Plaintiff prepared architectural plans, but agreement was subsequently terminated.
Later, defendants stepped in to continue project, but plaintiff was not retained. Defendants
used plaintiff’s architectural plans as basis for their own plans making only minor changes.
Plaintiff filed copyright infringement action. Defendants filed motions to dismiss, alleging
(1) design elements within plaintiff’s architectural plans were not entitled to copyright
protection because they were standard features; and (2) design elements were functionally
determined by zoning law. Court held that even if design elements were standard features,
copyright protection extends to original configuration of otherwise unprotectable elements.
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Originality in this context is not high bar. Court could not conclude that plaintiff’s design
elements were “so unremarkable as to be unworthy of copyright protection.” Court also
denied defendants’ argument that plans were not protectable because their elements were
determined by zoning laws. Such restrictions can be lifted through vote of local government,
and plaintiff’s approved plans were not only way property could be developed. Motion to
dismiss denied.
Weber Luke Alliance, LLC v. Studio 1C Inc., No. 16-389, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
18527 (D. Utah Feb. 8, 2017)
Court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss copyright infringement claim. Plaintiff
company marketed “Rollerball Make & Take Workshop Kits,” which included sheet entitled
“What’s Included” that used shade of purple/mauve as part of color scheme, prominent
dividing bar, list of contents included in kit, and instruction manual. Plaintiff sued, claiming
defendant’s “make and take kits” infringed its copyright in “What’s Included” sheet, and
defendant moved to dismiss. Court granted defendant’s motion, finding plaintiff’s purple
header and prominent dividing bar “simply fail to meet the requirements to be considered
original creative works”; list of contents of kits simply contained ideas or facts that were not
“uniquely” arranged and thus not copyrightable; and instruction manual was merely
description of steps plaintiff recommends be taken to have successful party for participants to
make rollerballs using materials in kits, including suggestions such as “have all of your
supplies on hand before your workshop” and “Hand out One Recipe Sheet to each guest.”
Court found “no apparent element of creativity or originality” in “list of rather common
sense ideas for a successful party using Weber Luke’s materials, rollerballs and essential
oils.”
Inspired by Design, LLC v. Sammy’s Sew Shop, LLC, No. 16-2290, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 144988 (D. Kan. Oct. 19, 2016)
District court denied plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction. Plaintiff and defendant
both sold custom pet beds on Etsy. Plaintiff accused defendant of selling replicas of its pet
beds and sued for copyright infringement. In considering whether to grant injunction, court
was not persuaded that plaintiff would succeed on merits of its copyright infringement claim.
Plaintiff owned registered copyrights covering certain photos, 2-D artwork, technical
drawings and text content published on plaintiff’s website. Plaintiff asserted that defendant
copied (1) photos of its dog beds, (2) plaintiff’s washing instructions for pet bed covers, (3)
plaintiff’s fabric selector diagram, and (4) pet bed size chart with size recommendations.
Regarding plaintiff’s photos, plaintiff presented no evidence of “verbatim copying,” instead
alleging that defendant’s photos infringed because defendant’s photos contain similar pet
beds taken from similar angles with similar backgrounds. Court held that photographs
served “utilitarian purpose” of presenting various types of products and services that business
offered, and were thus “purely descriptive pictures” that “do not merit copyright protection
because the photographs lack the requisite creativity.” Plaintiff was thus not likely to prevail
on assertion that photographs were subject to copyright protection. Second, defendant
argued that plaintiff did not have valid copyright in washing instructions, since such
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instructions were fabric manufacturer’s instructions and therefore not original to plaintiff.
Plaintiff never responded to argument, and accordingly failed to show that it was likely to
prevail on claim of infringement of washing instructions. Third, defendant denied using
plaintiff’s fabric selector. Defendant asserted that its customers selected fabrics from
webpage or outside vendors, and then choice was put into Adobe Photoshop for customer to
view. Defendant also argued that plaintiff’s fabric selector was open source application, and
therefore not protectable. Court acknowledged that defendant presented its fabric choices in
manner similar to way plaintiff’s fabric selector displayed customer’s fabric choice, and
found plaintiff could potentially prevail on claim. Notwithstanding, court ultimately
determined plaintiff “has not shouldered its burden of proving a likelihood of success or
proving copyright infringement of the fabric selector.” Finally, court found that plaintiff had
not established likelihood of prevailing on infringement claim for size chart. Defendant
asserted that chart was not original, as it merely listed pet bed sizes that were typical in
industry. Court agreed that chart was factual work not protected by copyright.
B. Pictorial, Graphic and Sculptural Works
Star Athletica, L.L.C. v. Varsity Brands, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1002 (2017)
Supreme Court held that artistic feature of design of useful article is eligible for copyright
protection if feature (1) can be perceived as two- or three-dimensional work of art separate
from useful article and (2) would qualify as protectable pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work
either on its own or in some other medium if imagined separately from useful article.
Varsity, owner of more than 200 copyright registrations for two-dimensional designs
appearing on surface of garments, sued Star for infringing copyrights in five designs.
District court entered summary judgment for Star on ground that designs did not qualify as
protectable pictorial, graphic, or sculptural (PGS) works because designs served “utilitarian
function” of identifying garments as cheerleading uniforms, and therefore could not be
“physically or conceptually” separated from “utilitarian function” of garment. Sixth Circuit
reversed, finding designs were “separately identifiable” because designs and blank
cheerleading uniform can appear side by side, one as graphic design, other as cheerleading
uniform; designs were capable of existing independently because they could be incorporated
onto surface of different types of garments, or hung on wall and framed as art. Supreme
Court majority rejected as inconsistent with text of § 101 Varsity’s contention that twodimensional artistic features on surface of useful articles are “inherently separable”; statute
requires separability analysis for any “pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features” incorporated
into “design of useful article.” Under statute, PGS feature incorporated into design of useful
article is eligible for copyright protection if it (1) can be identified separately from, and (2) is
capable of existing independently of, utilitarian aspects of article. First requirement is “not
onerous”; decisionmaker need only be able to look at useful article and “spot some two- or
three-dimensional element that appears to have pictorial, graphic, or sculptural qualities.” To
satisfy second requirement, feature must be able to exist as its own PGS work once imagined
apart from useful article. Sections 113(a) and 101 make clear that copyright protection
extends to PGS works regardless of whether they were created as freestanding art or as
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features of useful articles. “Ultimate separability question” is whether feature for which
copyright protection is claimed would have been eligible for copyright protection as PGS
work had it originally been fixed in some tangible medium other than useful article before
being applied to useful article. Court rejected Star’s “flawed view” that Act protects only
“solely artistic” features that have no effect whatsoever on useful article’s utilitarian
function, noting statute expressly protects two- and three-dimensional “applied art.” Artistic
feature that would be eligible for copyright protection on its own cannot lose protection
simply because it was first created as feature of design of useful article, even if it makes
article more useful. Court abandoned distinction between “physical” and “conceptual”
separability; statutory text indicates that separability is conceptual undertaking. Because
separability does not require underlying useful article to remain, physical-conceptual
distinction is unnecessary. Court also rejected as ungrounded in text of statute Star’s
argument that courts should consider (1) whether design elements reflect designer’s artistic
judgment exercised independently of functional influence, and (2) whether there is
substantial likelihood that artistic feature would still be marketable to some significant
segment of community without its utilitarian function. Because designs on surface of
Varsity’s garments satisfied requirements, Court affirmed judgment of Sixth Circuit. Justice
Ginsburg, concurring in Court’s judgment but not in opinion, would not take up separability
test in this case because designs at issue are not designs of useful articles. Instead, they are
standalone PGS works that may gain copyright protection as such, including exclusive right
to reproduce designs on useful articles. Because owner of copyright in pre-existing PGS
work may exclude others from reproducing work on useful article, there is no need to engage
in separability inquiry to resolve instant petition. Justice Breyer dissented, joined by Justice
Kennedy, arguing that even applying majority’s test, designs cannot be perceived as two- or
three-dimensional works of art separate from useful article. Picture of relevant design
features, whether separately “perceived” on paper or in imagination, is picture of, and
thereby “replicates,” underlying useful article; hence, design features Varsity seeks to protect
are not capable of existing independently of utilitarian aspects of article.
Direct Techs., LLC v. Electronic Arts, Inc., 836 F.3d 1059 (9th Cir. 2016)
Ninth Circuit reversed district court’s grant of summary judgment to defendant. Defendant,
creator of “The Sims” computer game, contracted with production company to create thumb
drive shaped like PlumbBob, icon from game. Production company then contracted with
plaintiff to create sample PlumbBob thumb drive, which defendant approved; however,
sample was shipped to Chinese company to make essentially same flash drives for 50 cents
less per unit than plaintiff. Plaintiff brought suit against defendant under Act. Ninth Circuit
held that it was error for trial court to grant defendant summary judgment because issue of
fact remained as to whether design for flash drive removal from PlumbBob was adequately
non-functional and non-trivial to warrant copyright protection. Court also found issue of fact
as to whether plaintiff sufficiently in control of its artistic contribution to qualify as joint
author of prototype. Court also reversed grant of summary judgment on ground that plaintiff
assigned its interest in drives in its contract with production company because there was
issue of fact as to agreements’ enforceability.
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Design Ideas, Ltd. v. Meijer, Inc., No. 15-3093, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 113704 (C.D.
Ill. Aug. 25, 2016)
Court granted partial summary judgment to plaintiff. Plaintiff brought suit against
defendants alleging infringement of “Sparrow Clip” product, clothespin with silhouetted bird
design on top. Court held that undisputed facts showed that plaintiff owned valid copyright.
Defendants contended that “Sparrow Clip” was non-protectable useful article. Court agreed
that clip was useful article, but found bird design was physically separable from clothespin,
and was conceptually separable because artistic decisions in designing were not restricted by
functional concerns.
Trade West, Inc. v. Oriental Trading Co., No. 16-474, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 47754
(D. Haw. Mar. 30, 2017)
Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss. Plaintiff sued, alleging that defendant infringed
plaintiff’s registered copyrights in designs of artificial hibiscus lei and hair clip. Defendant
moved to dismiss infringement claim on ground of absence of substantial similarity, arguing
that only similarities between parties’ designs were those that reflected features of hibiscus
flower as it existed in nature, or those that were functional. With respect to functionality,
court determined that manner in which flowers were attached by parties to leis, in which
flowers were attached perpendicularly to string to have stamen of hibiscus remain distinctive,
was not necessarily functional because other methods of stringing leis to maintain
distinctiveness of stamen were available. In light of ruling on functionality issue, court did
not address defendant’s alternate argument that defendant’s design of hibiscus flower for its
leis reflected how flower appeared in nature such that no substantial similarity of protectable
subject matter existed. With respect to hair clips, court found that leaves in defendant’s hair
clips did not reflect how those elements appear in nature in relation to hibiscus flower,
because defendant’s design attached leaves directly to flower as opposed to stem. Court also
rejected defendant’s argument that placement of leaves underneath flowers was functional, as
it served aesthetic purposes.
C. Compilations and Derivative Works
Olivares v. Univ. of Chicago, 213 F. Supp. 3d 757 (M.D.N.C. 2016)
Court denied defendants’ motion for summary judgment. In 17th century, María de Zayas y
Sotomayor published collection of stories titled Novelas amorosas y ejemplares. In 2000,
plaintiff created edition of collection, which contained Novelas amorosas and sections
authored by plaintiff. In 2009, defendants published translation of certain stories from
Zayas, including few from Novelas amorosas. Defendants used plaintiff’s edition of Zayas
stories in creating their translation. Defendants challenged validity of plaintiff’s copyright in
“text of the Novelas amorosas as published in his edition,” arguing that corrections to
punctuation and paragraph breaks are not copyrightable. Court found defendants
oversimplified plaintiff’s corrections; according to plaintiff, edition “restores, modernizes,
and clarifies Zayas’ text.” On current record, court could not find as matter of law that
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plaintiff’s corrections were insufficiently creative to be devoid of protection, and denied
motion.
D. Miscellaneous
Flo & Eddie, Inc. v. Sirius XM Radio, Inc., 849 F.3d 14 (2d Cir. 2017)
Plaintiff, owner of sound recordings created by The Turtles pre-1972, brought copyright
infringement suit against defendant on behalf of itself and class of owners of pre-1972
recordings asserting claims for common law copyright infringement and unfair competition
under New York law. Second Circuit previously certified question to New York Court of
Appeals: “Is there a right of public performance for creators of pre-1972 sound recordings
under New York law and, if so, what is the nature and scope of that right?” Court of Appeals
answered that New York common law does not recognize right of public performance for
creators of pre-1972 sound recordings. Second Circuit concluded that Court of Appeals’
answer to certified question was determinative of plaintiff’s copying claims as well as unfaircompetition claim, and remanded to district court with instructions to grant defendant’s
motion for summary judgment and to dismiss case with prejudice.
Flo & Eddie, Inc. v. Sirius XM Radio, Inc., 827 F.3d 1016 (11th Cir. 2016)
In case in which plaintiff, owner of common-law copyrights in sound recordings recorded by
The Turtles prior to 1972, brought copyright infringement suit against Sirius XM Radio for
broadcasting The Turtles’ pre-1972 songs without license from owners of recordings and
without paying owners for broadcasts, Eleventh Circuit certified questions to Supreme Court
of Florida: Whether Florida common law copyright extends to pre-1972 sound recordings
and, if so, whether it includes exclusive right of public performance and/or exclusive right of
reproduction; whether plaintiff forfeited any common law copyright by publication of pre1972 songs; and to extent Florida recognizes common law copyright in sound recordings
including right of exclusive reproduction, whether backup or buffer copies of pre-1972 songs
made by Sirius XM Radio constitute infringement of plaintiff’s common law copyright.
Flo & Eddie, Inc. v. Sirius XM Radio, Inc., 28 N.Y.3d 583 (2016)
In case in which plaintiff, owner of common-law copyrights in sound recordings recorded by
The Turtles prior to 1972, brought copyright infringement suit against Sirius XM Radio for
broadcasting The Turtles’ pre-1972 songs without license from owners of recordings and
without paying owners for broadcasts, Second Circuit certified question to New York State
Court of Appeals: “Is there a right of public performance for creators of pre-1972 sound
recordings under New York law and, if so, what is the nature and scope of that right?” New
York Court of Appeals concluded that common law copyright protection for sound
recordings was limited to exclusive right of reproduction, and did not include public
performance. Court’s inquiry was limited to common law because New York never provided
any statutory copyright protection for sound recordings. Court viewed New York common
law copyright as limited, providing protection only against unauthorized reproduction, and
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only until work was published, at which point nature and scope of copyright was governed
by federal copyright statute. “Simply stated, New York’s common-law copyright has never
recognized a right of public performance for pre-1972 sound recordings. Because the
consequences of doing so could be extensive and far-reaching, and there are many competing
interests at stake, which we are not equipped to address, we decline to create such a right for
the first time now.”
III.

OWNERSHIP
A. Works Made for Hire
Urbont v. Sony Music Entm’t, 831 F.3d 80 (2d Cir. 2016)

Second Circuit affirmed in part and vacated in part judgment of district court. Plaintiff
brought suit against defendants Sony Music Entertainment, Razor Sharp Records and Dennis
Coles, a/k/a Ghostface Killah, to enforce claimed ownership rights in “Iron Man” theme song
composed in 1966. Defendants challenged plaintiff’s ownership of copyright, arguing that
song was work for hire created for, and thus owned by, Marvel Comics. Second Circuit
agreed with district court’s determination that “third parties to an alleged employer-employee
relationship have standing to raise a ‘work for hire’ defense against a claim of copyright
infringement.” It disagreed, however, with district court’s conclusion that “Iron Man”
composition was work for hire as matter of law. General rule under 1909 Act is that work
made at hiring party’s “instance and expense” is work for hire. “Instance” refers to “extent
to which the hiring party provided the impetus for, participated in, or had the power to
supervise the creation of the work.” Right to direct and supervise work may be enough to
satisfy “instance” requirement. “Expense” denotes “resources the hiring party invests in the
creation of the work, in order to properly reward [] with ownership the party that bears the
risk with respect to the work’s success.” Second Circuit found that genuine issues of
material fact remained as to whether “Iron Man” composition was work for hire, due to (a)
plaintiff’s assertion that he “wrote the songs on spec[ulation] hoping [Marvel] would use
them”; (b) fact that there was no established working relationship between plaintiff and
defendants or guarantee of payment; (c) defendants’ powerlessness to modify work without
plaintiff’s permission; and (d) fact that plaintiff produced composition independently of
Marvel, and received royalties in addition to fixed sum of payment. Second Circuit noted
that if hiring party is able to satisfy instance and expense test it is presumed to be author of
work. Presumption can be overcome, however, by evidence of contrary agreement, either
written or oral.
Wired Fox Techs., Inc. v. Estep, No. 15-331, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43993 (D.S.C.
Mar. 27, 2017)
District court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment on counterclaim for
declaratory judgment under Act. Counterclaim plaintiff Estep sought judgment declaring
that he did not create software in question as “work made for hire” because he was not
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“employee” of plaintiff or counterclaim defendants under common law doctrines of masterservant or principal-agent when such software was created. Court noted that Estep was sole
author of software in question. Pursuant to Act, copyright ownership vests initially in
individual author, unless “work is made ‘for hire,’ such as one ‘prepared by an employee
within the scope of his or her employment.’” Work for hire doctrine applies only to
employees, and not to independent contractors like Estep, unless “the parties the parties
‘expressly agree in a written instrument signed by them that the [commissioned] work shall
be considered a work made for hire.’” There was no written instrument signed by Estep and
counterclaim defendants expressly establishing that software created by Estep during his
work as independent contractor would be considered work made for hire. Therefore, court
stated, “there was never any transfer of Estep’s copyright ownership in the Blue Fox Code,
which presumptively vested in him as the source code’s author.”
B. Transfer of Ownership
McFee v. CPP Int’l, No. 16-165, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21462 (W.D.N.C. Feb. 15,
2017)
Court adopted magistrate judge’s recommendation and granted defendant’s motion to
dismiss. Plaintiff sued defendant for infringement. Defendant filed motion to dismiss for
failure to state claim, because plaintiff did not own copyright. Magistrate judge agreed with
defendant. Plaintiff objected to magistrate judge’s order, arguing that employment
agreement between plaintiff and defendant was sufficient to convey ownership interest.
Defendant contended that promise to convey copyright to plaintiff at later date did not
transfer ownership. Court held “the terms of the contract are clear.” Agreement was
structured so that if certain express conditions were met, defendant was required to assign
copyright to plaintiff, but assignment was not complete until defendant took affirmative steps
to assign ownership to plaintiff by completing exhibit to agreement, separate agreement titled
“Assignment of Intellectual Property.” Court focused on words “shall assign” in agreement:
“The plain meaning of ‘shall’ places the act of assignment in the future, not a
contemporaneous, automatic assignment as argued by Plaintiff.” Exhibit reflected intent of
parties that separate affirmative action was needed for assignment. “Any other interpretation
renders the exhibit meaningless.” Absent assignment, plaintiff did not own copyright.
C. Termination of Transfers
Artists Rights Enforcement Corp. v. Estate of King, No. 16-1121, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 171459 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 12, 2016)
Court granted in part and denied in part motion to dismiss claims involving sale of rights in
Ben E. King songs “Stand By Me” and “There Goes My Baby.” In 2014 King executed
letter memorializing agreement with plaintiff regarding prospective sale of rights to songs
and detailing terms of plaintiff’s contingent fee. King then served termination notices for
both songs on parties including Sony/ATV Tunes, listing effective dates of termination of
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August 31, 2016 and April 18, 2017. Pursuant to agreement, plaintiff negotiated sale of
“certain rights” in songs to Music Sales Group. After King died, King family retained legal
counsel to terminate agreement. Plaintiff sued, seeking declaratory and injunctive relief to
enforce agreement. Court found that because at time King executed sale agreement,
termination notices for songs had not yet become effective (indeed had not even been
served), promise of future rights contained in sale agreement predated effective dates of
termination in termination notices. Court found contract thus contravened terms of
Copyright Act and was “invalid on its face.” Section 304(c)(6)(D), allowing author to grant
or agree to make further grant to “original grantee or such grantee’s successor in title, after
the notice of termination has been served,” did not apply, as termination notices had not been
served at the time of sale agreement and plaintiff was not original grantee or its successor.
Since King could not convey or agree to convey right or interest in song copyrights to any
third party at time he signed agreement, plaintiff’s claims for declaration that agreement was
valid or injunction requiring defendants to keep to its terms failed as matter of law.
D. Joint Works and Co-Ownership
Marino v. Usher, Nos. 15-2270, 15-2359, 2016 U.S. App. LEXIS 21828 (3d Cir. Dec.
8, 2016)
Third Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of defendants.
District court found that because plaintiff jointly created song “Club Girl,” later developed
into derivative work “Bad Girl” and used by Usher, plaintiff’s infringement claims must fail.
Third Circuit affirmed district court’s judgment and findings that song was jointly owned
work, and that joint owner of copyright cannot sue his co-owner for infringement.
Cirana Corp. v. Changshu Jisheng Spinning & Weaving Commodities Co., Ltd., No.
16-4590, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 152184 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 31, 2016)
Plaintiff, owner of copyrights to numerous textile designs, alleged that defendants
wrongfully copied plaintiff’s designs, created derivative works and sold infringing garments.
defendant counterclaimed that it co-owned designs based on business relationship with
plaintiff’s agent. Court granted plaintiff’s motion to dismiss defendant’s counterclaims and
third-party claims for copyright infringement, contributory infringement and vicarious
infringement, holding that defendant failed to plead prima facie case of copyright
infringement because defendant alleged that it was co-owner of designs at issue, and coowner of copyright cannot be liable to another co-owner for infringement. Claims of
contributory and vicarious infringement also failed because there can be no secondary
liability where there is no direct infringement.
Sullivan v. Flora, Inc., No. 15-298, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 140146 (W.D. Wisc. Oct.
7, 2016)
Defendant engaged third party Designomotion, Inc. to produce two promotional videos
featuring defendant’s products. Plaintiff, freelance illustrator, received materials, including
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sketches and script, from Designomotion’s sole employee and owner, Silver, and earlier
advertising materials from Flora, and used them in creating “Illustration for Flora 7 Sources.”
Plaintiff was then asked to provide illustrations for another video. Plaintiff again received
sketches and script from Silver and material from Flora. Plaintiff subsequently registered
copyrights in illustrations as sole author. Plaintiff alleged that her illustrations were used in
additional promotional materials. As to joint authorship, court found that if plaintiff were not
entitled to presumption of valid copyright, defendant would have been granted summary
judgment on this ground. Court noted that evidentiary showing and argument from
defendant were compelling on intent as to Silver; court nevertheless found that issue was for
jury. Court also found forceful defendant’s evidence that Silver’s contributions were
independently copyrightable, but because trial on intent would occur, it also held issue open.
Court also declined to find plaintiff’s registrations invalid based on lack of disclosure
concerning preexisting works, because defendant had not shown that plaintiff knew her
application contained inaccurate information under § 411(b), and whether inaccuracy was
material was question for Register of Copyrights. Besides failing to make such showing,
defendant had not requested that court seek determination on materiality from Register.
Kid Stuff Mktg., Inc. v. Creative Consumer Concepts, Inc., No. 15-2620, 2016 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 175355 (D. Kan. Dec. 19, 2016)
Court granted in part and denied in part defendants’ motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff
asserted that defendants infringed its copyrights in illustrated characters, assembly
instructions and die line associated with paperboard cars that defendant Steak N Shake
distributed to consumers in connection with its kids’ meal program. Plaintiff moved for
summary judgment on issue of ownership of copyrights. Court found that plaintiff owned
characters from time they were created, but whether defendant Steak N Shake was joint
owner of characters was issue for trial, as there was evidence from which jury could
conclude that parties intended to work together to create joint work; in particular, fact that
defendant “made more than minor suggestions” and wielded “considerable control” over
what characters looked like. And, court noted, Circuit Courts “clearly recognize that, under
appropriate circumstances, a contributor of ideas may qualify as a joint author.” Court
further concluded that, to extent Steak N Shake was not joint owner of characters, plaintiff
granted Steak N Shake unlimited, nonexclusive license to retain, use and modify characters.
But because undisputed facts did not permit inference that implied license was supported by
consideration, court concluded that license was revocable and was revoked, at latest, upon
filing of lawsuit.
Mapp v. UMG Recordings, Inc., No. 15-602, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 129665 (M.D.
La. Sept. 21, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for judgment on pleadings. Plaintiff, record producer,
singer and songwriter, brought infringement action against record label arising out of
producer agreement plaintiff had entered into with Michael Stevenson, p/k/a Tyga, through
which plaintiff agreed to furnish music and Stevenson agreed to supply lyrics to song
“Molly.” Plaintiff alleged that he had not been paid advances and producer royalties owed to
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him under producer agreement for label’s exploitation of “Molly.” Producer agreement was
dissolved because Stevenson failed to appear, and default judgment was entered. Plaintiff
then obtained copyright registration for “Molly.” Defendant nevertheless continued to
manufacture, distribute and sell “Molly.” Defendant moved for judgment on pleadings,
arguing that plaintiff and its employee were co-authors and, thus, co-owners of “Molly.”
Defendant further argued that co-ownership was clearly evidenced in agreement, which even
if judicially dissolved, nevertheless reflected intent at time of signing to collaborate to create
“Molly.” Parties agreed that defendant’s employee provided lyrics and plaintiff provided
music to song. Since parties made independently copyrightable contributions to work, and
fully intended to be co-authors, court found that it was clear that they created joint work
which they co-owned. Because co-owners have independent right to use and license work,
and may grant non-exclusive licenses without other co-owners’ consent, plaintiff failed to
demonstrate that any of complained-of conduct infringed his copyright.
E. Contracts and Licenses
Smith v. BarnesandNoble.com, LLC, 839 F.3d 163 (2d Cir. 2016)
Second Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of summary judgment dismissing plaintiff’s
copyright infringement claims on alternative grounds. Plaintiff, widow of author Louis K.
Smith, sued defendant for direct and contributory copyright infringement, alleging defendant
had maintained cloud access to digital samples of Smith’s copyrighted book after Smith had
terminated license granted through distribution agreement with ebook distributor
Smashwords. Inc. Distribution agreement permitted distribution of samples as promotional
material and granted end-users license to duplicate, share and reproduce such samples for
non-commercial purposes. Smashwords provided Smith’s book for sampling to retailers
including Barnes & Noble, which listed Smith’s book for sale on bn.com and offered free
samples to customers, including digital samples available for upload to customers’ individual
digital “lockers.” Having sold no copies of his book, Smith terminated his distribution
agreement with Smashwords in October 2011. Smith’s book erroneously remained on
bn.com through April 2012, but book was not sold or sampled during that time. Only one
customer had uploaded sample of Smith’s book before distribution agreement was cancelled.
Following cancellation of distribution agreement, customer that had validly obtained sample
of Smith’s book prior to termination was permitted to access sample two more times.
Plaintiff alleged these two instances of access amounted to copyright infringement, because
defendant was not permitted to provide customer access to Smith’s book samples after
agreement terminated. District court had granted summary judgment in favor of defendant
on ground that defendant’s alleged conduct did not amount to direct or contributory
copyright infringement. Second Circuit declined to decide infringement issue in novel
context of cloud storage, given sparse facts of case. Instead, court affirmed on alternative
ground, concluding defendant’s conduct was authorized by contract between parties, since
distribution agreement did not provide for termination of license for samples already
distributed in event distribution agreement was terminated.
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Creazioni Artistiche Musicali S.r.l. v. Carlin America, Inc., No. 14-9270, 2016 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 180431 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 30, 2016) (on appeal)
Applying Italian law, court held on motion to dismiss that exclusive rights in nonsense song
“Mah Na Mah Na,” popularized by Muppets, were not conveyed to original Italian publisher
pursuant to 1966 agreement with composer (“Agreement”). Under Agreement, composer
was hired to write film soundtrack and granted publisher “all rights to use the music the
music that [composer] composed, from the time of its creation … with the right to transfer it
in whole or in part to third parties, so long as [composer’s] rights are not prejudiced or
limited.” After parties and court agreed that Italian and U.S. law did not differ as to
interpretation of contract and that no expert testimony would be needed as to Italian law,
defendant nonetheless provided extensive expert testimony on Italian copyright law in its
motion to dismiss. Court refused to strike but allowed plaintiff to offer contrary expert
testimony, which rebutted defendant’s expert. Plaintiff also submitted unrebutted expert
declaration from veteran Italian music publishing executive confirming that Agreement was
of common type used in mid-1960s and would be understood within Italian publishing
industry as conveying all exclusive rights in music to publisher. Court held, however, that
under Italian law, Agreement did not convey exclusive rights to publisher because composer
retained certain rights under Italian Copyright Act, including right to prepare derivative
works, which were preserved by language stating “so long as [composer’s] rights are not
prejudiced or limited.” In light of such reserved rights under Italian statute, contract lacked
“clear expression of intent necessary to transfer full ownership of the film score” to
publisher. Despite conflicting expert testimony on this issue, court granted motion to
dismiss. On appeal to Second Circuit.
Yesh Music, LLC v. Amazon.com, Inc., No. 16-1406, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 54417
(E.D.N.Y. Apr. 8, 2017)
Defendant’s motion for summary judgment was granted in part. Plaintiffs alleged that
defendant infringed their copyrights by failing to secure compulsory license prior to
producing and distributing musical works on Amazon Prime Music. Compulsory license
under § 115 allows individuals to make and distribute phonorecords of copyrighted musical
work, without reaching any kind of agreement with copyright owner, once copyright owner
distributes musical work “to the public,” by serving Notice of Intent on copyright owner
within applicable time frame and following specific requirements. Plaintiffs alleged that
defendant’s NOIs were invalid because (1) service was improper, and (2) they failed to
comply with technical requirements regarding content of NOI. Plaintiffs also alleged that
defendant did not serve separate NOIs for “ambient” versions of plaintiffs’ songs. With
respect to service, court found, under mailbox rule, that proof of office procedure followed in
regular course of business, that establishes that notices have been properly addressed and
mailed, creates rebuttable presumption that notice is received by person to whom it was
addressed. Plaintiffs’ mere denial of receipt did not rebut that presumption. Court also
found plaintiffs never revoked consent to electronic service, and hence electronic service was
proper. Court found defendant had shown that it did not impermissibly distribute
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phonorecords of plaintiffs’ musical works prior to service of NOIs; NOIs were therefore
timely served, and conferred on defendant valid compulsory licenses.
Limecoral, Ltd. v. Careerbuilder, LLC, No. 15-7484, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 34012
(N.D. Ill. Mar. 9, 2017)
District court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff contracted with
defendant to create media files for defendant to use. Plaintiff contended that defendant
continued to use plaintiff’s products without permission after contract was over and exceeded
scope of any alleged licenses. Court noted nonexclusive license may be granted orally, or
may even be implied from conduct, and work-for-hire arrangement may give rise to implied
nonexclusive license. Implied nonexclusive license is deemed to have been extended when
(1) licensee requests creation of work; (2) licensor creates work and delivers it to licensee
who asked for it; and (3) licensor intends that licensee copy and distribute work. Based on
totality of undisputed evidence, court found undisputed facts showed pattern of conduct by
plaintiff over many years that conveyed to defendant that it was authorized to use works in
certain manner; plaintiff did just what implied license was intended to protect against, i.e.,
providing work for use, then waiting until recipient cannot feasibly complete its business
without work, then threatening with litigation to gain unfair benefit.
Heartland Homes, Inc. v. Homes by DeeSign, Inc., No. 15-583, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 96677 (S.D. Ill. July 25, 2016)
Plaintiff builder brought infringement claim against defendant builder, alleging that
defendant infringed plaintiff’s copyrights in two of its model homes and plans by creating
homes identical to plans in plaintiff’s brochure. Defendant moved to dismiss for lack of
subject matter jurisdiction, on basis that plaintiff was not owner of copyrights. Plaintiff
contended that copyright was assigned by authors of models and plans to sole owner of
plaintiff builder, and sole owner later transferred copyright to plaintiff. Latter assignment
was not attached to plaintiff’s amended complaint; agreements were undated but attached to
plaintiff’s reply. Court noted that legal or beneficial owner has right to sue for infringement,
and beneficial ownership is not restricted to those in legal chain of title. Here, it was clear
that authors of works transferred copyrights to sole owner of plaintiff builder. While it was
unclear if there was assignment from sole owner to plaintiff builder, that was not relevant, as
it was clear that plaintiff builder was beneficial owner, because sole owner was clearly acting
as agent for plaintiff builder.
Hacienda Records, LP v. Ramos, No. 14-19, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 84247 (S.D. Tex.
June 29, 2016)
Defendant/counterclaimant record company filed motion for summary judgment on its
counterclaim for declaratory judgment that defendant owned copyrights in numerous master
sound recordings and compilations, namely, 15 Hits, 20 Hits de los Meros Leones, Back to
Back Again!, Lo Pobre Que Soy, Medley of 34 Golden Hits, El Gato Negro y Paloma RR,
Hugo Guerrero Y La ConnXcion, La Charanga de Nuevo, El Mero Fandango, Tu Vestido
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Blanco, Special Edition, Que Sera de Mi, and Como Te Llamas Tu. Defendant claimed that
it was entitled to declaratory judgment based on undisputed deposition testimony of plaintiffs
that defendant owned master sound recordings and signed recording agreements stating that
defendant owns same. Court agreed. Court analyzed written exclusive recording agreements
entered into between defendant and individual plaintiffs, and concluded terms in those
contracts, e.g., plaintiff agreed to record and deliver to defendant “minimum number of
master recordings embodying [plaintiff’s] performances”; and plaintiff agreed that defendant
“shall own the sole, exclusive and worldwide rights in perpetuity in and to all master sound
recordings made hereunder and all derivatives thereunder and in and to the performances of
Artist embodied therein,” confirmed that defendant owned copyright in sound recordings.
Accordingly, defendant’s motion for summary judgment was granted.
Crestwood Membranes, Inc. v. Constant Servs., No. 15-537, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
18621 (M.D. Pa. Feb. 8, 2017)
District court denied both parties’ motions for summary judgment due to outstanding issues
of fact. Plaintiff, owner of copyrights for several designs imprinted upon pool liners, brought
infringement claim against defendant, its contract manufacturer. Defendant sought dismissal
of infringement claim, asserting, inter alia, that parties’ past course of dealings gave rise to
implied license to use plaintiff’s copyrighted works. Court noted that many factors may be
considered in making implied license determination, and Third Circuit had not set out
conclusive test for finding implied license. However, implied license can generally be found
where copyright holder engages in conduct from which other party may properly infer that
owner consents to use. Ultimately, implied license defense involves objective assessment of
actual intent of parties, given their behavior. Because this analysis is very fact specific, court
continued, it is not well suited for decision at summary judgment stage.
Sinclair Broad. Group, Inc. v. Colour Basis, LLC, No. 14-2614, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 84154 (D. Md. June 29, 2016)
District court granted in part and denied in part counter-defendants’ motion for summary
judgment. Counter-defendants, television company operating over 150 stations in over 70
markets and its personnel, sought declaratory judgment that they had not infringed
defendants’ copyright in their reproduction and use of “Style Guide,” containing standards
and expectations for on-air talent, prepared by defendants at their request. Defendants
alleged infringement, and counter-defendants pleaded affirmative defense of implied
nonexclusive license to use Style Guide. Implied nonexclusive licenses are created when (1)
licensee requests creation of work; (2) licensor makes that particular works and delivers it to
licensee who requested it; and (3) licensor intends that licensee copy and distribute work.
Court examined totality of circumstances and nonexclusive Nelson-Salabes factors: “(1)
whether the parties were engaged in a short-term discrete transaction as opposed to an
ongoing relationship; (2) whether the creator utilized written contracts … providing that
copyrighted materials could only be used with the creator’s future involvement or express
permission; and (3) whether the creator’s conduct during the creation or delivery of the
copyrighted material indicated that use of the material without the creator’s involvement or
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consent was permissible.” Court denied defendants’ motion for summary judgment
regarding implied nonexclusive license defense due to issue of fact regarding intent;
specifically, whether Style Guide was to be part of package that included group deal between
television company and defendant.
Spanski Enters. v. Telewizja Polska S.A., No. 12-957, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 166506
(D.D.C. Dec. 2, 2016)
Court entered judgment in favor of plaintiff. Defendant, Poland’s national public television
broadcasting company, entered into agreements granting plaintiff exclusive right to
distribute, broadcast, and display defendant’s Polish-language television show episodes over
Internet in North and South America (“Territory”), and specifying that plaintiff was
exclusive licensee of TVP Polonia channel in Territory. Court found that plaintiff sustained
its burden of proof on copyright infringement claim and ordered judgment in favor plaintiff,
finding that plaintiff was exclusive licensee and owner of valid copyrights in Territory by
virtue of transfer, defendant infringed plaintiff’s public performance right by making shows
available over Internet in Territory, and defendant’s infringement was volitional and
intentional and not due to failure of its geoblocking system.
F. Choice of Law
Creazioni Artistiche Musicali S.r.l. v. Carlin America, Inc., No. 14-9270, 2016 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 180431 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 30, 2016) (on appeal)
Applying Italian law, court held on motion to dismiss that exclusive rights in nonsense song
“Mah Na Mah Na,” popularized by Muppets, were not conveyed to original Italian publisher
pursuant to 1966 agreement with composer (“Agreement”). Under Agreement, composer
was hired to write film soundtrack and granted publisher “all rights to use the music the
music that [composer] composed, from the time of its creation … with the right to transfer it
in whole or in part to third parties, so long as [composer’s] rights are not prejudiced or
limited.” Court held that Italian law should govern, noting that choice of law for issue of
ownership under written transfer was not decided by Second Circuit in Itar-Tass Russ. News
Agcy. v. Russ. Kurier, Inc., 153 F.3d 82 (2d Cir. 1998). Court applied analysis drawn from §
6 of Restatement (Second) Conflicts of Laws, which looks to seven factors: “(1) the needs of
the interstate and international systems; (2) the relevant policies of the forum; (3) the relevant
policies of other interested states and the relative interests of those states in the determination
of the particular issue; (4) the protection of justified expectations; (5) the basic policies
underlying the particular field of law; (6) certainty, predictability and uniformity of result;
and (7) ease in the determination and application of the law to be applied.” Court also
followed Restatement position that in contractual disputes, most important contacts are “(1)
the place of contracting; (2) the place of negotiation of the contract; (3) the place of
performance; (4) the location of the subject matter of the contracts; and (5) the domicile,
residence, nationality, place of incorporation and place of business of the parties.” Under
above factors, court found Italian law most applicable because, inter alia, Agreement had
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choice of forum clause specifying Rome, and Agreement dealt in part with moral rights,
which U.S. law did not recognize in 1966. Court distinguished case from Corcovado Music
Corp. v. Hollis Music Inc., 981 F.2d 679 (2d Cir. 1993), noting that unlike Corcovado,
plaintiff here sought to assert rights under Agreement, and dispute did not concern “unique
feature of U.S. law” such as renewal term rights at issue in Corcovado. On appeal to Second
Circuit.
RCTV Int’l Corp. v. Rosenfeld, No. 13-23611, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 136867 (S.D.
Fla. Sept. 30, 2016)
Court granted plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment. Defendant Farias wrote telenovelas,
including Juana La Virgen, for RCTV Caracas beginning in 1989. Between 1989 and 2003,
RCTV Caracas and Farias executed three contracts concerning their relationship. Contracts
professed to assign RCTV exclusive rights over works, including right to exploit and adapt.
Parties cross-moved for summary judgment as to issue of copyright ownership. Court
applied principle enunciated in Itar-Tass and Saregama India Ltd. v. Mosley that initial
ownership of copyrighted work is determined by laws of work’s country of origin. In this
case, works originated with Venezuelan nationals in Venezuela under contract executed in
Venezuela, and certain of those contracts had Venezuelan choice of law provision.
Therefore, court found, Venezuela had most significant relationship to parties and
copyrights. Applying Venezuelan law, court found that Farias, as creator, was original
copyright owner of Juana La Virgen. Court found that Venezuelan law also applied to
assignment and terms of assignment, rejecting argument for “universal conflict of laws rule
for transfer of copyright ownership.” Court also found duration of assignment governed by
Venezuelan law, as parties agreed that relevant contracts were governed by Venezuelan law,
and statutory limitations on work’s assignment were also governed by Venezuelan law.
Applying Venezuelan law to assignment, court stated that language and structure of
Venezuela’s Copyright Law, as well as amendments thereto, and expert testimony and
opinion led it to conclude that assignment was for duration of copyright, and therefore
expires 60 years after January 1 of year after author’s death. Court accordingly granted
plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment and denied defendants’ cross motion for summary
judgment.
IV.

FORMALITIES
A. Registration
Unicolors, Inc. v. Urban Outfitters, Inc., 853 F.3d 980 (9th Cir. 2017)

Ninth Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of plaintiff’s summary judgment motion as to
infringement as well as jury’s finding of willful infringement. Unicolors, fabric designer and
seller, sued Urban Outfitters and Century 21 Department Stores (together, “Urban”), alleging
that Urban had willfully infringed Unicolors’ copyrighted design titled PE1130, which was
based on original art work called QQ-692. Unicolors obtained registration for its “Flower
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2008” collection, which provided title list that included QQ-692, source artwork, but not
PE1130, name of Unicolors’ design. Unicolors’ registration also listed QQ-692 as excluded
work. Urban argued that these facts raised issue of fact as to whether PE1130 was included
in Unicolors’ registration, making disposition on summary judgment inappropriate. Court
held that Unicolors possessed valid registration in PE1130, as required for claim of copyright
infringement. Unicolors had submitted copy of PE1130 with its Flowers 2008 collection
application and was undisputed owner of all rights in PE1130 and its source work, QQ-692.
Because applicant is not required “to list the names of the component works in a collection
… as long as it holds the rights to the component works,” court held that omission of PE1130
on registration certificate had no impact on its registration status because PE1130 was valid
component in Unicolors’ Flowers 2008 collection and, moreover, Unicolors had submitted
PE1130 design along with its Flowers 2008 application. As for Unicolors’ listing of QQ692, source work, as excluded work on registration, court held that this was good faith,
reasonable error that did not invalidate Unicolors’ registration as to PE1130, and in any case,
Unicolors’ infringement claim was based on its own design, PE1130, rather than source
work, QQ-692. Court reasoned that “Space 6,” portion of copyright application in which
excluded works are listed, is “minefield,” and therefore Unicolors was arguably reasonable in
believing that it needed to list its source work in that location. Because inadvertent and
immaterial registration errors, i.e., good faith mistakes, in copyright applications, do not
preclude infringement action, court held that Unicolors’ exclusion of source work QQ-692
did not invalidate its registration as to Unicolors’ design PE1130 or bar its suit. Court also
held that Unicolors’ action was based on its derivative work (PE1130) rather than source
work (QQ-692), therefore exclusion of QQ-692 from registration did not affect Unicolors’
ability to bring infringement claim based on PE1130.
Archie MD, Inc. v. Elsevier, Inc., No. 16-6614, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 37141
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 13, 2017)
District court granted in part and denied in part defendant’s motion for summary judgment,
dismissing plaintiff’s copyright infringement claims as to all but two of works at issue.
Plaintiff Archie, under written agreement, licensed medical animations to defendant Elsevier,
textbook publisher, for use in online supplements to Elsevier’s textbooks. After seven years,
Elsevier terminated agreement and hired third-party vendor to create animations to replace
those Elsevier had licensed from Archie. With regard to two Archie animations that were not
dissimilar to Elsevier’s as matter of law, Elsevier argued that Archie’s copyright registrations
were void because Archie improperly registered its animations as unpublished works when in
fact Archie had published its works by licensing them to Elsevier. Under PRO IP Act, 17
U.S.C. § 411(b), in any case where it is alleged that inaccurate information was knowingly
included in application for copyright registration court is required to request Register of
Copyrights to weigh in as to materiality of alleged inaccuracy. As such, court requested
Register to advise “whether the fact that Archie had previously licensed its animation to
Elsevier before applying to register them in collection of unpublished works would have
caused the Register to refuse registration of the collection” including Archie animations at
issue.
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Louise Paris, Ltd. v. Std. Fabrics Int’l, Inc., No. 15-3250, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
104222 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 8, 2016)
Court denied declaratory defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Plaintiffs, wholesale
supplier of garments and retail apparel company, brought action seeking declaratory
judgment that they had not produced and sold garments that infringed defendant textile
company’s purported copyright in fabric design. Defendant received registration for
collection of fabric designs titled “Spring Summer 2014, Collection 1.” According to
Defendant, Collection contained assortment of fabric designs, including Design #7851, “twodimensional geometric design employing multiple layers of ‘modular chevrons.’”
“Problem,” court found, “is that the Registration itself does not establish that Design #7851
is part of the protected Collection”; registration did not list any individual fabric designs
allegedly contained in Collection. Because Registration was silent, court must examine other
evidence in record to determine whether defendant met its burden. No record evidence
proved beyond reasonable dispute that Design #7851 was part of registered Collection;
defendant’s “reliance on … speculation, surmise, and hearsay statements … to prove that
Design #7851 is part of the registered Collection is not adequate at summary judgment.”
Because there were triable issues of fact as to whether Design #7851 was part of registered
Collection, motion for summary judgment was denied.
Urban Textile, Inc. v. Rue 21, Inc., No. 14-8285, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 49573 (C.D.
Cal. Mar. 31, 2017)
Court granted defendants’ motion for partial summary judgment. Plaintiff, textile design
company, contended that defendants copied its registered designs after acquiring them
impermissibly through third-party vendor. Court found element of ownership of valid
copyright missing. Plaintiff registered subject designs as part of “unpublished collections,”
arguing “simply displaying a fabric or textile design in a storefront does not constitute
publication.” However, that is not what happened. Rather, plaintiff placed copies of subject
designs in its Look Books, which were available to customers in store for purposes of selling
fabric bearing those designs. As such, court found that plaintiff published works prior to
registering them as part of unpublished collections, rendering registrations invalid. Because
plaintiff, as matter of law, could not prove first element of copyright infringement claim,
defendants were entitled to summary judgment on plaintiff’s infringement claim regarding
subject designs.
Iconics, Inc. v. Massaro, 192 F. Supp. 3d 254 (D. Mass. 2016)
Plaintiff, software developer, produced Human Machine Interface/Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition systems. Defendant was former employee of plaintiff who started assisting
another ex-employee of plaintiff with its software products while still employed by plaintiff.
Plaintiff sued alleging infringement of source code in plaintiff’s software products. Plaintiff
registered three versions of software products, but did not register certain older versions;
registrations “arguably excluded previously released versions of the software” and new
material included in claim was “computer program, including various revisions and updates
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throughout the work.” Defendant contended that registrations did not cover source code at
issue because registrations only covered updates, and unlawful copying was from earlier,
unregistered versions. Court found defendant erred by “contending for a particular
categorical connection between the version of a work that is registered and the version of a
work that is copyrighted and infringed upon.” Court held that registration of subsequent
versions of copyrighted work allows for infringement suits on past versions, “even though
the converse is not true.” Court found plaintiff’s registrations sufficient to allow
infringement suit concerning earlier versions of software.
Smith v. Houston Indep. Sch. Dist., No. 16-401, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5952 (S.D.
Tex. Jan. 17, 2017)
Court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss complaint. Plaintiff created customized t-shirts,
and allegedly contracted with Houston Independent School District to produce logo t-shirts
for school. Plaintiff alleged that after he refused to co-contract with separate vendor, District
cancelled its order and contracted with different entity to complete t-shirt order; entity used
plaintiff’s design on shirts. Plaintiff brought suit for copyright infringement. Court
dismissed copyright claims against both defendants because plaintiff had not registered or
even applied to register copyright. Further, court found that claim was time-barred because
plaintiff knew or should have known that District was using design when order was canceled,
but did not bring suit for more than three years. Finally, in responding to motion, plaintiff
did not even discuss copyright claim, and court found it was abandoned. Court dismissed
claim with prejudice.
Hacienda Records, LP v. Ramos, No. 14-19, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 84247 (S.D. Tex.
June 29, 2016)
Defendant/counterclaimant record company sought declaratory judgment that any copyright
registrations by plaintiffs for defendant’s master sound recordings and compilations were
invalid. Defendant claimed that plaintiffs purchased defendant’s mixed and mastered CDs
and registered them with Copyright Office as their own. Because defendant produced
uncontroverted evidence that plaintiffs’ applications were submitted more than five years
after defendant’s creation and publication of sound recordings; most of plaintiff’s works
contained false publication dates and/or false claims of authorship; and all contained false
claims of ownership, court held plaintiff’s copyright registrations were invalid, and granted
defendant’s motion for summary judgment.
Leopona, Inc. v. Cruz for President, No. 16-658, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 89706 (W.D.
Wash. Jul. 11, 2016)
Plaintiffs owned copyrights in certain musical compositions. Defendants entered into
contracts with plaintiffs to use musical compositions, subject to restrictions including
prohibition on use for political purposes. Despite contractual prohibition, defendants used
musical compositions in ads run by Ted Cruz presidential campaign. Plaintiffs brought
copyright infringement action and defendants moved to dismiss. Defendants argued
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plaintiffs failed to allege sufficient facts to prove ownership of valid copyright because Ninth
Circuit has expressly held “receipt” by Copyright Office of complete application satisfies
registration requirement, and plaintiffs alleged they “filed” copyright applications but failed
to allege or otherwise demonstrate that Copyright Office “received” those applications.
Court held that when plaintiffs specifically pleaded that they were sole owners of respective
copyright and had filed U.S. copyright applications, only reasonable inference was that
Copyright Office received those applications.
McNeese v. Access Midstream Partners, L.P., No. 14-503, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
34538 (W.D. Okla. Mar. 10, 2017)
Plaintiff photographer alleged that defendant company improperly used two sets of plaintiff’s
copyrighted photographs—Group 1 and Group 2—in business materials without permission.
Defendant moved for summary judgment on grounds including that plaintiff’s certificate of
registration for Group 2 unpublished photographs was invalid because it contained published
works that were originally contained in Group 1, in violation of rule that published works
cannot be registered as part of unpublished collection. Plaintiff admitted that Group 1
photographs were erroneously included in Group 2 copyright application, and subsequent to
defendant’s motion, submitted new registration applications for photographs contained in
Group 2 and obtained nine new copyright registrations. Court noted that inaccuracies in
registration certificates ordinarily do not affect validity of registration unless “(1) the
inaccurate information was included on the application for copyright registration with
knowledge that it was inaccurate; and (2) the inaccuracy of the information, if known, would
have caused the Register of Copyrights to refuse registration.” Court held that while
plaintiff’s mistake was clearly inadvertent, fact that new registrations were issued did not
show that Register of Copyrights would not have refused registration. Record did not
demonstrate that plaintiff knowingly included photographs, such that error was anything
other than inadvertent mistake. Plaintiff argued that fact that Register of Copyrights issued
new registrations showed that mistake, if known, would not have caused Register to refuse
registration. However, court noted, plaintiff submitted new applications and obtained new
copyright registrations for photographs in question; plaintiff therefore had not refuted
defendants’ assertion that error, if known, would have resulted in denial. Accordingly, court
granted summary judgment to defendant on this issue. Moreover, in order to maintain
copyright infringement action, plaintiff must possess valid certificate of registration at time
of suit; plaintiff could not pursue infringement claim regarding photographs for which he did
not possess valid registration when suit was filed.
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V.

INFRINGEMENT
A. Access
Unicolors, Inc. v. Urban Outfitters, Inc., 853 F.3d 980 (9th Cir. 2017)

Ninth Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of plaintiff’s summary judgment motion as to
infringement as well as jury’s finding of willfulness. Unicolors, fabric designer and seller,
sued Urban Outfitters and Century 21 Department Stores (together, “Urban”), alleging that
Urban had willfully infringed Unicolors’ copyrighted design titled PE1130, which was based
on original art work called QQ-692. Urban argued that district court had improperly found,
on summary judgment, that Urban had copied Unicolors’ design despite not finding access.
Ninth Circuit explained that, absent direct evidence of copying, plaintiff can prove copying
in one of two ways: (a) by establishing, through circumstantial evidence, that defendant had
access to plaintiff’s work or that plaintiff’s work was widely disseminated, and by showing
that works are “substantially similar,” or (b) by establishing that plaintiff’s and defendant’s
works are “strikingly similar.” Particular works are substantially, or strikingly, similar when
plaintiff can meet both parts of two-part test: (1) extrinsic test, which requires showing of
overlap of concrete elements based on objective criteria; and (2) intrinsic test, which is
subjective and asks whether ordinary, reasonable person would find “total concept and feel”
of works to be substantially or strikingly similar. In most cases, once objective test is met,
jury is tasked with making “nuanced subjective determination” under intrinsic test.
However, in “exceptional cases … [w]here the extrinsic similarity is so strong that the works
are near duplicates save for superficial differences, the court may properly conclude that no
reasonable jury could find that the works are not substantially similar in their overall concept
and feel,” and therefore dispose of issue of copying on summary judgment. Ninth Circuit
confirmed that Unicolors’ and Urban’s works were “strikingly similar” and therefore it was
permissible to infer copying, even absent evidence of access.
Loomis v. Cornish, 836 F.3d 991 (9th Cir. 2016)
Ninth Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of summary judgment to defendants. Plaintiff,
composer of song “Bright Red Chords,” sued Jessica Cornish, p/k/a Jessie J, and other
songwriters, headed by Lukasz Gottwald, p/k/a Dr. Luke, alleging that defendants stole two
measure vocal melody from Bright Red Chords for use in verse melody in song “Domino.”
Trial court granted defendants’ motion for summary judgment, and Ninth Circuit affirmed.
Plaintiff relied on two theories to show access through circumstantial evidence. Court found
plaintiff’s “intermediary” theory insufficient, as there was no connection shown between
UMG employee who received Bright Red Chords and defendant songwriters. As to
plaintiff’s second intermediary theory—that former band member joined Katy Perry’s band
and could have given defendant songwriters song, either when he worked with Dr. Luke
while recording Perry album or when he participated in Perry’s movie Part of Me—lacked
competent record support. Court also rejected plaintiff’s “widespread dissemination” theory;
no triable issue of fact concerning access was raised by fact Dr. Luke and Max Martin
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recorded album for 10 days in Santa Barbara when Bright Red Chords pervaded local music
environment because “Dr. Luke and Max Martin were not participating in the relevant
market.”
Soft-Aid, Inc. v. Sam-On-Demand, LLC, No. 14-10419, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
132462 (D. Mass. Sept. 26, 2016)
Plaintiff objected to magistrate judge’s recommendation that plaintiff’s motion for summary
judgment be denied on its copyright infringement claim against defendant for infringement
of statement of work template form and computer code. Access to copyrighted work was
undisputed, and court found that “common sense tells us that they are copied,” as documents
were “nearly identical with the exception of the company names.” Court thus concluded that
defendant copied plaintiff’s copyrighted material; for same reason, court also found that
works were substantially similar.
Under a Foot Plant, Co. v. Exterior Design, Inc., No. 15-871, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
117938 (D. Md. Sept. 1, 2016)
Court granted in part plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment on issue of liability.
Plaintiff marketed and sold line of perennial plants, and owned copyright registrations for 21
photographs used on plaintiff’s website or in its brochure. Plaintiff brought suit against
defendant, alleging that defendant copied images on plaintiff’s brochures and website and
used them in defendant’s marketing materials. Court found no genuine issue of fact as to
plaintiff’s ownership of copyrights. While there was no direct evidence of copying, court
found similarities between 12 of plaintiff’s and defendant’s works “sufficiently
overwhelming as to preclude the possibility of independent creation.” Court therefore
granted summary judgment as to those 12 works.
Design Basics, LLC v. Lexington Homes, Inc., No. 14-1102, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
140207 (E.D. Wis. Sept. 29, 2016)
District court granted summary judgment to defendants. Plaintiffs, architectural companies
engaged in business of creating, publishing and licensing home design plans, sued real estate
development companies for copyright infringement and related claims arising out of
defendants’ alleged use of plaintiffs’ copyrighted home plans. Court dismissed plaintiffs’
claims, finding that despite wide dissemination, both online and in print, of many of
plaintiffs’ home design plans, plaintiffs could not show that defendants had access to four
specific copyrighted works at issue because there was no evidence two of those works were
distributed to anyone, and no evidence that remaining two works published in books were
ever sent to defendants. Court also rejected plaintiffs’ argument that defendants’ access to
copyrighted works could be shown by similarity of defendants’ home plans and plaintiffs’
copyrighted home plans, based on differences in plaintiffs’ and defendants’ home plans and
conventional layout of defendants’ homes.
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B. Copying and Substantial Similarity
Antonick v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 841 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2016)
Ninth Circuit affirmed grant of judgment as matter of law to defendant. Plaintiff game
developer sued defendant electronic games publisher for copyright infringement. Plaintiff
developed software code for football game that was released for Apple computers. Game
was released by defendant and was instant success. Plaintiff later began working for
defendant to create game in compatible format for other types of electronic devices,
including Nintendo and Sega. Defendant subsequently told plaintiff to stop work on both
projects, as Nintendo was becoming obsolete and Sega wanted game with “more of an arcade
style.” Defendant it hired different entity to create it. Contract between plaintiff and
defendant stated that plaintiff would receive royalties from any derivative of “Work,” which
was defined as “‘custom computer software program known as John Madden Football’
designed for the ‘Apple [II] Family of Computers.’” Plaintiff sued for unpaid royalties for
Sega and Nintendo games. Defendant claimed games were not derivative works. Regarding
Sega claims, plaintiff contended that games had similar formations, plays, play numberings,
player ratings, field size, etc. However, neither source code for plaintiff’s “Work” nor source
code for either of allegedly infringing works was in evidence. Nor were images of games
introduced. Appeals court held that district court was correct in finding no substantial
similarity because source code was not in evidence. Plaintiff argued that there was no need
to introduce code, as defendant had access and motive to copy. Ninth Circuit held that (1)
access alone cannot establish infringement; (2) expert testimony alone cannot satisfy
plaintiff’s burden of proof under “intrinsic test”; and (3) lay testimony was about how games
appeared, not how they were coded. Regarding Nintendo claims, plaintiff sought royalties
based on amendment to contract that provided for royalties for derivative works for
platforms in “same microprocessor family” as Apple II, which was defined as
microprocessor that uses same instruction set and has same instruction and data word size.
Plaintiff’s expert testified that Apple II used 6502 processor, which had 8-bit data word size
and 56 instructions of up to three bytes in length. Nintendo used 5A22 processor, which
used 16-bit data word size and at least 92 instructions of up to four bytes in length, but could
also act as 6502 processor for backward compatibility. Plaintiff’s expert testified that this
meant processors were in same “family.” District court disagreed, ruling that fact that
processors used different instruction sets, instruction sizes and data sizes meant that they
were not in same family. Appeals court held that district court did not err in its findings.
Devil’s Advocate, LLC v. Zurich Am. Ins. Co., No. 15-1048, 2016 U.S. App. LEXIS
20952 (4th Cir. Nov. 22, 2016)
Fourth Circuit affirmed judgment of district court dismissing all of plaintiff’s claims.
District court found plaintiff failed to prove defendant’s work was substantially similar to
protectable elements of plaintiff’s work. Determining substantial similarity involves analysis
of extrinsic and intrinsic similarity. Extrinsic similarity is evaluated objectively, by looking
at “external criteria” to determine whether alleged copy is substantially similar to “protected
elements of the copyright work.” Intrinsic similarity is evaluated from “perspective of the
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works’ intended observer,” and by looking at “total concept and feel of the works” to
determine whether they are substantially similar. Under such standard, infringement claim
failed for lack of substantial similarity. On appeal, plaintiff contended that only jury may
determine extrinsic similarity prong. Circuit Court disagreed, holding that district court may
grant motion to dismiss or summary judgment under extrinsic prong alone. Court found “not
only there is no substantial similarity, but little if any similarity.” With regard to intrinsic
similarity prong, there was scant similarity in “concept and feel,” as it was implausible that
any intended audience could view documents as intrinsically similar.
Home Design Servs. v. Turner Heritage Homes, Inc., 825 F.3d 1314 (11th Cir. 2016)
Eleventh Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of defendant’s Rule 50(b) motion for
judgment notwithstanding verdict, after jury returned verdict in favor of plaintiff for
infringement of four-three split architectural floor plan. Court held that identifying floor
plans’ unprotected portions was question of law, and found that no jury could reasonably
find parties’ respective designs substantially similar given significant dissimilarities between
plans at level of protected expression. Both plans shared same general layout, but “only
because both sets of plans follow the customary four-three split style, as well as the attendant
industry standards.” Court held customary styles and efficiency- or expectation-driven
industry standards are not susceptible to copyright, and when floor plans are drawn in
customary style and to industry standards, even subtle differences can indicate that there is
no copyright infringement.
Arthur Rutenberg Homes, Inc. v. Jewel Homes, LLC, 655 Fed. Appx. 807 (11th Cir.
2016)
Eleventh Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of summary judgment to defendants on
copyright infringement claim. Plaintiffs, owners of copyrighted architectural plan, sued
defendants for copyright infringement, alleging defendants had prepared architectural plan to
build substantially similar home. Ownership and access were not disputed, but district court
found differences between two designs so significant that no reasonable jury could find
substantial similarity. Relying on its own recent precedent, Circuit Court applied narrowed
substantial similarity test, viewing architectural works as compilations, and protectable
elements of such works as arrangement and coordination of common elements.
Medallion Homes Gulf Coast, Inc. v. Tivoli Homes of Sarasota, Inc., No. 15-15393,
2016 U.S. App. LEXIS 13541 (11th Cir. July 26, 2016)
Eleventh Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of summary judgment to defendant. Plaintiff
alleged that defendant infringed its copyright in technical drawing and plan called “Santa
Maria” by building home that was substantially similar to Santa Maria. District court
granted summary judgment to defendant, finding that no factfinder could find plans
substantially similar, and plaintiff appealed. Circuit Court found that even though plans
contained overlapping group of rooms, formed in same general layout, common elements
were not copyrightable. Court also found differences noted by trial court compelling.
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Finding no issue of fact on substantial similarity, court affirmed trial court’s grant of
summary judgment.
Horizon Comics Prod., Inc. v. Marvel Entm’t, LLC, No. 16-2499, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 44662 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 27, 2017)
Court granted in part and denied in part defendant’s motion to dismiss. Plaintiff sued
defendants alleging that defendants’ depictions of Iron Man in promotional poster for Iron
Man 3 movie, and depictions of Iron Man wearing mechanized body armor in Iron Man
films, infringed plaintiff’s copyrighted works used in connection with plaintiff’s comic book
series called “Radix.” Defendants moved to dismiss on grounds that elements of plaintiff’s
works alleged to have been copied—“highly detailed, mechanized suits of body armor”—
were not protectable, and were not substantially similar to defendants’ works. As to
promotional poster, court found that idea of mechanized suit of armor and “fighting poses”
of characters depicted in promotional posters at issue were scènes à faire and therefore
unprotectable in comic book or superhero genre. However, court denied motion to dismiss
as to poster; similarities existed between parties’ promotional art, including similarities of
hairstyles of characters depicted, use of blue lights on both mechanized armor suits, notches
in shoulder covers and similar coloration used. Works thus shared “similarity of expression”
or similarity in their “total concept or feel” sufficient to survive motion to dismiss. Court
granted defendants’ motion to dismiss with respect to mechanized body armor depicted in
Iron Man films, citing earlier conclusion that mechanized suit or armor is scène à faire for
superhero genre. Court found average observer would clearly see dissimilarities between
works and would not conclude that one was copied from other.
Archie MD, Inc. v. Elsevier, Inc., No. 16-6614, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 37141
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 13, 2017)
District court granted in part and denied in part defendant’s motion for summary judgment,
dismissing plaintiff’s copyright infringement claims as to all but two of works at issue.
Plaintiff Archie, under written agreement, licensed medical animations to defendant Elsevier,
textbook publisher, for use in online supplements to Elsevier’s textbooks. After seven years,
Elsevier terminated agreement and hired third-party vendor to create animations to replace
those Elsevier had licensed from Archie. Archie sued for copyright infringement based on
two theories, namely, (1) that Elsevier continued to use Archie’s animations after it
terminated agreement and beyond scope of agreement’s license; and (2) that Elsevier,
through third-party vendor, created unauthorized derivative works that were substantially
similar to Archie’s animations. Parties’ agreement allowed Elsevier to continue using
Archie’s animations for earlier of three years after termination or when Elsevier’s website
was updated with non-de minimis modifications. Court held that Evolve, through which
Elsevier provided access to online supplements (featuring Archie’s animations) to its various
textbooks, was “web portal” rather than “website,” and further that specific modifications to
particular websites cited by Archie were all de minimis. Therefore, under agreement’s terms,
Elsevier was permitted to continue using Archie’s animations. As for Elsevier’s allegedly
derivative animations, court held that all but two were not substantially similar to Archie’s
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animations. Court found that, because both Elsevier’s and Archie’s animations accurately
depicted anatomical structures and action sequences, amount of protectable expression
contained therein was limited. Because Elsevier’s animations used brighter colors and more
accurate skin tones than Archie’s animations, court found that ordinary observer would be
quite unlikely to regard two sets of animations as having same aesthetic appeal; therefore
Elsevier’s animations were not substantially similar to Archie’s as matter of law.
Super Express USA Publ’g Corp. v. Spring Publishing Corp., No. 13-2814, 2017 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 43875 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 24, 2017)
District court granted in part plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment as to their copyright
infringement claim. Plaintiff Super Express was New York-based company that published
daily newspaper for Polish Americans in print and online. Plaintiff Presspublica was Polish
company that published two daily national newspapers in Poland in print and online formats.
Defendant published Polska Gazeta, Polish-language daily newspaper, in print and online
editions. Plaintiffs contended that defendant republished articles from their online additions
without permission, payment or credit. Court followed Itar-Tass Russian News Agency v.
Russian Kurier, 153 F.3d 82 (2d Cir. 1998), to hold that because works at issue were created
by Polish nationals and first published in Poland, Polish law controlled determination of
ownership issues, while U.S. copyright law controlled issues of infringement. Court found
plaintiffs submitted sufficient evidence to substantiate Presspublica’s ownership of works it
published in Poland under provisions of Polish Copyright Law comparable to work for hire
and collective works provisions of U.S. law. Plaintiffs also provided evidence to establish
defendant’s unauthorized copying of plaintiffs’ original content, including defendant’s
acknowledgment of such copying. “Most obvious” evidence of copying consisted of
examples of articles from plaintiffs’ publications that subsequently were published entirely
or nearly verbatim in Polska Gazeta. On question whether copying constituted improper
appropriation, defendant contended that Polska Gazeta had authorization to republish certain
articles pursuant to oral “reciprocal sharing agreements”; defendant, however, failed to
submit any evidence of such agreements. Because (1) defendant’s copying of plaintiffs’
articles was undisputed, and (2) defendant could not rebut plaintiffs’ evidence that such
copying was unauthorized, plaintiffs were entitled to summary judgment on copyright
infringement claims.
Fulks v. Knowles-Carter, 207 F. Supp. 3d 274 (S.D.N.Y. 2016)
Court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss complaint. Plaintiff alleged that defendants’
distribution of film trailer and film promoting release of Beyoncé album Lemonade infringed
plaintiff’s copyright in short film Palinoia, which consisted of “seemingly unrelated visuals
in rapid montage, with recitation of poem used as voiceover against distinctive soundtrack.”
Protagonist was Caucasian male; unseen individual spoke French in background of several
scenes, and there were English subtitles. Defendants’ film told story of African-American
woman’s journey from heartbreak to healing, and featured 11 songs from Lemonade,
connected by interludes of dialogue and poems, with thematic headings evoking Kübler-Ross
stages of grief. Trailer featured rapid succession of visuals excerpted from film, “with
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recitation of poem used as voiceover against distinctive audio soundtrack.” Court reviewed
plaintiff’s nine examples of alleged “visual” infringement, and found plaintiff failed to show
similarities in protected cinematography, let alone that cinematography gave rise to similar
aesthetic in works. Once stripped of unprotected elements and scènes à faire, scenes from
plaintiff’s works had “very little in common,” while differences in rendition created very
different aesthetics. No reasonable jury, properly instructed, could find “total concept and
overall feel” of plaintiff’s and defendants’ works substantially similar. Alleged similarities
fell firmly on side of unprotected ideas. At level of protected expression, differences in total
concept and feel among works were vast. In addition to differences in structure, theme, plot,
characters, mood, and setting, nine “unconnected” scenes take place in different order in each
work. Ordinary observer would not regard aesthetic appeal of works at issue as same, or
perceive defendants as having misappropriated original way in which plaintiff selected,
coordinated, and arranged elements of his work. Plaintiff’s infringement claim thus failed as
matter of law.
Well-Made Toy Mfg. Corp. v. Flowers, Inc., No. 16-1380, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
152629 (E.D.N.Y. Nov. 3, 2016)
Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss. Plaintiff designed and marketed “‘Debbie
Dancer,’ a ballerina ragdoll,” and owned copyright in three-dimensional body sculpture and
two-dimensional facial artwork for Debbie Dancer. Plaintiff sued, alleging that defendant
illegally appropriated design features. Defendant moved to dismiss for failure to state
“cognizable violation” of Act. Because photographs submitted with complaint were
insufficient for court’s determination, and neither party submitted exemplars of threedimensional objects, images of dolls to scale or measurement information, or information or
allegation about circumstances surrounding photograph, court was unable to determine that
similarities related only to unprotectable components or that no reasonable fact finder could
find substantial similarity.
Malibu Textiles, Inc. v. Sentimental NY, No. 14-2576, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 83688
(S.D.N.Y. June 28, 2016)
Plaintiff, designer of fashion textiles and lace, brought action for against dress manufacturer
based on alleged infringement of fabric design containing floral pattern. District court
granted plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment with respect to copyright validity, access,
and probative similarity, denied parties’ cross-motions as to actual copying, substantial
similarity and willful infringement, and denied defendant’s motion for summary judgment.
With respect to actual copying, court found probative similarity based on similarities in
overall shape, pattern, and array of flowers, sprigs, leaves, and spaces of transparent lace, but
held genuine issue of fact existed as to whether defendant reproduced or distributed
plaintiff’s fabric. Cross-motions were denied as to substantial similarity because reasonable
juror could find that fabric designs had different aesthetic appeal or total concept and feel.
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Amusement Art, LLC v. Life Is Beautiful, LLC, No. 14-8290, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
165429 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 29, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Defendant hosted “Life is
Beautiful” festival in Las Vegas. While creating concept for festival, defendant collected
digital images from Google searches, including heart design created by plaintiff, to form
basis of pitch document that he presented to investors. Plaintiff’s design was not ultimately
used at festival; instead, defendant used different heart design. Court found that there were
number of differences between two heart designs. One was largely monochromatic, while
other used at least two shades of two colors. One was composed of splatters, while other was
created by drip pattern. Plaintiff urged court to consider fact that both heart designs were
used in connection with phrase “Life is Beautiful.” Court declined, stating that it was
unaware of any precedent that permits “additive approach” allowing fact finder to consider
images that copyrighted image appears near in order to determine whether images actually in
dispute are themselves substantially similar. Moreover, as factual matter, defendants
directed court to logo from uninvolved third party that also used phrase “Life is Beautiful”
with splattered heart design, suggesting that such coincidences can occur “without any
further meaning.”
8th Wonder Entertainment, LLC v. Viacom Int’l, Inc., No. 14-1748, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 162068 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 22, 2016)
Plaintiff Trisha Lum, with Tashera Simmons, developed concept for television program
about lives of women in partnerships with hip hop artists. Lum contacted plaintiff Nickie
Davis to create treatment for concept, which treatment detailed reality program called Hip
Hop Wives. Davis contacted 8th Wonder Entertainment about pitching and producing
program. In February 2009, 8th Wonder, Lum, and Davis met with VH1 to discuss Hip Hop
Wives. Next month, Viacom, owner of VH1, made offer to 8th Wonder to develop and
perhaps broadcast program, and in following month, plaintiffs developed written agreement
with defendants about show. At end of 2009, VH1 notified plaintiffs it would not pursue Hip
Hop Wives, and termination agreement was signed in February 2010. On March 14, 2011,
VH1 aired premiere of Love & Hip Hop, reality show focused on personal and professional
lives of women in hip hop industry. Plaintiffs sued for infringement. Court found Hip Hop
Wives treatment was largely comprised of unprotectable elements. Noting that lack of
protectability would nullify dispute, court nevertheless considered substantial similarity
between programs and found such similarity lacking. Finally, court rejected plaintiff’s
argument that sequence of unprotectable events in treatment was protectable; substantial
similarity analysis confirmed that even any overlap in sequencing was largely superficial,
and that there were significant differences between works.
El-Sedfy v. WhatsApp Inc., No. 16-4056, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 150760 (N.D. Cal.
Oct. 31, 2016)
District court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss pro se plaintiff’s copyright infringement
claim. Plaintiff had developed and registered copyright for AntiSpy SMS product that
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enabled secure communications through end-to-end encryption of SMS text messages.
Several years later, WhatsApp introduced end-to-end encrypted SMS messaging and
Facebook announced that it was testing similar technology, and Plaintiff sued WhatsApp and
Facebook Inc. for copyright infringement based on those announcements. Defendants
moved to dismiss, arguing that plaintiff had only alleged copying of idea of end-to-end
encryption, and failed to allege copying of protectable expression or “that the alleged
infringer had access to the copyrighted work and that the expression of the copyrighted
work—not just its general concept or idea—is substantially similar to the alleged infringing
work.” Further, defendants argued that plaintiff’s description of structure, sequence and
organization of expressive work at issue only described software’s functionality within
domain of patent protection. Court agreed that plaintiff had asserted ownership of method,
not creative expression, and thus failed to state plausible claim for copyright infringement.
However, court granted plaintiff leave to file amended complaint if plaintiff could allege
copyright infringement based on similarity in protectable expression not constituting process,
method or idea.
Newt v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., No. 15-2778, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
98308 (C.D. Cal. July 27, 2016)
Plaintiff brought suit for copyright infringement based on alleged use of plaintiff’s book,
screenplay and DVD, each entitled Bigger Than Big, in connection with defendants’
television series Empire. District court granted defendants’ motions to dismiss and for
judgment on pleadings as to cause of action for copyright infringement, finding no
substantial similarity between parties’ respective works as matter of law. Court applied
extrinsic analysis and found no substantial similarity with respect to plot, themes, dialogue,
mood, setting, pace, characters or sequence of events.
Diamond Foods, Inc. v. Hottrix, LLC, No. 14-3162, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 93247
(N.D. Cal. July 18, 2016)
Plaintiff released free app, “Perfect Popcorn,” in “Food & Drink” category of app stores.
Plaintiff’s app included “visual simulation of popcorn kernels popping inside a user’s mobile
device.” Defendant sold app “iMunchies” in “Games” category of app stores. When user
selected popcorn in defendant’s app, popped kernels appear on screen of user’s mobile
device. Defendant had registered copyright in iMunchies software. Plaintiff filed
declaratory action, seeking declaration that it did not infringe defendant’s copyright;
defendant asserted counterclaim for infringement. District court denied plaintiff’s motion to
dismiss counterclaims and declined to grant judgment in plaintiff’s favor on declaratory
relief action because no asserted claims could be dismissed in their entirety. In evaluating
defendant’s infringement claim, court applied Ninth Circuit two-part analysis to determine if
works are substantially similar: extrinsic test—“whether works share similarity of ideas and
expression as measured by external, objective criteria”; and intrinsic test—“whether,
subjectively[,] the ordinary, reasonable person would find the total concept and feel of the
[two works] to be substantially similar or virtually identical.” Only jury may apply
subjective test. Court applied extrinsic test. Court found that, under doctrines of merger and
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scènes à faire, “no copyright protection may be afforded to the idea of producing an app with
popcorn popping on a mobile device screen or to elements of expression that ‘naturally
follow’ from such an idea.” Conversely, “expressive elements that do not ‘naturally follow’
from that idea are protectable, and allegations of such elements would suffice to state a
claim.” Court considered expressive elements that defendant sought to protect: (1)
“approximately white” color and “fully popped” shape of kernels; (2) use of only “a few
identical images” to “depict popped kernels;” (3) sequential popping of kernels; (4) showing
each popped kernel as it pops; (5) shallowness of virtual container; (6) vertical orientation of
virtual container; (7) displaying popped kernels as same size, regardless of their distance
from viewer; (8) bright lighting that appears to illuminate popped kernels from same
direction regardless of kernel’s movement; and (9) perspective of looking straight into side
of virtual container. Of these, only elements 3, 4, 7 and 8 were protectable. Court found
broad protection for combination of these four protectable elements (yet narrow protection
for each element, individually). However, court was unable to determine substantial
similarity because “apps exhibit moving images on small screen, making differences in
timing, lighting and perspective impossible to determine on an objective basis at this stage.”
Court therefore denied plaintiff’s motion to dismiss infringement counterclaim.
Puckett v. Hernandez, No. 16-2199, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 181439 (C.D. Cal. Dec.
21, 2016)
Court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss. Pro se plaintiff, aspiring musical artist and
songwriter, sued defendants, dancer, songwriter and choreographer Bruno Mars and his
recording company, for copyright infringement. Plaintiff alleged that defendants copied
“certain themes and lyrics” of plaintiff’s song “Cry” when defendants created hit song
“Grenade.” Defendants filed motion to dismiss for failure to state claim. Plaintiff alleged
that “Cry” involved same theme of unrequited love, and that respective songs contained two
similar phrases in choruses. Plaintiff alleged that defendants had access to “Cry” because
plaintiff gave defendant recording company copy of “Cry,” and defendant recording
company gave “Cry” to Mars in order to help create “Grenade.” Defendants argued that
copyright cannot protect idea, such as unrequited love, and since songs’ lyrics were not
sufficiently similar, plaintiff’s complaint should be dismissed. Court agreed, acknowledging
that both songs had same theme of unrequited love, but finding that “the two expressions of
that theme are not substantially similar.” There were only two short lines of lyrics that were
even remotely similar, but because lines were made up of “short, ordinary expressions” they
were not copyrightable; thus, lines that formed only possible similarity between two songs
were not protectable.
Culver Franchising System, Inc. v. Steak n Shake Inc., No. 16-72, 2016 U.S. LEXIS
103091 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 5, 2016)
District court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s claims. Plaintiff brought suit
for infringement of one of its television commercials for hamburgers made from butcher
quality beef. Plaintiff claimed that expression of images, dialogue, and sequencing of its and
defendant’s advertisements were substantially similar. Court held that commercials were not
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substantially similar as matter of law because several of seven common elements identified
by plaintiff lacked required degree of originality to give rise to copyright protection. Court
found that there was nothing “unique” about company displaying its logo and product at
beginning and/or end of commercial and that showing uncooked meat, cooked hamburger
and butcher in commercial for hamburgers was equally unoriginal. Court found “sequence
of Culver’s commercial is commonplace, as it would be nonsensical for a commercial to
open with a cooked burger and then finish with a prolonged shot of a raw patty.” Court also
rejected plaintiff’s argument that ordinary reasonable person would believe that defendant
had copied its commercial. Court held that ordinary person’s belief that someone copied
another’s work is not enough to meet substantial similarity test if allegedly copied elements
of work are not original.
Bowen v. Paisley, No. 13-414, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 114048 (M.D. Tenn. Aug. 25,
2016)
Court granted summary judgment dismissing copyright infringement suit against country
music artists Brad Paisley and Carrie Underwood and others involved in producing 2011
song “Remind Me,” holding that song was not substantially similar to 2008 song of same
name written by plaintiff. Plaintiff argued that use of lyrics “remind me” and “baby, remind
me” in both songs’ hooks, in addition to various musical techniques, demonstrated
substantial similarity. Defendants cited to many other songs in which phrase “remind me” is
sung over varying melodies. Court had already determined that phrase “remind me” is not
copyrightable; fact that plaintiff repeated phrase nine times was not “sufficiently distinctive
for that to be a copyrightable feature.” Court also found differences in how each song
employed musical techniques, finding that listeners would not likely find works to be
substantially similar.
Northwest Home Designing, Inc. v. Benjamin Ryan Cmtys., LLC, No. 14-5808, 2016
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 131596 (W.D. Wash. Sep. 26, 2016)
District court granted in part and denied in part defendants’ motion for summary judgment.
Plaintiff, residential design firm, brought claim for infringement against home-building
company and its founder, alleging that defendants infringed more than 140 copyrighted
architectural plans. Defendant moved for summary judgment on all claims on basis of
insufficient similarity between plaintiff’s plans and defendants’ allegedly infringing plans.
In interest of judicial economy, court analyzed one of plaintiff’s claims, and instructed
parties to designate five to 10 allegedly infringing plans for further summary judgment
analyses. Court, noting that merger and scènes-à-faire doctrines apply to architectural plans,
analytically dissected plaintiff’s work and defendant’s allegedly infringing work and found
few protectable similarities between them; home’s footprint and identical garage door
position, for example, were mandated by size and shape of available lot, and were thus
precluded by merger doctrine. Based on analytical dissection analysis, court concluded that
plaintiff’s plan was entitled to thin protection. Court further noted that even though
defendant had extensive access to plaintiff’s work, “evidence at most proves copying but not
wrongful copying,” and “slight similarities do not pass the extrinsic test of objective
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similarities between the two works.” Consequently, court granted summary judgment to
defendant with regard to architectural plan analyzed.
Grady v. Iacullo, No. 13-624, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 47739 (D. Colo. Mar. 29, 2017)
Court previously denied plaintiff’s renewed motion for summary judgment because plaintiff
had failed to present evidence with respect to whether sharing thumbnail links to plaintiff’s
photographs and videos resulted in copies of same being automatically stored on defendant’s
computer, and if so, whether such download met legal standard for copyright infringement.
Act defines “[c]opies” as “material objects … in which a work is fixed by any method now
known or later developed, and from which the work can be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.” Act further
explains that “work is ‘fixed’ in a tangible medium of expression when its embodiment in a
copy … is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or
otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration.” Plaintiff presented
expert report that stated “browsing a web page downloads the contents of that web page to
the computer’s hard drive.” Based on expert report, court found that (1) because browsing
webpage downloads contents of that webpage to computer’s hard drive, thumbnail images
appearing on plaintiff’s website were downloaded to hard drive of defendant’s computer; (2)
because images could then be viewed or edited on other programs, they could be perceived
or reproduced from computer’s hard drive; and (3) because images could be edited in other
programs or accessed and copied to other forms of media, they remained placed on
defendant’s computer’s hard drive for more than transitory duration. Works were thus
copied or fixed for purposes of Copyright Act. Plaintiff was entitled to summary judgment
with respect to direct copyright infringement claim.
Eggleston v. Daniels, No. 15-11893, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 108177 (E.D. Mich.
Aug. 16, 2016)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiff’s copyright infringement claim.
Plaintiff Sophia Eggleston authored and registered copyright in memoir entitled The Hidden
Hand, detailing her life of crime, time in prison and subsequent redemption. Upon viewing
Fox television series Empire, plaintiff noted similarities between Cookie Lyon character and
plaintiff’s depiction in The Hidden Hand, and sued defendants, including creators, writers,
producers, directors, broadcasters and distributors of Empire, for copyright infringement.
Plaintiff alleged access and substantial similarity based on 23 similarities between Cookie
Lyon’s depiction in Empire and plaintiff’s depiction in The Hidden Hand. Defendants
argued similarities were coincidental, and represented unprotectable facts, ideas, stock
themes and elements commonplace in drug and violence stories. Court noted that many
alleged similarities seemed typical of drug and violence stories at first glance, but found
some common elements non-standard, including plaintiff’s depiction of female in dominant
role of drug dealer, gang leader and perpetrator of violence, and other shared facts including
gay family member, kidnapped child, two close family members murdered, lovers lost while
serving time in jail and having shielded others by stepping between them and loaded gun,
which, taken together, were arguably original and substantially similar. Since plaintiff had
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also presented strong and unchallenged allegations of access, court found plaintiff had
satisfied “greater particularity in pleading” standard for copyright actions and pleaded
copyright infringement claim sufficiently to survive defendants’ motion to dismiss.
Compass Homes, Inc. v. Trinity Health Grp., Ltd., No. 13-647, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 80493 (S.D. Ohio June 21, 2016)
District court denied parties’ cross-motions for summary judgment on issue of substantial
similarity of defendant’s architectural plans to plaintiff’s copyrighted work. Plaintiff, home
builder, brought infringement claim against former clients and their new builder. To prevail
on claim, plaintiff must establish that defendant “‘copied constituent elements of the work
that are original.’” Absent direct evidence of copying, plaintiff can establish “inference of
copying” by demonstrating that defendant “had access to the copyrighted material and that
the defendant’s work is substantially similar to the protected work.” Here, court noted,
allegedly infringing work was sufficiently dissimilar to plaintiff’s copyrighted work that jury
could reasonably find it was not directly copied from plaintiff’s work. Access was
undisputed, and court therefore turned to substantial similarity, noting that “the touchstone of
the analysis is the overall similarities rather than the minute differences between the two
works.” Court conducted side-by-side comparison of plans and examined list of purported
differences submitted by defendant, and concluded that issues of material fact remained;
issue of substantial similarity “is one best left for determination at trial.” Therefore, neither
side was entitled to summary judgment on issue of substantial similarity.
Shalom Baranes Assocs., P.C. v. Lauren Condos, LLC, No. 15-1980, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 125370 (D. Md. Sept. 14, 2016)
Plaintiff entered into agreement with third party Triumph Development to prepare
architectural plans for condominium project. Agreement gave Triumph non-assignable
license to use plaintiff’s designs for sole purposes of developing and building condominium
project. Plaintiff prepared architectural plans, but agreement was subsequently terminated.
Later, defendants stepped in to continue project, but plaintiff was not retained. Defendants
used plaintiff’s architectural plans as basis for their own plans making only minor changes.
Plaintiff filed copyright infringement action. Defendants filed motion to dismiss, alleging
defendants’ plans were not substantially similar to plaintiff’s plans. Court held substantial
similarity requires showing close resemblance between both ideas of two works and
expression of those ideas; determining whether ideas of two works are substantially similar
involves extrinsic or objective inquiry for which expert testimony is often required. This
assessment also requires consideration of “total concept and feel” of works, determination
considered to be domain of “ordinary lay observer.” Motion to dismiss was denied.
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C. Contributory/Vicarious Infringement
Rams v. Def Jam Recordings, Inc., No. 15-8671, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 111803
(S.D.N.Y. Aug. 15, 2016)
Court denied defendant recording artist Jeremih Felton’s, p/k/a JEREMIH, motion to dismiss
plaintiffs’ secondary infringement claims. Plaintiffs, professional photographer and subject
of one of his published and copyrighted portraits, brought claim for copyright infringement
against Felton, his record labels and producers, alleging that portrait was used without
authorization on various marketing materials, including album cover of Felton’s single
“Don’t Tell ‘Em” and its remixes. To state claim for contributory infringement, court noted,
plaintiff must allege that defendant (1) “with knowledge of the infringing activity, induces,
causes or materially contributes to the infringing conduct of another”; and (2) “induced,
caused, or made a material contribution to the primary infringing activities” through either
(a) “personal conduct that encourages or assists the infringement” or (b) providing
“machinery or goods that facilitate the infringement.” Plaintiffs met burden in alleging that
Felton participated in and/or later ratified and adopted allegedly infringing conduct, and that
his personal conduct in distributing and promoting his music materially contributed to
primary infringing activities. To state claim for vicarious infringement, plaintiff must allege
(1) that defendant had right and ability to supervise infringing conduct; and (2) existence of
causal relationship between infringing activity and direct financial benefit accrued by
defendant. Plaintiffs met burden in alleging that Felton had ability to supervise use of
infringing image, and that he benefitted from use of infringing image, which served as “face”
of his single.
Gym Door Repairs, Inc. v. Young Equip. Sales, Inc., 206 F. Supp. 3d 869 (S.D.N.Y.
2016)
Plaintiffs manufactured Safe Path System, safety device required by law to be used on
electrically operated partition doors in schools in New York State. Plaintiffs’ device was
only device approved for use in New York City public schools. Defendants used contractors
other than and in addition to plaintiffs or those certified by plaintiffs in repairing and
maintaining Safe Path System. Plaintiffs brought claims for direct and contributory
copyright infringement. Court granted defendants’ motions to dismiss contributory
infringement claims, finding (1) no factual allegation that defendant “acted in concert” with
direct infringer; (2) mere allegation that defendant provided third party with “opportunity to
engage in wrongful conduct” was not enough to survive motion to dismiss; (3) plaintiffs did
not sufficiently allege that defendant took “active steps to encourage direct infringement”;
and (4) merely providing means to accomplish infringing activity or mere inaction against
conspiracy to infringe is insufficient to establish claim for contributory infringement.
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Separzadeh v. Iconix Brand Grp., Inc., No. 15-8643, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 144772
(S.D.N.Y. Oct. 19, 2016)
Plaintiff photographer sued several defendants for copyright infringement based on
defendants’ unauthorized use of derivative of plaintiff’s copyrighted photo. Plaintiff alleged
vicarious infringement against one of defendants and direct infringement against all others.
Plaintiff moved for leave to file amended complaint adding several other defendants. Only
one of original defendants opposed plaintiff’s motion. Motion to amend may be denied if
amending claim would be futile, with burden of demonstrating futility resting on non-moving
party. Amendment would be futile if proposed claim could not withstand motion to dismiss.
Court held that, insofar as amended complaint alleged claims of contributory and vicarious
copyright infringement against defendant, and proposed additional defendants, plaintiff’s
allegations were sufficient to survive motion to dismiss. Plaintiff’s allegations regarding
contributory infringement were sufficient because all that is required is allegation of
knowledge of allegedly infringing conduct, not knowledge that conduct complained of
infringed existing copyright. Here, plaintiff alleged defendant “materially contributed to,
encouraged, and/or induced the direct infringement of Plaintiff’s copyright,” and that
defendant “actively and knowingly participated in the infringing conduct.” Plaintiff’s
vicarious infringement allegations were similarly sufficient, because all that is required is
that plaintiff allege that defendant declined to exercise right and ability to supervise or
control infringing activity, and that defendant enjoyed direct financial benefit from infringing
activity. Because plaintiff alleged that defendants benefited financially from unauthorized
copying of plaintiff’s photography, and that defendants had full control over products and
actively participated in infringing conduct, allegations were sufficient.
BWP Media USA Inc. v. Polyvore, Inc., No. 13-7867, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 92121
(S.D.N.Y. July 15, 2016)
District court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss copyright infringement claim. Plaintiffs,
owners of celebrity photographs, sued defendant, operator of fashion website polyvore.com,
for copyright infringement. Polyvore allowed users to upload, store, modify and share
images and digital collages on its website, and facilitated process by providing online
“Clipper” tool enabling users to copy images from other webpages and save them to
Polyvore’s server. Polyvore did not dispute that more than 75 photographs owned by
plaintiffs had appeared on its website without permission, but argued that plaintiffs could not
establish elements of copyright infringement as matter of law. Court agreed, holding no
juror could reasonably find “important element” of “volitional conduct,” because Polyvore’s
automated system responsible for copying was not designed specifically to collect
copyrighted material, and enabled users to copy both copyrighted and non-copyrighted
images. Thus, Polyvore did not have fundamental and deliberate role, transforming it from
passive provider of space where infringing activities happen to active participant in copyright
infringement. Polyvore, accordingly, was entitled to summary judgment on direct
infringement claim as matter of law. Court found that, even assuming that Polyvore had
knowledge of and materially contributed to infringement, Sony-Betamax rule shielded
Polyvore from liability. “Clipper” tool allowed users to clip images from anywhere online,
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copyrighted or not, making Polyvore’s system, at very least, capable of substantial
noninfringing use. Polyvore was accordingly entitled to summary judgment on contributory
infringement claim. Finally, record was devoid of evidence Polyvore’s ability to supervise
or control activity of users or facts in the record establishing causal relationship between
infringing activity on Polyvore’s website and any financial benefit Polyvore received.
Polyvore was thus entitled to summary judgment on vicarious infringement claim.
Reis, Inc. v. Lennar Corp., No. 15-7905, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 88228 (S.D.N.Y.
July 5, 2016)
District court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ claims for secondary
copyright infringement. Plaintiffs, proprietors of database containing detailed commercial
real estate market information, sued defendants, capital management firms, for contributory
and vicarious copyright infringement, arising out of download of approximately $277,000
worth of reports by two unknown IP addresses using credentials of defendant database
subscriber. Plaintiffs claimed that defendant, in violation of its subscription agreement,
knowingly shared login credentials for database with unauthorized users, who used those
credentials to download reports. Court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss because
plaintiffs could not allege that unknown users were also unauthorized. Complaint,
accordingly, offered no information or facts alleging that unknown users were primary
infringers, on which to base secondary infringement claims.
UIRC-GSA Holdings, Inc. v. William Blair & Co., L.L.C., No. 15-9518, 2017 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 46714 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 29, 2017)
District dismissed contributory and vicarious infringement claims brought by plaintiff, seller
of bonds and holder of copyright registrations for documents relating to sale of bonds,
against employee of defendant William Blair & Co. Plaintiff alleged that employee “is a
partner at Blair, was the relationship manager for both Plaintiff and [another, allegedly
infringing] bond offering, and that he encouraged Blair’s copyright infringement.” Court
held that “bald assertion” that Kalt “encouraged or assisted” employer’s infringement did not
amount to “‘special showing’ that Kalt ‘personally participated in the manufacture or sale’”
of allegedly infringing documents, as required under Dangler v. Imperial Mach. Co., 11 F.2d
945 (7th Cir. 1926). These “conclusory allegations” were likewise inadequate under
standards for contributory and vicarious liability. Accordingly, court dismissed contributory
and vicarious infringement claims against individual defendant.
Levi v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., No. 16-129, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 49773
(E.D. Va. Mar. 30, 2017)
District court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to state claim. Pro se
plaintiff sued Robert Walker Jr., Virginia attorney, as well as Lee Daniels and Danny Strong,
co-creators of television show Empire, and Twentieth Century Fox for allegedly infringing
plaintiff’s copyright in his book Unity Incorporated. Walker moved to dismiss for failure to
state claim. Plaintiff alleged that his book was infringed by Twentieth Century Fox’s
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Empire, which was co-created by Daniels and Strong. Though plaintiff failed to allege that
Walker himself infringed book’s copyright, court liberally construed plaintiff’s claim against
Walker as one of secondary liability under theory of either contributory or vicarious
infringement. Claim for contributory infringement requires that defendant both participated
in and had knowledge of infringement. Although plaintiff had alleged that Walker
participated in infringement when he sent plaintiff’s manuscript to Daniels and Strong,
plaintiff had not even suggested that Walker had knowledge or reason to know of purported
infringement by Empire; contributory infringement claim therefore failed. Claim for
vicarious infringement requires that defendant possessed both right and ability to supervise
infringing activity as well obvious and direct financial interest therein. Because plaintiff
failed to allege facts establishing “supervisory relationship” between Walker and other
parties, his vicarious infringement claim failed.
BMG Rights Mgmt. (US) LLC v. Cox Communs., Inc., 199 F. Supp. 3d 958 (E.D. Va.
2016)
Jury found defendant, Internet service provider, liable for contributory infringement and not
liable for vicarious infringement of 1,397 musical composition copyrights based on
reproduction and distribution of works over defendant’s network using BitTorrent protocol,
where defendant did not process and later automatically deleted notices from plaintiff’s
authorized agent. Defendant renewed Rule 50(b) motion for judgment as matter of law on
grounds that plaintiff failed to show direct infringement, failed to provide evidence of
defendant’s liability for contributory infringement, and failed to adduce evidence of
willfulness. District court denied motion, holding uploads to plaintiff’s authorized agent
were sufficient to form basis of distribution claim, and there was sufficient evidence for
reasonable jury to hold that defendant’s users violated plaintiff’s reproduction right by
downloading plaintiff’s works. Defendant was held liable for willful contributory
infringement based on evidence of its knowledge of specific infringing activity and
continued material contribution to that infringement through provision of high-speed Internet
service. Court denied plaintiff’s motion for judgment as matter of law on vicarious
infringement claim, finding “extensive evidence” rebutted plaintiff’s assertion that plaintiff
had direct financial interest in infringing activity.
Marketran, LLC v. Brooklyn Water Enters., No. 16-81019, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
143698 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 13, 2016)
In copyright action filed by marketing company that had designed marketing materials to
promote water bagel stores, defendant manager of water bagel stores moved to dismiss
plaintiff’s vicarious infringement claim on ground that complaint failed to allege that
defendant manager had right to control, or derived financial benefit from, alleged infringing
activity of other water bagel entities. Court declined to dismiss vicarious infringement count;
complaint adequately described defendant manager’s role with water bagel franchises,
including ability to control infringing activity, and alleged that defendant manager derived
financial benefit from allowing infringement to continue, “including but not limited to, use of
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Plaintiff’s copyrighted work without making payment, and use of Plaintiff’s copyrighted
works to increase sales [of franchises].”
StorageCraft Technology Corp. v. Persistent Telecom Solutions, Inc., No. 14-76,
2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 169303 (D. Utah Nov. 22, 2016)
Court denied defendant’s motion for summary judgment on contributory infringement claim.
Plaintiff, computer software company specializing in backup, disaster recovery and system
migration software, brought claims for contributory copyright infringement against defendant
software company for allegedly encouraging its end users to directly infringe by using
“rCloud” program in violation of EULA, and by copying and installing components of “Data
Center Recovery Product” onto new machines without license. Court considered any
violation of term of EULA that implicates one of exclusive statutory rights of copyright
owner to be sufficient to establish liability for infringement. Here, violations of provisions
led to RAM copies of portions of software being made on end user’s computer. “Because
copying is one of the exclusive statutory rights granted to the owner of a copyright, the court
concludes that violating the provisions at issue implicate the licensor’s exclusive statutory
rights.” Court found plaintiff had provided evidence that defendant instructed its users to
install components of on machine that typically was different from machine licensed for
plaintiff’s software, without instructing users to obtain additional license. Plaintiff also
provided email that instructed defendant’s support personnel to have users install plaintiff’s
software on unlicensed machine as troubleshooting technique. Court concluded that plaintiff
had provided sufficient evidence for reasonable jury to conclude that end users followed
defendant’s instructions and infringed plaintiff’s copyright.
Sinclair & Assocs. of Greenville, LLC v. CresCom Bank, No. 16-465, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 159340 (D.S.C. Nov. 17, 2016)
Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss direct and contributory copyright infringement
claims. Plaintiff design firm prepared civil engineering and architectural plans and drawings
for pool and amenities center (“Works”), and granted non-transferable, limited license to use
Works to defendant Summerville Homes for use in particular subdivision. Summerville
Homes never began construction, but conveyed subdivision to defendant CresCom Bank;
CresCom subsequently conveyed subdivision to defendant Antler Road LLC. Defendant
Hujik, vice president of CresCom and defendant Terry, manager of Antler Road and
president of defendant Crescent Homes SC, each asked plaintiff to “release” copyrights in
Works. Plaintiff stated it would be willing to do so in exchange for payment, but none of
defendants accepted offer. Defendant Antler Road used Works to construct pool and
amenities at subdivision, and Works were also used by Crescent Homes. At all times,
defendants were aware that either Antler Road or Crescent Homes planned to use Works, and
that they lacked right to do so. Plaintiff sued defendants for, inter alia, vicarious and
contributory infringement. Defendant Terry moved for summary judgment. With respect to
vicarious infringement, plaintiff must prove (1) right and ability to supervise infringing
activity; and (2) direct financial interest in such activity. Court found it “at least plausible to
think that Terry could have exercised his authority as manager and president to prevent
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Antler Road and Crescent homes from infringing,” and that Terry’s managerial positions
gave him financial interest in Antler Road and Crescent Homes’ use of Works. To prevail on
claim for contributory infringement, plaintiff must prove that defendant intentionally induced
or encouraged direct infringement. Court found it reasonable to infer that Terry induced,
caused or materially contributed to infringing conduct based on plaintiff’s allegation that
Terry personally rejected plaintiff’s offer to sell Works. Therefore, court found viable claims
for vicarious and contributory infringement as to defendant Terry.
D. Miscellaneous
Smith v. BarnesandNoble.com, LLC, 839 F.3d 163 (2d Cir. 2016)
Second Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of summary judgment dismissing plaintiff’s
copyright infringement claims on alternative grounds. Plaintiff, widow of author Louis K.
Smith, sued defendant for direct and contributory copyright infringement, alleging defendant
had maintained cloud access to digital samples of Smith’s copyrighted book after Smith had
terminated license granted through distribution agreement with ebook distributor
Smashwords. Inc. Distribution agreement permitted distribution of samples as promotional
material and granted end-users license to duplicate, share and reproduce such samples for
non-commercial purposes. Smashwords provided Smith’s book for sampling to retailers
including Barnes & Noble, which listed Smith’s book for sale on bn.com and offered free
samples to customers, including digital samples available for upload to customers’ individual
digital “lockers.” Having sold no copies of his book, Smith terminated his distribution
agreement with Smashwords in October 2011. Smith’s book erroneously remained on
bn.com through April 2012, but book was not sold or sampled during that time. Only one
customer had uploaded sample of Smith’s book before distribution agreement was cancelled.
Following cancellation of distribution agreement, customer that had validly obtained sample
of Smith’s book prior to termination was permitted to access sample two more times.
Plaintiff alleged these two instances of access amounted to copyright infringement, because
defendant was not permitted to provide customer access to Smith’s book samples after
agreement terminated. District court had granted summary judgment in favor of defendant
on ground that defendant’s alleged conduct did not amount to direct or contributory
copyright infringement. Second Circuit declined to decide infringement issue in novel
context of cloud storage, given sparse facts of case. Instead, court affirmed on alternative
ground, concluding defendant’s conduct was authorized by contract between parties, since
distribution agreement did not provide for termination of license for samples already
distributed in event distribution agreement was terminated.
Flo & Eddie, Inc. v. Pandora Media, Inc., 851 F.3d 950 (9th Cir. 2017)
Plaintiff, corporation created by two founding members of The Turtles, 1960s “folk rock
band,” allegedly acquired rights to The Turtles’ pre-1972 sound recordings. Defendant
allowed users to stream music including The Turtles’ music, without paying plaintiff for
public performance of pre-1972 sound recordings. Plaintiff filed action seeking damages,
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claiming sound recordings were protected under § 980(a)(2) of California Civil Code as well
as common law. District court concluded that § 980(a)(2) granted owners of pre-1972 sound
recordings property right in public performance of recordings. On basis of that property
right, district court further concluded that plaintiff’s misappropriation, conversion, and unfair
competition claims were legally sufficient. Ninth Circuit concluded that if either § 980(a)(2)
or California common law provides exclusive right of public performance, district court’s
ruling must be affirmed. Ninth Circuit, accordingly, certified questions of state law to
California Supreme Court: “Under section 980(a)(2) of California Civil Code, do copyright
owners of pre-1972 sound recordings that were sold to public before 1982 possess exclusive
right of public performance?” and “If not, does California’s common law of property or tort
otherwise grant copyright owners of pre-1972 sound recordings exclusive right of public
performance?”
Unicolors, Inc. v. Urban Outfitters, Inc., 853 F.3d 980 (9th Cir. 2017)
Ninth Circuit affirmed district court’s grant of plaintiff’s summary judgment motion as to
infringement as well as jury’s finding of willful infringement. Unicolors, fabric designer and
seller, sued Urban Outfitters and Century 21 Department Stores (together, “Urban”), alleging
that Urban had willfully infringed Unicolors’ copyrighted design titled PE1130, which was
based on original art work named QQ-692. Ninth Circuit found that jury’s finding of
willfulness was supported by substantial evidence, because Unicolors had shown that Urban
adopted reckless copyright infringement policy in which Urban made no attempt to verify or
even inquire as to whether any of its designs were subject to copyright protections. Ninth
Circuit affirmed jury’s holding, noting that “merely reckless behavior” or “willful blindness”
was sufficient to establish willful infringement. That Urban would have faced great
difficulty ascertaining whether any given design was copyrighted did not allow it to act
recklessly by refusing, “as a matter of policy, to even investigate or attempt to determine
whether particular designs are subject to copyright protections.”
Scroggins v. Scroggins, No. 15-9524, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 38310 (S.D.N.Y. Mar.
16, 2017)
District court dismissed plaintiff’s infringement claims. Plaintiff, one member of funk band
ESG, brought infringement claims against Fire Records of London and Universal Music
Group. Plaintiff claimed that Fire Records “fraudulently and illegally” acquired rights to all
ESG works from her bandmate and sister, co-author of ESG works. She generally alleged
copyright infringement, yet admitted in complaint that Fire Records owned works. Plaintiff
further asserted that UMG infringed her work by sampling it in various songs by other artists.
Court dismissed claim against Fire Records on ground that joint owner of copyright and its
licensees cannot be liable to co-owner for copyright infringement. Court similarly dismissed
claim against UMG because record proved, and plaintiff did not dispute, that Fire Records
gave UMG permission to use works in that manner. UMG could not be liable for
infringement, court noted, where it was rightful licensee of rights in question.
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Reis, Inc. v. Spring11 LLC, No. 15-2836, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 131486 (S.D.N.Y.
Sept. 24, 2016)
District court dismissed certain of plaintiffs’ copyright infringement claims. Plaintiffs,
owners of database containing commercial real estate information and analysis, sued
defendant, provider of commercial real estate consulting and advisory services, for copyright
infringement and other claims stemming from defendant’s access to plaintiffs’ database.
Over period of several years, plaintiffs discovered and confronted defendant about various
instances of improper use of its database through different individuals and IP addresses.
Thereafter, Arbor National Commercial Mortgage LLC requested login credentials, pursuant
to its subscription with plaintiffs, for three individuals who had Arbor email addresses but
were actually employees of defendant. One of defendant’s employees then accessed
plaintiffs’ database and downloaded seven reports using login he had obtained through
Arbor. Plaintiffs sued defendant for copyright infringement, and defendant moved to dismiss
on ground that defendant’s employee had accessed plaintiffs’ database pursuant to Arbor’s
valid licensing agreement, and thus no copyright infringement had taken place. Plaintiffs
argued Arbor had breached its license by sharing access with defendant, because plaintiffs’
Terms of Service prohibited transfer of access to database or use depriving plaintiffs of
potential sales, and therefore defendant’s access was unauthorized. Court disagreed, finding
Terms of Service mere delineation of acceptable and unacceptable behavior under licensing
agreement rather than conditions precedent to obtaining license, since such conditions must
be expressed in “unmistakable language” to rebut presumption under New York law that
contractual terms are covenants rather than conditions. Thus, defendant’s employee
downloaded plaintiffs’ reports pursuant to valid, albeit potentially breached, licensing
agreement, and did not infringe plaintiffs’ copyright.
Broad. Music, Inc. v. Bentley, No. 16-394, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27581 (W.D. Tex.
Feb. 28, 2017)
District court granted summary judgment in favor of plaintiff on claim of “public
performance copyright infringement.” Plaintiff alleged that defendant infringed copyrights
in 12 musical compositions by performing or causing them to be performed at Longbranch
Saloon after expiration of BMI license, despite multiple letters and other communications
detailing obligation to renew license in order to perform BMI repertoire. To succeed in
infringement suit on theory that defendant publicly performed plaintiff’s copyrighted musical
works without authorization, plaintiff must prove “(1) originality and authorship of the
copyrighted works involved; (2) compliance with the formalities of the Copyright Act; (3)
proprietary rights in the copyrighted works involved; (4) public performance of the
compositions involved; and (5) lack of authorization for public performance.” Defendant
admitted factors 1-3, and undisputed evidence supported plaintiff’s position as to factors 4
and 5. Therefore, court granted summary judgment for plaintiffs.
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Iconics, Inc. v. Massaro, 192 F. Supp. 3d 254 (D. Mass. 2016)
Court denied defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff, software developer,
produced Human Machine Interface/Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems.
Defendant was former employee of plaintiff who started assisting another ex-employee of
plaintiff and ex-employee’s company with its software products while still employed by
plaintiff. Plaintiff sued alleging infringement of source code in plaintiff’s software products.
Plaintiff alleged direct copying by defendant of its code, and also indirect copying, whereby
defendant used plaintiff’s code while developing defendant’s software, but did not retain
plaintiff’s code in defendant’s product. Plaintiff’s expert opined that defendant must have
had copy of plaintiff’s source code, which it used during its software development process to
“ease, speed, and improve [defendant’s] own coding.” Defendant argued in response that
this was “non-copying” that could not form basis of infringement claim. Court found that
“creating intermediate copies of copyrighted code, even to develop one’s own independentlywritten code, can be copyright infringement,” in part “because each time a software program
is run, it is transferred to the computer’s memory, creating a new copy.” Thus, if adequately
supported, intermediate copying claim can generate infringement liability; on other hand,
“[t]his type of copying can often be fair use.”
Kitchen & Bath Concepts of Pittsburgh, LLC v. Eddy Homes, Inc., No. 16-589, 2016
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 177016 (W.D. Pa. Dec. 22, 2016)
Plaintiff, operator of kitchen and bath design business, and defendant, residential home
builder, were hired to construct home. Defendant constructed exterior and interior walls, and
installed plumbing and electrical systems. Plaintiff designed and installed all interior spaces
of home, and registered copyright in design of interior. Photographs of interior published in
Kitchen and Bath Design News credited defendant for design. Photographs were also shown
on defendant’s website and on several social media websites, and published in Whirl
Magazine and Housetrends Magazine, with plaintiff not given design credit. Plaintiff sued,
asserting claims for copyright infringement and unfair competition. Defendant contended
that copyright at issue was “architectural works” copyright, and that infringement claim must
be dismissed because it was based solely on publication and dissemination of photographs of
architectural work. Defendant argued that § 120—which provides that copyright in
architectural work that has been constructed does not include right to prevent making,
distributing, or public display of “pictorial representations” of work if building in which
work is embodied is located in or ordinarily visible from public place—applied. Court found
that home was “building” under § 120(a), and that well-settled law provides that residential
homes are located in public place. Courts applying plain language of § 120 have concluded
that interior elements of house constitute “architectural works,” and that pictorial
representations of constructed work that is located within building visible from public place
do not constitute copyright infringement. Court accordingly granted defendant’s motion to
dismiss copyright infringement claim.
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VI.

DEFENSES/EXEMPTIONS
A. Fair Use
TCA Tel. Corp. v. McCollum, 839 F.3d 168 (2d Cir. 2016)

Second Circuit reversed district court holding that defendants’ use of “Who’s on First?”
routine was fair use. Plaintiffs, successors-in-interest to estates of William “Bud” Abbott
and Lou Costello, appealed from district court’s dismissal of their suit against defendants,
including producers and author of play, for use of “Who’s on First?” routine in play Hand to
God. District court found use of routine transformative as matter of law. Second Circuit
found defendants’ use of work not transformative, as defendants did not modify work, and
although play had critical theme, defendants did not use work to express critique. Because
use was not transformative, court concluded that district court erred in discounting Hand to
God’s commercial character. As to second fair use factor, court found that routine was
creative work, close to core of intended copyright protection; because defendants’ use of
routine was not transformative, and because record was devoid of persuasive justification for
extent of defendants’ use, creative nature of routine weighed strongly against fair use
defense. As to third factor, court found that, while portion of routine used by defendants
takes less than two minutes to perform, it comprised “heart” of work; it exposed joke that is
elemental to work, and court found defendants did not proffer satisfactory reason for
repeated exploitation of joke. As to final fair use factor, court found that trial court
overlooked possibility that defendants’ use could negatively affect work’s licensing.
Because court found all factors weighed against fair use and, at motion to dismiss stage,
found no other factors relevant, court held that dismissal of complaint on fair use grounds
was erroneous.
BWP Media USA Inc. v. Gossip Cop Media, Inc., 196 F. Supp. 3d 395 (S.D.N.Y.
2016)
Court concluded that defendant’s use of three photos copied from third-party websites
without authorization did not constitute fair use. Defendant posted “screen grabs” of three
photos on its own site, adding assessments of whether stories that accompanied photos on
third-party websites were “real” or “rumor,” as displayed on “real-to-rumor scale” posted
alongside photos. In regard to Kunis/Kutcher and Pattinson Images, those photos
accompanied their corresponding stories as illustrations. On first factor, court found,
contrary to defendant’s assertions, that use of images was not transformative; defendant’s
republication of images added no new meaning or expression to images; contributed no
information to its articles; and was otherwise extraneous to its reporting function. Because
use was not transformative, commercial nature of use “additionally weighs against a finding
of fair use.” On second factor, images contained both informational and creative elements
and were previously published, tipping “not very important” factor slightly in defendant’s
favor. As to third factor, because purpose of defendant’s use was “precisely the same as that
of the third-party licensees, the question of whether the amount used was ‘reasonable in
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relation to the purpose of the copying’ must necessarily be answered in the negative.” On
fourth factor, relevant market for images consists of universe of celebrity news reporting
outlets. Because defendant used images in same manner as any celebrity news site would—
“to attract interest in the accompanying stories by depicting interesting scenes of famous
people”—fourth factor weighed against fair use. Defendant, accordingly, had not established
that its publication of images constituted fair use.
Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Axanar Productions, Inc., No. 15-9938, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 19670 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 3, 2017)
Court denied defendants’ motion for summary judgment. Defendants, “going where no man
has gone before in producing Star Trek fan films,” sought to make professional production,
and raised over million dollars on crowdsourcing websites to fund projects. Defendants
produced 21-minute film Star Trek: Prelude to Axanar, and released Prelude on YouTube to
promote and to raise funds for full-length “Axanar Motion Picture.” Defendants completed
script of Axanar Motion Picture and filmed and released scene therefrom. Axanar works
were set in Star Trek universe 21 years before original series. Plaintiffs sued, claiming
direct, contributory and vicarious infringement, and defendants moved for summary
judgment that use was fair use. Court found all four fair use factors favored plaintiffs.
Axanar works were not transformative under first factor. Defendants intentionally used or
referenced many elements of Star Trek works to stay true to Star Trek canon “down to
excruciating details.” Viewed as whole, Axanar works did not have further purpose or
different character, altering Star Trek works with new expression, meaning, or message. On
other hand, defendants were “interested in creating alternative ways for fans to view Star
Trek,” and used “fully-professional crew” to ensure Axanar would be quality of Star Trek
“that all fans want to see.” Court rejected argument that Axanar works were transformative
because they were “mockumentaries,” form of parody. Court had difficulty discerning from
Axanar works any criticism of Star Trek works—not surprising since defendants set out to
create films that stay faithful to Star Trek canon and appeal to Star Trek fans. Moreover,
Axanar works were commercial. Defendants did not pay plaintiffs for license, and
undisputedly hoped to derive non-monetary benefits from Axanar works, thereby profiting
from exploitation of copyrighted material without paying customary price. Under second
factor, creativity in Star Trek works and their status as published works were undisputed. On
third factor court noted defendants intentionally used elements from Star Trek works to
create works that stayed true to Star Trek canon “down to excruciating details.” While it was
difficult to quantify amount of portion used in relation to Star Trek works as whole, elements
of Star Trek works pervaded Axanar works. Elements from Star Trek works that defendants
used were qualitatively important because they gave Axanar works Star Trek feel and
enabled defendants to stay true to Star Trek canon. On fourth factor, court noted prequel was
kind of potential derivative plaintiffs would in general develop or license others to develop.
Judging by success of defendants’ fundraisers, Axanar works were type of work for which
there was separate demand that plaintiffs might one day seek to exploit. Court dismissed
defendants’ argument that there was no evidence that Axanar works acted as market
substitutes for Star Trek works. Lack of evidence was understandable: Prelude could not be
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market substitute for Star Trek TV series or films, just as trailer does not substitute for
feature-length film, and Axanar Motion Picture had not yet been made or released and its
script was not yet released; hence it could not have any market impact. On other hand,
defendants successfully raised over million dollars from Star Trek fans at defendants’
prompting to fund Axanar projects instead of “dumping hundreds or thousands of dollars
year on … cable channels” on which Star Trek works are shown. Defendants used “fullyprofessional crew—many of whom have worked on Star Trek itself”—to “ensure Axanar
will be the quality of Star Trek that all fans want to see.” Under facts, defendants evidently
intended for their work to effectively function as market substitution for Star Trek works.
There was little doubt that unrestricted and widespread conduct of sort engaged in by
defendants would result in substantially adverse impact of market substitution for Star Trek
works. Fact that defendants distributed works for free online likely increased risk of market
substitution, as fans choose free content over paid features. All four fair use factors thus
weighed in favor of plaintiffs.
Disney Enters. v. VidAngel Inc., No. 16-4109, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 183152 (C.D.
Cal. Dec. 12, 2016)
Court granted plaintiffs’ motion for preliminary injunction. VidAngel Inc. offered more than
2,500 movies and television episodes on website. VidAngel purchased DVD copies of each
title, entered DVD into inventory management application database and assigned unique
barcode to each physical disc case. VidAngel then used commercially available software
program to decrypt copy of each title. After decryption, VidAngel created “intermediate”
files and tagged files for over 80 types of potentially objectionable content. Before watching
movie or episode, customer had to purchase physical DVD containing title from VidAngel.
After customer purchased physical DVD customer was shown listing of various types of
potentially objectionable content identified in purchased work, as well as number of
occurrences of such content. User then selected types of content user wished to have
silenced or deleted. After selecting filters, subscriber was able to view stream
instantaneously on any VidAngel-supported device. VidAngel offered over 80 of plaintiffs’
movies on website. Plaintiffs did not authorize VidAngel to copy or publicly perform works.
Plaintiffs sued alleging infringement and DMCA violations, and moved for preliminary
injunction. Vidangel asserted fair use defense. Court found VidAngel’s service was not fair
use. On first factor, VidAngel did not dispute that it profited from use of plaintiffs’ works.
Court held commercial use of copyrighted material is “presumptively unfair” exploitation of
monopoly privilege that belongs to copyright owner. VidAngel filtering service was not
transformative, court found. Service did not add anything to plaintiffs’ works; it simply
omitted portions viewers found objectionable. Furthermore, notwithstanding edits made by
users, VidAngel’s use of plaintiff’s works served “same intrinsic entertainment value that is
protected by plaintiffs’ copyrights,” and was thus not transformative. Court found
VidAngel’s commercial use of copyrighted works, coupled with non-transformative nature
of edited copies, weighed heavily in favor of plaintiffs under first fair use factor. Second
factor also weighed in favor of plaintiffs. Under third factor, VidAngel did not dispute
copying of substantial portion of plaintiffs’ copyrighted works, but argued that their viewers
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never watch exact copies of original films, due to requirement that each user must apply at
least one filter. VidAngel also asserted that filtered versions of movies were not substitutes
for plaintiffs’ works. Court disagreed. Despite fact that VidAngel’s service omitted portions
of each work, essential storyline, cinematography and acting—heart of movie—remained
unchanged. Accordingly, third factor weighed for plaintiffs. On fourth factor, court stated
that when intended use is for commercial gain, likelihood of market harm “may be
presumed.” VidAngel, citing customer survey results that indicated that over 51% of
VidAngel customers would not watch offerings without filtering, argued service did not
harm, and actually increased, market for copyrighted works because filtered movies were not
substitute for unfiltered movies. Court found survey results ultimately detrimental to
VidAngel; fact that 49% of VidAngel’s customers would view movies without filters showed
that service did serve as effective substitute for unfiltered works for approximately half of
VidAngel users. Furthermore, fact that VidAngel’s streams were “composed primarily” of
plaintiffs’ works, including heart of work, with little added or changed made streams more
likely to be merely superseding use, fulfilling demand for original. Fourth factor therefore
weighed in favor of plaintiffs. Based on analysis of factors, court found VidAngel had not
met burden of proving fair use.
Oracle America, Inc. v. Google, Inc., No. 10-3561, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 145601
(N.D. Cal. Sept. 27, 2016)
Plaintiff brought suit for infringement with respect to defendant’s reimplementation of
certain API packages in copyrighted Java. Plaintiff moved to renew its motion for judgment
as matter of law and for new trial after jury found accused infringement constituted fair use.
Court denied both motions. Plaintiff, without citing any authority, argued that all uses must
stand or fall together under fair use test of § 107. Court disagreed and clarified that concern
with widespread use is not whether uses distinct from accused uses might harm market for
copyrighted works, but whether use of same sort, if multiplied via use by others, would cause
market harm. Court ultimately upheld jury verdict that use constituted fair use.
Newegg Inc. v. Ezra Sutton, P.A., No. 15-1395, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 124981 (C.D.
Cal. Sept. 13, 2016)
Court granted plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment as to copyright infringement
based on defendant’s copying of draft legal brief. Defendant moved to amend Final Pretrial
Conference Order to add affirmative defense of fair use, and court granted motion, finding no
prejudice to plaintiff because plaintiff competently dealt with fair use in its partial summary
judgment motion; amendment would not adversely affect conduct of trial; and there was no
evidence defendant acted in bad faith. On first fair use factor, court found defendant did not
add new expression, meaning or message to draft brief, and use had same intrinsic purpose as
original, to persuade court. Factor thus weighed heavily in favor of plaintiff. As to second
factor, court found brief was “functional presentation of fact and law,” and in accordance
with Supreme Court’s priority in disseminating factual works, factor weighed slightly in
favor of defendant. Because defendant copied most, if not all, of substantive portions of
draft brief, third factor weighed heavily in favor of plaintiff. On fourth factor, since plaintiff
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failed to provide evidence that it had ever sold or licensed its briefs, or that there was market
for licensing or sale of its briefs, factor weighed slightly in favor of defendant. Upon
consideration of all four factors, “with more weight given to the first and third factors based
on the facts, circumstances and particular nature of this case,” court found defendant did not
meet burden of establishing prima facie case that copying of draft brief was fair use.
Nichols v. Club for Growth Action, No. 16-220, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12820
(D.D.C. Jan. 31, 2017)
Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss copyright claim as fair use. Plaintiffs,
songwriter and recording studio, sued defendant, conservative political action organization
that created ads to promote conservative candidates for public office, for copyright
infringement. Plaintiffs claimed that defendant’s 30-second political ad, broadcast on
Wisconsin television and Internet in September 2015, violated plaintiffs’ copyright in song
“Times of Your Life.” Defendant moved to dismiss, “arguing that Plaintiffs’ allegations
have plead [sic] them out of court by demonstrating that its use of the copyrighted work was
fair use.” Plaintiffs contended determination of fair use was not appropriate on motion to
dismiss, and court agreed: “Fair use is not traditionally determined on a motion to dismiss
and this Court will not disrupt that tradition.”
Corbello v. Devito, No. 08-867, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101768 (D. Nev. Aug. 3,
2016)
Court denied defendants’ motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff was widow and heir of
Rex Woodard, who assisted defendant “Tommy” DeVito, member of The Four Seasons, in
writing unpublished biography that was one basis for Jersey Boys musical. Plaintiff alleged
that DeVito and others wrongfully used work to develop Jersey Boys. Defendants moved for
summary judgment on fair use. As to first fair use factor, court found that commercial use of
work weighed against fair use. Second factor similarly weighed against fair use because
work had not been published. Third and fourth factors, however, weighed in favor of fair use
because portions at issue were small part of work, and use “was likely to have increase[d] its
value and likely didn’t decrease it by much, if at all.” In sum, court found issue of material
fact as to fair use, and denied motion.
StorageCraft Technology Corp. v. Persistent Telecom Solutions, Inc., No. 14-76,
2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 79394 (D. Utah June 17, 2016)
Court granted in part and denied in part plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff,
computer software company that provided end users with computer backup software using
proprietary software tools, sued defendant, cloud storage services company, for direct and
contributory infringement, alleging that defendant’s cloud services product incorporated
“Replacement Solution” that was intended to eliminate defendant’s need to rely on plaintiff’s
proprietary tools, but that relied on plaintiff’s tools installed on end-users’ machines to
automatically convert plaintiff’s proprietary backup files into new format before files were
uploaded to defendant’s cloud. Plaintiff moved for summary judgment that defendant would
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not be able to establish affirmative defense that use of plaintiff’s copyrighted information
was fair use. Court denied motion. Court concluded that defendant had demonstrated
existence of genuine disputes of material fact regarding whether defendant would be able to
establish fair use defense at trial. Using expert opinion, defendant demonstrated that
Replacement Solution was likely to maintain or even increase market for plaintiff’s
proprietary tools. Replacement Solution only worked when plaintiff’s tools were also
installed on end user’s machine. Therefore, any end user that desired to use Replacement
Solution would need to have or would need to purchase plaintiff’s tools. Court found that
because effect on market for plaintiff’s work is “undoubtedly the single most important
element of fair use,” dispute of fact over market harm alone rendered summary judgment
inappropriate.
B. Statute of Limitations
Gym Door Repairs, Inc. v. Young Equip. Sales, Inc., 206 F. Supp. 3d 869 (S.D.N.Y.
2016)
Plaintiffs manufactured Safe Path System, safety device required by law to be used on
electrically operated partition doors in schools in New York State. Plaintiffs’ device was
only device approved for use in New York City public schools. Defendants used contractors
other than and in addition to plaintiffs or those certified by plaintiffs in repairing and
maintaining Safe Path System. Plaintiffs brought claims for direct and contributory
copyright infringement. Defendants filed motions to dismiss, arguing that plaintiffs’ claims
should be dismissed as time-barred. Court held because plaintiffs alleged that infringing
activities were “still occurring,” plaintiffs’ claims were not time-barred.
Walker v. Carter, No. 12-5384, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 131557 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 26,
2016)
Court granted defendants’ motion for summary judgment on copyright claim, holding claim
time-barred. Dispute was over creation, ownership and use of logo used by Roc-a-Fella
Records. Plaintiff claimed to be “creative mastermind” of logo design, despite admitting that
he neither came up with idea for logo nor drew any part of it. Plaintiff claimed that nearly
two decades ago he arranged for three other men to draw logo, and that he directed their
work and ultimately combined elements to create logo. Plaintiff alleged that defendants
owed him royalties for use of logo under terms of written contract; however, plaintiff
claimed he had lost only copy of contract to ever exist. Defendants moved for summary
judgment on copyright claim, arguing that plaintiff’s claim was copyright ownership claim
rather than copyright infringement claim, and thus was barred by three-year statute of
limitations. Infringement claims require plaintiff to establish ownership of valid copyright
and copying of constituent elements of work. In many infringement cases, ownership is not
at issue; issue is instead whether defendant impermissibly copied work. In contrast, where
dispute does not involve nature, extent or scope of copying, ownership forms backbone of
“infringement” claim at issue, and if ownership claim would be time-barred, any
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infringement claim is likewise time-barred. Question, then, was whether plaintiff’s claims
were rooted in contested assertion of ownership interest in copyright. While plaintiff styled
his copyright claim as claim for infringement, ownership in fact formed backbone of claim.
Ownership claim must be commenced within three years after claim accrued; ownership
claim accrues only once, when reasonably diligent plaintiff would have been put on inquiry
notice as to existence of right. Court, drawing all inferences in favor of plaintiff, found claim
accrued at latest in 2007, when plaintiff, by his own account, learned he was entitled to
royalties he did not receive. Since suit was not filed until 2012, plaintiff’s claims were timebarred.
Phoenix Techs. Ltd. v. VMware, Inc., No. 15-1414, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2899
(N.D. Cal. Jan. 6, 2017)
Court granted in part and denied in part defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Parties,
software developers, entered into master license agreement for defendant to use certain of
plaintiff’s software. Plaintiff sued defendant for infringement, alleging use of software by
defendant exceeded scope of license. Defendant argued that some of plaintiff’s copyright
claims were time-barred because they occurred outside of three-year statute of limitations
period. Defendant argued that plaintiff had been using defendant’s accused server products
since at least 2004, that “numerous high-ranking executives and employees” of plaintiff
knew about defendant’s use of plaintiff’s software in its products years before suit was filed,
and that such knowledge should be imputed to plaintiff. Because parties disputed when
plaintiff discovered, or reasonably could have discovered, defendant’s allegedly infringing
acts, court held that facts were “neither uncontroverted nor irrefutable,” and that factual issue
as to when plaintiff learned of alleged infringement must be resolved by jury.
Fine v. Baer, No. 16-21, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 112312 (M.D. Fla. Aug. 23, 2016)
Court granted in part and denied in part plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment of
liability. Plaintiff photographer brought infringement action against defendants for using
photos that he had created in book about shipwreck. Plaintiff moved for partial summary
judgment. Defendants asserted as affirmative defense that plaintiff had filed lawsuit after
expiration of statute of limitations, contending, on plaintiff’s deposition testimony, that
plaintiff had learned of infringement few months after book was published in 2011. Court
nevertheless held that date of discovery was genuine issue of material fact that could not be
resolved at that stage in litigation. Same genuine issue of material fact prevented court from
entering summary judgment on issue of laches.
Am. Bd. of Internal Medicine v. Rushford, No. 14-6428, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
37778 (D.N.J. Mar. 16, 2017)
Court granted defendant’s motion for judgment on pleadings on ground that plaintiff’s
copyright infringement action was barred by three-year statute of limitations. Defendant
physician allegedly divulged board certification examination questions to other parties.
Court rejected plaintiff’s argument that discovery rule meant that claim accrued in January
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2012, when plaintiff concretely matched defendant’s email address, which was obtained in
December 2009 seizure of other parties’ communications relating to infringement of
plaintiff’s copyrighted examinations, to defendant’s actual identity. Discovery rule, court
noted, is equitable doctrine that protects copyright plaintiff that, through no fault of its own,
discovers act of infringement more than three years after infringement occurred. Most
compelling reason for determining that discovery rule did not apply was that plaintiff had no
need for equitable extension of limitations period, because it had learned of defendant’s
identity within original three-year limitations period, but failed to file suit.
Live Face on Web, LLC v. Smart Move Search, Inc., No. 15-4198, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 40247 (D.N.J. Mar. 21, 2017)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss for failure to state claim. Plaintiff
software developer copyrighted software that allowed websites to display video
spokesperson that directs visitor’s attention to various portions of website. Defendants’
website displayed video spokesperson, which plaintiff claimed defendants had accomplished
by using, copying and distributing plaintiff’s software without authorization. Plaintiff further
alleged that, because defendants’ video spokesperson could only appear after copy of
plaintiff’s software had been distributed to visitor’s computer, separate violation of plaintiff’s
copyright occurred every time visitor accessed defendants’ website. Defendants moved to
dismiss infringement claim because plaintiff had failed to allege unlawful copying and any
alleged copying occurred outside statute of limitations. Court held that it could not yet
determine whether plaintiff’s claims were time-barred because complaint sufficiently alleged
that separate violation occurred each time visitor accessed defendants’ website and viewed
video spokesperson. Because it was impossible to know, without discovery, date when
visitor last accessed defendants’ website, court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss.
Energy Intelligence Grp., Inc. v. Kayne Anderson Capital Advisors, LP, No. 14-1903,
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9426 (S.D. Tex. Jan. 24, 2017)
Court denied defendant’s motion for partial summary judgment. Plaintiff, energy publisher,
sued defendant, financial advisors, for copyright infringement and breach of subscription
agreement based on defendant’s unauthorized copying and distribution of plaintiff’s
subscription-based online newsletter. Defendant moved for partial summary judgment,
arguing that three-year statute of limitations applied, but court disagreed. Defendant sought
to renew motion on basis of “new evidence” that plaintiff had notice of facts which
defendant argued would have led, with exercise of due diligence, to actual knowledge of
defendant’s infringement. Defendant relied on deposition testimony of one of plaintiff’s
employees that plaintiff’s employees were incentivized, by way of commissions, to inquire
into larger-scale infringements and not small-scale infringements. Court found evidence
insufficient, as hypothetical scenario presented to employee did not resolve factual question
of whether he exercised reasonable diligence in investigation of defendant’s suspected
infringement. Even if evidence showed plaintiff was less diligent when investigating
smaller-scale infringement cases, court held summary judgment would still not be
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appropriate, as standard is objective, not relative, reasonableness of inquiring or failing to
inquire.
Design Basics, LLC v. Devon Custom Home, Inc., No. 16-448, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 41907 (N.D. Ind. Mar. 22, 2017)
Court denied defendants’ motion for partial summary judgment that statute of limitations
barred plaintiff’s claims based on infringing acts that occurred prior to “look-back date.”
Court held that Supreme Court in Petrella v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1962
(2014), expressly did not pass on question of whether statute of limitations for copyright
infringement claims is governed by “injury rule” or “discovery rule.” Court therefore
applied Seventh Circuit’s discovery rule, and held plaintiff’s claims regarding infringing acts
that occurred more than three years prior to commencement of action not barred as matter of
law.
Design Basics, LLC v. Miller Builders, No. 16-390, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41909
(N.D. Ind. Mar. 22, 2017)
Plaintiff filed complaint against defendant for publishing, distributing, marketing, and
advertising certain architectural designs for single family residential homes that infringe
plaintiff’s copyrighted works. Defendant alleged that it had used floor plans named in
complaint for approximately 23 years prior to lawsuit, and moved for partial summary
judgment on statute of limitations. Court found Supreme Court decision in Petrella did not
abrogate “discovery rule” followed in Seventh Circuit, under which limitations period starts
when “plaintiff discovers, or with due diligence should have discovered, the injury that forms
the basis for the claim.” Accordingly, “discovery rule” controlled determination of when
claim accrued, and plaintiff’s claims regarding infringing acts that occurred more than three
years before action commenced were not barred as matter of law.
Design Basics, LLC v. Rusk Builders, Inc., No. 16-459, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 41910
(N.D. Ind. Mar. 22, 2017)
Court denied defendant’s motion for partial summary judgment. Plaintiff created, marketed,
published and licensed architectural works and technical drawings. Defendant built homes.
Plaintiff filed suit alleging defendant infringed its architectural designs for residential homes.
Defendant had allegedly been building homes based on plaintiff’s copyrighted architectural
works for at least 15 years prior to suit. Defendant argued plaintiff’s suit was time-barred
because some of plaintiff’s claims occurred prior to three years before plaintiff filed suit.
Court disagreed, holding that discovery rule controls determination of when copyright
infringement claim accrues. Accordingly, plaintiff’s claims for infringing acts that occurred
more than three years before suit was filed were not time-barred.
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C. Res Judicata/Collateral Estoppel
Bell v. Taylor, 827 F.3d 699 (7th Cir. 2016)
Plaintiff brought suit for infringement, claiming that defendants had impermissibly displayed
plaintiff’s photo on websites promoting their businesses. District court granted summary
judgment for defendants. When plaintiff filed second copyright infringement lawsuit against
some of same defendants in same court, district court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss
second case based on res judicata. Seventh Circuit affirmed. On appeal, plaintiff argued
that first lawsuit had not made determination regarding nighttime version of photo
defendants allegedly infringed. Court found that two lawsuits arose out of common core of
operative facts, and that plaintiff had opportunity to litigate issue of nighttime photo but
chose not to do so. Court refused to allow plaintiff to use second lawsuit to take another bite
at apple.
Crestwood Membranes, Inc. v. Constant Servs., No. 15-537, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
18621 (M.D. Pa. Feb. 8, 2017)
District court denied both parties’ motions for summary judgment due to outstanding issues
of fact. Plaintiff, owner of copyrights in several designs imprinted upon pool liners, brought
infringement claim against defendant, its contract manufacturer. Defendant sought dismissal
of infringement claim, asserting, inter alia, that plaintiff was equitably estopped as matter of
law from asserting claim. Court noted four factors necessary to establish affirmative defense
of equitable estoppel: (1) plaintiff has actual or constructive knowledge of infringing
conduct; (2) plaintiff intends or expect that defendants will act on plaintiff’s
misrepresentations or concealments; (3) defendant is ignorant of true facts; and (4) defendant
relies on plaintiff’s conduct to its injury. In sum, defense is available “when one party
reasonably relies upon the actions of another party to conclude that it is authorized to use a
copyrighted work in some fashion, without regard for what the actual intent of the opposing
party might have been … whether a party intentionally or unintentionally committed an act is
irrelevant.” Because analysis is very fact-specific, it is not well suited for decision at
summary judgment stage.
D. First Sale Doctrine
Standard Fabrics Int’l, Inc. v. Dress Barn, Inc., No. 15-8437, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
7732 (C.D. Cal., Jan. 19, 2017)
Plaintiff, textile company that offered original “trendy, fashion forward” fabric designs,
sought summary judgment on its claims for copyright infringement relating to defendant
Dress Barn’s sale of garment using allegedly infringing design. Having found summary
judgment in favor of plaintiff was warranted as to infringement claim, court addressed
defendants’ first sale defense. Defendants claimed that Vietnamese clothing producer Trinh,
which supplied garments at issue to defendants, obtained allegedly infringing fabric legally
from plaintiff, and thus, as downstream buyers of finished garments incorporating fabric,
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they were protected by first sale defense. However, court found no direct evidence that
plaintiff sold fabric to Trinh; defendants’ argument that both Trinh and third-party clothing
manufacturer that received fabric at issue from plaintiff were located in Ho Chi Minh City
was not sufficient to raise genuine issue of fact. Defendants thus did not meet burden to
show lawful acquisition, and plaintiff was entitled to summary judgment on first sale
defense.
E. Misuse
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Book Dog Books, LLC, No. 13-816, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 127307 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 19, 2016)
Court struck affirmative defenses raised by defendant. First, defendant asserted plaintiffs’
claims were barred by misuse of their respective copyrights. To prevail, defendant was
required to submit evidence showing that plaintiffs’ copyright practices resulted in “improper
stifling of competition.” Defendant asserted plaintiffs simultaneously ceased selling to
defendant in 2007 and 2012, within year of two occasions on which they sued defendant for
copyright infringement. Defendant asserted that that fact, combined with plaintiffs’ motive
to harm defendant financially, was sufficient to survive summary judgment on affirmative
defense of copyright misuse. Court held assertion that plaintiffs ceased doing business with
defendant after suing defendant for copyright infringement was not enough to support
affirmative defense predicated on anti-competitive behavior; fact that plaintiffs had same
counsel at time did not alter this conclusion. Defendant also asserted plaintiff’s claims were
barred by unclean hands doctrine, and raised, as additional evidence of unclean hands, that
plaintiffs “intentionally withheld information” about known counterfeiters that should have
been disclosed under 2008 settlement agreement. In copyright actions, defense of unclean
hands is recognized only rarely, when plaintiff’s transgression is of serious proportions and
relates directly to subject matter of infringement action. Here defense failed because
defendant presented no evidence that plaintiffs’ failure to disclose information about known
counterfeiter rose to such “extraordinary” level that their conduct was “tainted with
inequitableness or bad faith.”
Design Basics, LLC v. Petros Homes, Inc., No. 14-1966, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
32062 (N.D. Ohio Mar. 7, 2017)
Court denied plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment on misuse defense. Plaintiff,
building design firm that created, marketed, published and sold licenses for use of
architectural designs, alleged that several drawings, plans and/or houses constructed by
defendants were derived from plaintiff’s copyrighted works. Plaintiff moved for partial
summary judgment dismissing defendants’ affirmative defense of copyright misuse. Misuse
defense acts as absolute bar to recovery by copyright holders attempting to extend their
limited rights to property not covered by copyright. Court acknowledged that Sixth Circuit
had not addressed issue of copyright misuse, but noted that several other circuits had. In
support of denial of motion, court cited defendants’ contentions that plaintiff’s design plans
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contain many standard elements not protected by copyright; that plaintiff financially
incentivized employees to find alleged copyright infringements; that plaintiff sued alleged
infringers in over 80 similar lawsuits in 12 states to force settlements of cases by leveraging
prospect of litigation; and that most of plaintiff’s lawsuits were filed after plaintiff’s original
design files were irretrievably damaged and lost. Court found there were genuine disputes of
material fact on copyright misuse defense and, absent controlling case law holding that such
defense has been rejected, summary judgment on defense was inappropriate.
F. Sovereign Immunity
Am. Shooting Ctr., Inc. v. Secfor Int’l, No. 13-1847, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 96111
(S.D. Cal. July 22, 2016)
Court granted motion to dismiss by individual defendant in capacity as MiraCosta College
director. Plaintiffs alleged that former employees and their companies infringed copyrights
when they used certain materials in courses at MiraCosta College. Court rejected plaintiffs’
arguments that claim for retroactive money damages was not prohibited by Eleventh
Amendment because they brought equitable claim to disgorge “ill-gotten gains,” and because
Copyright Remedies Clarification Act abrogated immunity under Eleventh Amendment as to
individual defendant. Court found that plaintiffs sought damages to be paid from state funds,
making state real party in interest, and claim for retroactive money damages prohibited by
Eleventh Amendment. Court also found that Congress did not abrogate state’s Eleventh
Amendment immunity here.
G. Miscellaneous
Muhammad-Ali v. Final Call, Inc., 832 F.3d 755 (7th Cir. 2016)
Seventh Circuit reversed district court’s placing burden on plaintiff to prove that defendant’s
copying was unauthorized. Plaintiff was artist who created portrait of Louis Farrakhan,
Nation of Islam leader, in 1984. In 2013, plaintiff brought suit against The Final Call,
newspaper that described itself as “propagation arm of the Nation of Islam,” for
infringement. Defendant maintained that plaintiff had authorized production and sale of over
100 copies of Farrakhan portrait. District court erred in requiring plaintiff to show that
copying was unauthorized as part of prima facie case. Instead, court held, defendants had
burden to prove authorization as affirmative defense. Further, defendant waived its
affirmative defenses, but even if it had not, it failed to show implied license. Court therefore
reversed and remanded for damages assessment.
Pugh v. Norman, No. 16-2075, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25582 (M.D. Tenn. Feb. 23,
2017)
In report and recommendation, magistrate judge recommended that motion to dismiss be
granted. Pro se plaintiff executed “Songwriter Contract” with defendant
Paramountsong.com under which Paramount, in exchange for compensation, would develop
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melody and produce demo of plaintiff’s song “Momma Is Walking With Angels.” Plaintiff
later executed one-year “Record Contract” with defendant StarTune Records pursuant to
which StarTune would reproduce, master and place in major online digital record stores
recordings of specified songs, in exchange for which plaintiff would receive of percentage of
sales. Following year, Paramount returned money plaintiff had previously given to StarTune
and gave plaintiff his portion of profits to date. Paramount representatives told plaintiff that
they would not maintain songs on iTunes or Amazon, and did not want to provide plaintiff
with other services. Plaintiff commenced suit for breach of contract, piracy, and “possible
copyright infringement.” As to infringement claim, court found that Record Contract gave
StarTune one-year non-exclusive license to put songs on certain online marketplaces;
evidence showed that song was for sale within term of contract; there was no allegation of
exceeding Record Contract’s terms; and there was no allegation of reproduction or
distribution after end of Record Contract’s term. Magistrate judge accordingly
recommended dismissal of infringement claim because complaint and its attachments
demonstrated existence of valid license defense.
Synopsys, Inc. v. ATopTech, Inc., No. 13-2965, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 147088 (N.D.
Cal. Oct. 24, 2016)
Following jury trial on copyright infringement claim resulting in $30,400,000 award for
plaintiff, district court rejected defendant’s affirmative defense of equitable estoppel.
Plaintiff software developer sued defendant competitor software developer for copyright
infringement. Defendant argued plaintiff had encouraged use of its software to meet
customer demand for compatibility between products offered by different vendors, and had
either actual or constructive knowledge of its copying after defendant won benchmark
competition using part of plaintiff’s software that it could have not have won without such
copying. With respect to first element of equitable estoppel—that party to be estopped “must
know the facts”—court found plaintiff lacked actual knowledge of defendant’s infringement,
because plaintiff did not gain access to content of defendant’s infringing software until
plaintiff conducted audit related to acquisition of company with which defendant had
previously done business, shortly prior to filing suit. Defendant also failed to demonstrate
constructive knowledge, because plaintiff had no information on which to base infringement
claim other than its knowledge of defendant’s success and understanding of underlying
technology, which rendered creation of such compatible products difficult (but not
impossible) without shared code. Since plaintiff’s products were available solely through
license, which defendant did not have, plaintiff had no information concerning unauthorized
means through which defendant had accessed its proprietary materials. Further, there were
no public records or readily accessible documents plaintiff might have reviewed to gain
information regarding defendant’s infringement. Finally, court noted that simple inquiry
would not have revealed defendant’s use of copyrighted material, since plaintiff had
contacted defendant’s CEO prior to filing suit to express concern that defendant had copied
plaintiff’s software, and was told “Robert, trust me. We didn’t copy any of your stuff.” On
second element of equitable estoppel, defendant alleged plaintiff had encouraged copying of
its proprietary software to promote compatible products, because plaintiff had made
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presentations at industry conferences and cooperated with third party publications regarding
its products. Court disagreed, finding this did not constitute sufficient statement of
authorization to warrant copying, noting that plaintiff’s products require licenses, and all
products and manuals as well as third party publications were prominently marked with
copyright notice. Defendant may have had reason to question whether defendant intended to
enforce its copyright, but had obligation to investigate further prior to copying, and could
have learned extent of interest asserted through simple inquiry to plaintiff. Thus, defendant
failed to meet burden of proof for first two required elements of equitable estoppel, and court
declined to consider remaining two elements.
Sedosoft, Inc. v. Mark Burchett Ltd., No. 15-10244, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 170765
(D. Mass. Dec. 9, 2016)
Defendant entered into contract with plaintiff for plaintiff to write computer code for
defendant’s trading platform. Parties agreed on “firm estimate” of cost and time, and
defendant paid plaintiff $24,000 in two installments. Plaintiff began writing computer code
and designed trading platform around his existing trading system support library to expedite
project. However, project lasted longer than expected, plaintiff requested additional
payments, and defendant offered to pay out of future profit. Plaintiff refused defendant’s
offer, pulled out of project, and told defendant to find another programmer, but allowed
defendant to use plaintiff’s support library files “as long as [defendant] need[s] it.” Two
years later, plaintiff informed defendant that plaintiff would henceforth charge $2,000-amonth license fee for using plaintiff’s support library files; defendant refused to pay and
claimed it had acquired perpetual license. Plaintiff obtained copyright registrations for its
support library files and commenced lawsuit. Court found plaintiff estopped from asserting
copyright infringement claims because plaintiff, expressly and by its conduct, permitted
defendant to use its support library files. Court noted elements of equitable estoppel are (1)
party to be estopped must know facts; (2) that party must intend that his conduct be acted
upon (or must act in way that leads party asserting estoppel to believe it is so intended); (3)
party asserting estoppel must be ignorant of true facts; and (4) party asserting estoppel must
rely on estopping conduct to his detriment. Court found all elements met, finding (a) no
question that plaintiff knew defendant intended to continue project, and project’s dependency
on plaintiff’s support library files; (b) defendant relied on plaintiff’s encouragement to
continue developing computer code; (c) defendant did not become aware of plaintiff’s claim
to computer code until litigation was initiated; and (d) defendant undeniably relied on
plaintiff’s representations. Consequently, court found plaintiff estopped from claiming
copyright infringement of support library files.
Energy Intelligence Grp., Inc. v. Kayne Anderson Capital Advisors, LP, No. 14-1903,
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9426 (S.D. Tex. Jan. 24, 2017)
Court granted plaintiff summary judgment on defendant’s affirmative defenses. Plaintiff,
energy publisher, sued defendant, financial advisors, for copyright infringement and breach
of subscription agreement based on defendant’s unauthorized copying and distribution of
plaintiff’s subscription-based online newsletter. Plaintiff moved for partial summary
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judgment on defendant’s affirmative defenses. Defendant asserted equitable estoppel,
relying on statement from plaintiff to defendant that other infringing subscribers of plaintiff’s
publication had been required to pay for retroactive subscriptions as result of infringement;
defendant argued that statement indicated plaintiff knew of defendant’s infringement, that
plaintiff intended defendant to respond by purchasing additional subscriptions, and defendant
was ignorant of plaintiff’s intention to pursue other remedies besides retroactive subscription
fees, and relied on representation to continue its infringing conduct because defendant
believed plaintiff would only pursue retroactive subscription fees. Defendant argued plaintiff
was thus estopped from claiming additional damages. Court disagreed, holding plaintiff’s
“passing reference to one way of resolving infringement” insufficient. Defendant also
asserted defense of implied license, because plaintiff’s written subscription agreement
prohibited use by anyone other than authorized user, but plaintiff routinely allowed assistants
of subscribed persons to download publication for subscriber. Court disagreed, holding that
such evidence “merely articulates the common-sense reality of ordinary business practices.”
Assistants are often employed for such routine tasks as retrieving subscriptions. If
subscriber’s assistant logged in to plaintiff’s website using his credentials for sole purpose of
retrieving subscriber’s subscription for subscriber’s use under terms of subscription license,
no reasonable juror could find that activity infringing, and therefore no license was
necessary. Defendant also failed to put forward evidence of any conduct from which license
could be implied. Defendant also asserted unclean hands/entrapment, and argued plaintiff
strategically delayed litigation in order to augment damages. Court disagreed, noting that
defendant cited no authority for strategic delay being basis for unclean hands defense.
VII.

REMEDIES

A. Damages and Profits
Leonard v. Stemtech Int’l, Inc., 834 F.3d 376 (3d Cir. 2016)
Third Circuit affirmed jury award of $1.6 million actual damages for use of plaintiff’s photos
of stem cells taken using electron microscopes. Plaintiff discovered his images on numerous
websites affiliated with defendant, and objected to use of images without permission.
Despite being on notice of plaintiff’s claim, defendant did not notify its distributors of
plaintiff’s assertion, which it could have done via company-wide email, weekly newsletter,
or monthly communications. Jury returned $1.6 million verdict in plaintiff’s favor. On
appeal defendant argued that $1.6 million actual damages award was unconstitutionally and
grossly excessive, and therefore should be reduced or vacated and remanded for new
damages trial. Third Circuit note that one method of computing actual damages involves
calculating fair market value of licensing fees copyright owner was entitled to charge for use.
Another method focuses on plaintiff’s own past licensing fees. Because jury was instructed
about both methods for determining actual damages, and had evidentiary basis for applying
fair market value through expert testimony, there was no error in allowing jury to consider
evidence about damages based on fair market value approach. Expert testified that
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“benchmark” fair market value calculation of $215,767.65 did not account for scarcity—
rarity of stem cell images—or exclusivity, i.e., how defendant’s extensive use would be akin
to exclusive license that would eliminate or reduce licensing revenue from other sources
and/or decrease value of works. Expert testified that “premium” or multiplier of three to five
times benchmark was warranted to account for scarcity, and multiplier of 3.75 to 8.75 times
benchmark was appropriate to account for exclusivity of images during infringement period,
yielding total estimated range of actual damages of approximately $1.4 million to nearly $3
million. While actual damages award under Copyright Act may not include punitive
component, here multiplier was not used to penalize; record demonstrated that multiplier was
used to calculate fair market value.
Warner Bros. Entm’t, Inc. v. X One X Prods., 840 F.3d 971 (8th Cir. 2016)
Eight Circuit affirmed award of statutory damages to plaintiffs. Warner Bros. and affiliated
companies held copyrights in well-known films Gone with the Wind and The Wizard of Oz,
and in “Tom and Jerry” cartoons. Defendants obtained restored versions of movie posters
and lobby cards for films, and extracted from publicity materials images of famous
characters including Dorothy, Tin Man, Cowardly Lion, and Scarecrow from The Wizard of
Oz, Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett Butler from Gone with the Wind, and Tom and Jerry.
Plaintiffs sued defendants for copyright infringement based on defendants’ licensing of
images for use on consumer products. Defendants appealed lower court’s entry on summary
judgment of $2.57 million statutory damages award on grounds that it violated due process.
Eighth Circuit, reviewing for clear error, held that statutory damages award of $10,000 per
infringed work was not “obviously unreasonable,” given extensive discovery history, in
which defendants’ intransigence rendered calculation of actual damages impossible due to
missing or inaccurate records; many years of litigation, during which defendants did not
cease infringing activity; and extensiveness of infringing activity.
McCurry v. Accessory Network Grp., LLC, No. 15-9779, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
139884 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 5, 2016)
Court awarded maximum statutory damages for willful infringement of photograph titled
“Taj and Train.” Plaintiff sold limited edition fine art prints of photograph, but did not
license photograph for commercial use. Defendant displayed unauthorized copy of
photograph in store windows of Manhattan retail locations. Defendant failed to respond to
plaintiff’s cease and desist letters, and continued to display photograph after date of initial
letter. Additionally, defendant apparently attempted to conceal its knowing infringement of
plaintiff’s copyright by transferring photograph to second location after first display was
discovered. Defendant was experienced and sophisticated designer and distributor of apparel
and accessories, and thus should have known that its conduct was infringing based upon its
experience with copyright matters. Accordingly, infringement was deemed willful.
Moreover, willfulness was supported by defendant’s failure to appear in action. Invoice
from plaintiff showed that value of recent fine art sale of photograph was $35,000.00; court
inferred that revenue lost by plaintiff as result of defendant’s infringement was at least that
amount. Combined with need to deter defendant and others from violating law in future, and
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defendant’s willful conduct, such actual loss supported award of $150,000 in statutory
damages.
Pearson Educ., Inc. v. Aegis Trading Corp., No. 16-743, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
45887 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 27, 2017)
Defendants were previously held liable for willfully infringing plaintiffs’ copyrights in 14
works, as well as willful trademark infringement and counterfeiting. Magistrate judge
followed “majority view” to find that plaintiffs could not recover separate awards for both
trademark violations and copyright infringement, but rather must elect between two theories
to avoid double recovery. Court was “unconvinced that it is practically possible to consider
the same factors under both Acts and tailor an award specific to each alleged injury without
duplication and over-deterrence.” Court found that since gravamen of case was defendants’
sale and distribution of pirated versions of plaintiff’s copyrighted books, case was best
viewed as copyright infringement case; indeed, computing damages under Lanham Act
would lead to arbitrary inequities between plaintiffs, because number of marks infringed did
not correlate directly to number of titles infringed (plaintiff Cengage: six titles but only one
mark infringed; Pearson: seven titles and four marks infringed; Wiley: one title and two
marks infringed). Accordingly, court calculated statutory damages under Copyright Act, and
recommended total award of $1,400,000, $100,000 per copyright infringed, with award to be
divided among plaintiffs according to number of titles infringed.
Solid Oak Sketches, LLC v. 2K Games, Inc., No. 16-724, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
101119 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 2, 2016)
Court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiff’s claim for statutory damages and
attorneys’ fees. Defendants developed and marketed NBA 2K basketball simulation video
game series; updated version of game was released annually. Games featured animated
versions of NBA players as they appear in real life, replicating physical features. In several
versions of game, defendants reproduced and displayed eight tattoo designs inked on five
different NBA players. Plaintiff, owner of copyright in tattoo designs, had not registered
copyright prior to initial act of alleged infringement. Court found it unavailing that there
were acts of infringement, including release of new versions of game, after copyright was
registered. Section 412 provides bright-line rule precluding recovery of statutory damages
and attorneys’ fees where first act of infringement in series of ongoing infringements
occurred prior to registration.
Reilly v. Plot Commerce, No. 15-5118, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 152154 (S.D.N.Y.
Oct. 31, 2016)
Following grant of default judgment against defendant, magistrate judge recommended
district court award plaintiff statutory damages on both copyright infringement and DMCA
claims, as well as attorneys’ fees and costs. Plaintiff professional photographer sued
defendant Plot Commerce, owner of Charged.fm website, for violations of Copyright Act
and DMCA after defendant allegedly cropped plaintiff’s photograph of musician Tim
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Reynolds to remove CMI and displayed altered copies on its website. Plaintiff would have
charged defendant licensing fee of $3,052 for use of photograph, but requested maximum
statutory award of $150,000 for one instance of willful copyright infringement and $125,000
for five violations of DMCA. District court cited its own recent precedent for proposition
that law ordinarily forbids plaintiff from recovering twice for same injury, but DMCA
damages are not always duplicative of awards for copyright infringement, since DMCA and
Copyright Act protect different interests, and separate DMCA and copyright awards may be
permitted in appropriate cases. Here, damages were appropriate under both statutes, because
plaintiff suffered two injuries: (1) defendant’s unauthorized use of copyrighted photograph,
which deprived plaintiff of ability to control its use and licensing fee she would have
charged, and (2) defendant’s removal of plaintiff’s CMI, which deprived her of professional
recognition for her work and facilitated additional infringements. Under Copyright Act,
magistrate judge found defendant’s conduct willful but not “truly egregious” as needed to
justify maximum damages, since defendant had immediately removed infringing
photographs from website upon receipt of plaintiff’s demand letter. Thus, damages within
normal range of three to five times foregone licensing fee were sufficient to compensate
plaintiff, punish infringer and deter other potential infringers. In addition, magistrate found
two violations of DMCA, since defendant had removed CMI in violation of subsection
1202(b)(1) and distributed altered work with knowledge that CMI had been removed in
violation of subsection 1202(b)(3). Plaintiff had argued that she was entitled to five statutory
awards for defendant’s violation of § 1202(b)(3), because altered image appeared on five
pages of defendant’s website, but magistrate judge considered “violative act” to be upload of
altered image, rather than each appearance of image on page within defendant’s website. To
avoid duplicate compensation for injuries already addressed under Copyright Act, and since
plaintiff had not articulated additional injuries meriting maximum damages under DMCA
above and beyond those traceable to Copyright Act violation, magistrate judge recommended
modest award of $5,000 per violation of DMCA. Magistrate judge thus recommended
judgment awarding plaintiff statutory damages of $15,000 under Copyright Act and $10,000
under DMCA, plus attorneys’ fees and costs.
StriVectin Operating Co., Inc. v. Pandora Beauty, No. 14-6421, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 144088 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 14, 2016)
Plaintiff, seller of high-end cosmetic products that are marketed using copyrighted text and
photographs, sued defendants for copyright infringement in connection with defendants’ sale
of stolen or diverted StriVectin products. Defendants failed to participate in action and
magistrate judge recommended entry of default judgment and award of statutory damages in
amount of $1 million (approximately $30,000 for each of 33 works infringed). In support of
award amount, magistrate cited defendants’ willful infringement and threats of further
wrongdoing, as well as defendants’ refusal to participate in action, resulting in lack of
evidence of defendants’ illicit profits, revenues lost to plaintiff, or expenses saved by
defendants by infringing. Magistrate judge noted that facts of case could have justified
larger award, but plaintiff requested only $1 million.
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Brighton Collectibles, LLC v. Believe Prod., Inc., No. 15-579, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
15086 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 30, 2017)
Court denied defendant’s motion for partial summary judgment with respect to plaintiffs’
potential recovery of actual damages. Defendant argued that it was entitled to summary
judgment with respect to absence of actual damages, because no evidence existed that
defendant’s alleged infringement of plaintiff’s jewelry design actually caused plaintiff to lose
sales. Court denied defendant’s motion, even though plaintiff did not present evidence that it
lost any particular sale due to defendant’s alleged infringement, because sufficient evidence
existed from which reasonable jury could conclude that plaintiff suffered injury. In
particular, after defendant sold over 9,000 jewelry pieces using photographs of plaintiff’s
copyrighted design, plaintiff’s sales of jewelry with that design declined at higher rate than
plaintiff’s other jewelry sales.
Am. Rena Int’l v. Sis-Joyce Int’l Co., No. 12-6972, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 179981
(C.D. Cal. Dec. 29, 2016)
Plaintiff sought $300,000 in statutory damages for willful infringement, arguing that (1)
source code in plaintiff’s website, as well as (2) text, visual artwork, graphics, photographs,
and compilations of text, graphics, and photographs of that website, had been infringed.
Complaint alleged that defendant’s infringing websites “cop[y] substantially all of the
designs, graphics, photographs and text” of plaintiff’s website, but contained no allegations
of infringement of source code. After entry of default judgment against defendants, court,
taking well-pleaded facts as true, held that plaintiff’s allegations supported statutory damages
for $150,000 for infringement of text, visual artwork, graphics, photos and compilations of
text on plaintiff’s website, but no damages were awarded for infringement of plaintiff’s
website source code.
New Show Studios, LLC v. Needle, No. 14-1250, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 129077
(C.D. Cal. Sept. 20, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Defendant, former employee of
plaintiff, produced “Dare to Invent” videos for plaintiff, which plaintiff posted to its
YouTube page. Defendant posted videos on his website’s portfolio page as examples of
videos and media that he has worked on, but later removed videos. District court held
plaintiff was not entitled to pursue statutory damages or attorneys’ fees as matter of law
under § 412 because infringement occurred after first publication and before effective date of
registration, and registration was made more than three months after first publication.
Considering actual damages, court held that plaintiff failed to put forth evidence of revenue
that would have accrued to plaintiff but for infringement because videos were products for
clients whom plaintiff had already charged, and videos were visible for free on plaintiff’s
YouTube page. Plaintiff also failed to offer non-speculative evidence that videos generated
profits for defendant. Court thus concluded that plaintiff was not entitled to monetary or
equitable relief, and granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment with respect to
copyright claim.
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Wild v. Peterson, No. 15-2602, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 92423 (E.D. Cal. July 15,
2016)
Plaintiff, “well-known insect photographer,” brought motion for default judgment against
defendant, operator of pest control company, who used plaintiff’s image on website. On
consideration of relevant Ninth Circuit factors, court determines that default judgment is
appropriate. As to $20,000 statutory damages request, court agreed that infringement was
willful because plaintiff’s counsel had contacted defendant number of times before lawsuit
was filed, but defendant kept photo on website. Court found, however, that $20,000 was
excessive. Plaintiff normally charged $95-$375 license fee; case essentially involved
unauthorized copying of single image by relatively small, regional pest control company; and
image appeared with other insect images and was not used as main logo or trademark for
business. Nor was there any other indication that defendant derived substantial economic
value from its unauthorized use of image specifically. Court, noting that deterrence was
necessary, determined that $7,500, 20 times $375.00 licensing fee, was appropriate award.
LHF Prods., Inc. v. Doe 1, No. 16-1017, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21539 (W.D. Wash.
Feb. 15, 2017); LHF Prods., Inc. v. Doe 1, No. 16-865, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21528
(W.D. Wash. Feb. 15, 2017); LHF Prods., Inc. v. Doe, No. 16-1175, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 21599 (W.D. Wash. Feb. 15, 2017)
Plaintiff, copyright owner of motion picture London Has Fallen, brought copyright
infringement suits against “swarm” of defendants for copying and distributing film using
BitTorrent. Court had granted plaintiff early discovery to serve subpoena on ISPs, which
identified defendants. Court assessed plaintiff’s requests for statutory damages in three
substantially identical decisions issued same day. Court determined that $750 was proper
award, rejecting plaintiff’s claim that “minimum statutory awards fail to accomplish the
goals of the Copyright Act” and its attempt to secure higher award by “cit[ing] to tweets
which appear to mock statutory minimum awards in other BitTorrent cases.” Court noted
that “[s]tatutory damages are not intended to serve as a windfall to plaintiffs, and enhanced
statutory damages are not warranted where plaintiffs do not even try to demonstrate actual
damages,” and that plaintiff had not established that defendants placed seed file on network,
and had not shown that defendants profited from infringing conduct.
QOTD Film Inv. Ltd. v. Starr, No. 16-371, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 138596 (W.D.
Wash. Oct. 5, 2016)
Plaintiff, owner of copyright in motion picture The Queen of the Desert, brought suit for
copyright infringement, alleging unauthorized downloading and sharing through defendants’
participation in peer-to-peer network using BitTorrent protocol. Court granted plaintiff’s
motion for default judgment, including permanent injunction, statutory damages, costs and
attorneys’ fees, against defendant who failed to appear in suit. Court in its discretion
awarded $750 in statutory damages rather than $2,500 demanded by plaintiff, given that
infringement was relatively minor, causing relatively minor injury. Court rejected plaintiff’s
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argument that statutory damages should be set to amount at or above anticipated costs of
defending action so as to encourage defendant to appear.
Sinclair Broad. Group, Inc. v. Colour Basis, LLC, No. 14-2614, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 84154 (D. Md. June 29, 2016)
District court granted in part and denied in part counter-defendants’ motion for summary
judgment. Counter-defendants, television company operating over 150 stations in over 70
markets and its personnel, sought declaratory judgment action that they had not infringed
defendants’ copyright in their reproduction and use of “Style Guide,” containing standards
and expectations for on-air talent, prepared by defendants at their request. Defendants
alleged copyright infringement, and claimed they were entitled to actual damages and profits
for any infringement, and statutory damages for infringement after they registered their
copyright. Copyright owners may elect to recover statutory damages rather than actual
damages and profits at any time before final judgment is entered; statutory damages may be
increased to maximum of $150,000 per infringement upon if owner sustains burden of
proving that infringement was committed willfully. Defendants argued that infringement
was willful because they specifically told counter-defendants that use of Style Guide would
be subject to payment for additional licenses and printed copies; court denied counterclaimants’ motion for summary judgment as to willfulness due to outstanding issues of fact.
Regarding lost profits, defendants argued their profits attributable to infringement of Style
Guide were “combined revenues ‘generated from the sale of advertising time slots within the
local newscasts and within the shows aired just before and just after the local newscasts, for
each station that received a copy of the Style Guide, for the period of time during which it
had the Style Guide.’” Court granted counter-claimants’ motion for summary judgment as to
defendant’s profits because defendant failed to demonstrate existence of nonspeculative
causal link between alleged infringement of Style Guide and advertising revenues of
defendants’ affiliate stations.
Hawaiiweb, Inc. v. Experience Hawaii, Inc., No. 16-405, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
11127 (N.D. Ga. Jan. 27, 2017)
Plaintiff owned and operated website that provided tourism information including
photographs of and writings about certain locations near Kauai, Hawaii. Parties entered
purchase agreement under which plaintiff transferred website to defendant. Terms of
agreement required defendant to put down earnest money, and rest was financed with
promissory note. After defendant missed payments and plaintiff gave time to cure, plaintiff
accelerated unpaid amounts under promissory note and repossessed website. Defendant then
posted one of plaintiff’s photographs, cropped to omit copyright notice, on its website.
Plaintiff sent cease and desist letter demanding that defendant remove copyrighted content
from website. Defendant refused, and plaintiff filed suit. Following defendant’s counsel’s
withdrawal from case, defendant failed to respond to plaintiff’s motion for default judgment.
Court determined that infringement was willful, because, after defaulting and plaintiffs’
repossession of site, defendant posted photograph to its site after cropping copyright notice.
Court rejected plaintiffs’ request for $50,000 statutory damages as unsupported: plaintiff did
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not provide estimate of fair market value of rights infringed, possible lost revenue, or typical
licensing fee for use of photo. Court looked to other willful infringement cases within
Circuit that involved photographs, and determined that in this case $8,000 was reasonable
award of statutory damages. Court also issued permanent injunction, as plaintiffs established
willful infringement. Additionally, court found attorneys’ fees request of $4,680 and cost
request of $1,102.40 reasonable, and awarded those amounts.
Cobbler Nevada, LLC v. Ronne, No. 15-1230, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 159411 (D. Or.
Oct. 26, 2016)
Plaintiff brought copyright infringement action against defendant for copying and publishing
its film online. Defendant defaulted. Plaintiff maintained that it should be awarded at least
$1,500 in statutory damages, despite fact its concession that economic damages it suffered
were highly speculative and incalculable. Court disagreed with plaintiff that large damage
award was necessary for deterrence or “to give the statute full force and effect.” Court noted
that plaintiff could only establish that it had suffered $190 in damages. Accordingly,
minimum statutory damages award of $750 was adequate to compensate plaintiff for its loss.
Countryman Nev., LLC v. Suarez, No. 15-436, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 129448 (D. Or.
Sept. 22, 2016)
Plaintiff sued alleging that defendant copied and distributed plaintiff’s motion picture The
Necessary Death of Charlie Countryman through peer-to-peer BitTorrent network in
violation of plaintiff’s exclusive rights under Copyright Act. Defendant did not respond to
complaint, and default judgment was entered. Plaintiff conceded that amount of economic
damages suffered as result of infringing activity was highly speculative and incalculable, but
argued that defendant’s infringing act was willful, and that statutory damages of $5,000 were
warranted. Court refused plaintiff’s request, because defendant had verbally denied being
person who downloaded plaintiff’s movie, and defendant was not personally served. Court
awarded minimum statutory damages of $750. Plaintiff stated in motion for entry of default
judgment that if court did not award damages of $5,000 or greater, then plaintiff would seek
to exercise Seventh Amendment right to jury trial on damages. Court refused, noting
plaintiff offered no legal authority for proposition that right to jury trial on damages survived
entry of default. Court held that “a party cannot fairly be permitted to gain two chances at
victory by waiting until after it is advised of the judge’s decision to decide whether to waive
its right to a jury … this unsupportable result is akin to allowing a gambler to switch his bet
as the horses reach the home stretch.”
Fathers & Daughters Nevada, LLC v. Leonard, No. 16-315, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
174783 (D. Or. Dec. 19, 2016)
Court entered default judgment against defendant in infringement suit alleging that defendant
had copied and distributed plaintiff’s motion picture through public BitTorrent network.
Plaintiff sought statutory damages in amount of at least $1,500. Plaintiff conceded that
amount of economic damages it suffered was highly speculative and incalculable, but it
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argued that defendant’s conduct was willful and that because defendant defaulted its request
for statutory damages was not unreasonable. Court agreed, noting that defendant verbally
admitted to plaintiff’s counsel that defendant engaged in infringing activity; that court
appointed pro bono counsel to help defendant, who was nonresponsive to appointed counsel;
and that defendant was personally served with process, and then refused to participate in
proceeding. Court also granted permanent injunction enjoining defendant from directly,
indirectly or contributorily infringing on plaintiff’s rights.
Bell v. KG Am. Real Estate Holdings, LLC, No. 15-1423, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
127087 (S.D. Ind. Sept. 16, 2016)
Court adopted magistrate judge’s Report and Recommendation in full. Plaintiff brought
infringement suit based on defendant’s use of plaintiff’s photo of downtown Indianapolis
skyline on defendant’s website. Default judgment was entered in favor of plaintiff, taking
allegations from complaint relating to liability as true. However, allegations with respect to
amount of damages were not deemed true. Plaintiff sought maximum statutory damages of
$150,000 for willful infringement. Magistrate judge found request not justified because
complaint “minimally alleges sufficient facts to fall within definition of willfulness,” but
plaintiff did not offer additional evidence at hearing to suggest defendant’s actions were
“particularly egregious.” Plaintiff argued “everyone should know that unless he specifically
has paid for a license or obtained permission from an owner, no photograph can be used on a
website without that use constituting willful copyright infringement.” Court rejected
generalized view of willfulness that was not based on specific circumstances surrounding
particular infringement. Given that defendant removed photo from its website, and there was
no specific evidence that defendant had notice before putting photo on its website that it was
infringing, no evidence supported finding that defendant’s actions were “particularly
egregious.” Court found magistrate judge’s award of $2,000 (ten times amount for which
plaintiff had offered to license photo to others) sufficient to deter similar conduct.
Design Basics, LLC v. Petros Homes, Inc., No. 14-1966, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
32066 (N.D. Ohio Mar. 7, 2017)
Court denied plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment on issue of overhead expenses.
Plaintiff, building design firm that created, marketed, published and sold licenses for use of
architectural designs, alleged that several drawings, plans and/or houses constructed by
defendants were derived from plaintiff’s copyrighted works. Plaintiff moved for summary
judgment, seeking to restrict defendants’ ability to offer evidence to offset plaintiff’s prima
facie damage proof. Under § 504(b), copyright owner is required to present proof only of
infringer’s gross revenue, and infringer is required to prove deductible expenses. Plaintiff
argued that defendants failed to produce sufficient evidence to permit them to deduct
overhead expenses from profits on homes. Court disagreed. Plaintiff contended that
defendants failed to sufficiently explain how evidence they produced was allocable to
specific construction projects; argument actually confirmed that defendants produced
evidence of overhead and fixed expenses. While defendants would bear burden proving
what overhead expenses were and how they were allocable to individual projects, defendant
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was not obligated to create records now that detail such methodology. Moreover, court held
there were genuine disputes of material fact related to whether defendants copied protected
elements of plaintiff’s design plans or whether, if copied, those elements were substantially
similar to plaintiff’s designs. Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment on damages portion
of its claim was premature.
Big Daddy Games, LLC v. Leja Distributing, Inc., No. 13-1430, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 99596 (E.D. Wisc. July 29, 2016)
Plaintiff brought suit for infringement against distributors and end-users of machines that
infringed its copyrights. Court granted plaintiff’s motion for default judgment against five
defendants who failed to answer. Plaintiff sought $450,000 in statutory damages against
each of five defendants. Given default judgment, allegations of complaint were taken as
true, and finding of willfulness was warranted; and given that infringement was willful, court
found question of statutory damages was more about deterrence and penalizing infringers
than about making plaintiff whole for lost royalties or profits. Since machines in question
sold for only $1,550, and since defendants were primarily taverns or individuals, full amount
sought by plaintiff was “wildly out of scale.” Court awarded $15,000, roughly 10 times
value of infringing device, per defendant, which court found would suffice to deter
infringement and make plaintiff whole.
Retail Royalty Co. v. Guangjing Co., No. 16-336, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 172908
(W.D.N.C. Nov. 28, 2016)
Court granted plaintiff’s motion for attorneys’ fees. Court found that plaintiff owned
registered copyrights in certain trademarks that encompassed various eagle designs. Court
found that defendant had access to eagle designs and copied, reproduced, displayed and
distributed plaintiff’s copyright works without plaintiff’s authorization. Court considered
defendant’s conduct to be willful infringement and, accordingly, awarded maximum
statutory damages of $300,000 for infringement of two copyrighted works, as well as
plaintiff’s reasonable attorneys’ fees.
Christ Ctr. of Divine Philosophy, Inc. v. Elam, No. 16-65, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
19140 (W.D. Okla. Feb. 10, 2017)
District court granted motion for default judgment, but declined to award maximum statutory
damages allowable under § 504(c)(1) because allegations that infringement was willful and
continuous were admitted by default. Plaintiff, assignee of copyrights in 31 publications
created by Audle Allison, brought suit for infringement, claiming that defendant willfully
infringed rights by publishing and selling three books containing copyrighted material from
four Allison publications. Court granted default judgment against defendant, who failed to
appear, and issued permanent injunction ordering defendant to stop infringing plaintiff’s
copyrights. Court awarded statutory damages to plaintiff, but stated that, although plaintiff
alleged willful and continuous infringement, award of statutory maximum would be
“excessive in light of the purpose of statutory damages and the lack of record evidence which
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would reasonably allow the Court to conclude that maximum allowable damages are called
for here.” Thus, court awarded $20,000 for each infringed work, for total of $80,000, finding
that award served dual purposes of punishing infringer and deterring future infringement, as
well as supporting rights of plaintiff in copyrighted material and encouraging continued
enforcement.
B. Attorneys’ Fees
Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 136 S. Ct. 1979 (2016)
Kirtsaeng, Thai citizen, purchased foreign editions of plaintiff’s textbooks and resold them to
American students at profit. Supreme Court in 2013 6-3 decision established that first sale
doctrine does apply to copies manufactured abroad. On remand, Kirtsaeng argued that he
should recover attorneys’ fees because case clarified close and important legal issue, and
thereby advanced purposes of Copyright Act. District court denied request, primarily on
basis that Wiley’s legal and factual positions in litigation, though unsuccessful, had been
“objectively reasonable.” Second Circuit affirmed. Supreme Court granted certiorari to
resolve disagreement in lower courts about how to address application for fees in copyright
case. Contested issue was whether giving substantial weight to objective unreasonableness
of losing party’s litigating position, or, alternatively, to lawsuit’s role in settling significant
and uncertain legal issues would predictably encourage useful copyright litigation. Court
observed that when litigant is clearly correct, “the likelihood that he will recover fees from
the opposing (i.e., unreasonable) party gives him the incentive to litigate the case all the way
to the end.” Conversely, when party has unreasonable litigating position, likelihood that he
will have to pay two sets of fees discourages legal action.” Focusing on objective
unreasonableness thus advances policy goals of Copyright Act. Court did not dispute that
prospect of fees award might encourage party to stay with difficult and otherwise
unremunerative case, or that litigation of such cases could clarify boundaries of law for
benefit of all. But Kirtsaeng’s approach cannot be relied upon consistently to advance
copyright policy because fee awards are “two-edged sword,” enhancing reward for victory
but also increasing cost of defeat, and “hallmark of hard cases is that no party can be
confident if he will win or lose.” Given litigant might just as easily be discouraged from
staying with hard case that could clarify copyright law, if that litigant were risk-averse.
Prospect of fees award would (by definition) raise stakes of such suits; but whether those
higher stakes would provide incentive or disincentive to litigate hinges on party’s attitude
toward risk, individual psychological variable having nothing to do with issues in copyright
case. Party’s risk tolerance or risk-aversion “could just as easily discourage as encourage
parties to pursue kinds of suits that meaningfully clarify copyright law.” By contrast,
emphasizing objective reasonableness of non-prevailing party’s position both encourages
parties with strong legal positions to stand on their rights and deters those with weak ones
from proceeding with litigation. Court found that stress on objective reasonableness was also
more administrable, because reasonableness of parties’ positions would necessarily have
been considered carefully by court in reaching its decision on merits; “precedent-setting,
law-clarifying value” of case might not be apparent until long after case is over. Court
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nevertheless admonished that objective reasonableness can only be important factor in
assessing fee applications, not controlling one, and faulted fee proceedings below for having
“raised serious questions about how fee-shifting actually operates” in Second Circuit: “Court
of Appeals’ language at times suggests that a finding of reasonableness raises a presumption
against granting fees … and that goes too far.” Indeed, district courts in Second Circuit
appear to have “overly learned” lesson, “turning ‘substantial’ into more nearly ‘dispositive’
weight.” Supreme Court vacated and remanded denial of Kirtsaeng’s fee application to
ensure that court would evaluate motion consistent with analysis set out, giving substantial
weight to reasonableness of Wiley’s position, but also taking into account all relevant
factors.
EMI Blackwood Music Inc. v. KTS Karaoke, Inc., 15-2308, 2016 U.S. App. LEXIS
13218 (2d Cir. July 20, 2016)
Second Circuit affirmed that defendant was not prevailing party for purposes of attorneys’
fee award. Plaintiffs commenced copyright infringement action against defendants for
allegedly distributing karaoke recordings of songs in which plaintiffs owned copyright
without license. After briefing on defendants’ motion to dismiss, plaintiffs reached
settlement with defendants’ insurer for more than $1 million, and plaintiff agreed to
dismissal with prejudice. Defendants then moved for attorneys’ fees as prevailing party
under § 505, and district court denied motion. Second Circuit noted that not only must party
seeking fees achieve some material alteration of legal relationship of parties, but that change
must also be judicially sanctioned. In certain circumstances, settlement agreement might
bear such “judicial imprimatur.” Here, even if settlement both materially altered legal
relationship between parties and bore such judicial imprimatur, defendants were not
prevailing parties, given that their insurer had to pay more than $1 million to EMI. Court
additionally rejected defendants’ argument that dismissal with prejudice amounted to
decision on merits in defendants’ favor. Court affirmed district court’s denial of motion.
Perfect 10, Inc. v. Giganews, Inc., 847 F.3d 657 (9th Cir.)
Ninth Circuit affirmed district court’s award of attorneys’ fees to prevailing defendants.
Defendant Giganews owned and managed Usenet servers and, for fee, supplied subscribers
with access to Giganews-stored data on separate Usenet-provider servers. Defendant
Livewire did not own Usenet servers but allowed subscribers to access Giganews-stored
Usenet data. Plaintiff, owner of many “adult images,” served Giganews with number of
DMCA takedown notices based on infringing content on Giganews’s servers, and
subsequently brought suit against Giganews and Livewire for direct and indirect copyright
infringement. Ninth Circuit affirmed district court’s award of $5,213,117.06 in fees to
Giganews and Livewire, as well as $424,235.47 in costs, finding that district court’s
reasoning was supported by record, and award of fees was consistent with purposes of Act.
Court also affirmed district court’s denial of defendants’ supplemental fee request on basis
that it was untimely, and there was no “compelling showing of good cause’ to excuse this
untimeliness.”
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Spear Mktg. v. BancorpSouth Bank, 844 F.3d 464 (5th Cir. 2016)
Fifth Circuit affirmed award of attorneys’ fees of nearly $1 million. District court awarded
defendants nearly $1 million in attorneys’ fees under state law, or, in alternative, under
Copyright Act. Plaintiff argued that district court erred in awarding fees under state law
because its state law claim was preempted, and erred in awarded fees under Copyright Act
because plaintiff never pleaded or litigated copyright claim. Plaintiff software developer
produced VaultWorks, computer program that assisted banks in managing their cash
inventories. Defendant was one of banks that used VaultWorks; however, defendant
terminated its agreement with plaintiff because defendant had reached agreement with
another software developer to license new program that included functions similar to
VaultWorks. Plaintiff filed its original complaint in Texas state court, alleging 10 causes of
action, including Texas Theft Liability Act (TTLA) claim that defendant had “copied” and
“transmitted” its software. Defendant removed case to federal court on ground that claims
were completely preempted, and moved to dismiss all claims as preempted. In response
plaintiff filed amended complaint asserting nine claims, and omitting from TTLA claim
allegations of copying and transmitting. Defendant moved for summary judgment, which
district court granted. District court found that all of plaintiff’s claims in amended complaint
failed on merits, so it declined to address issue of preemption. Fifth Circuit affirmed, and
defendant subsequently moved in district court for attorneys’ fees. District court awarded
attorneys’ fees to defendant under TTLA or, alternatively, under Copyright Act, explaining
that award would not vary between two statutes. District court viewed itself as facing
“dilemma”: it needed to decide whether to treat defendants as prevailing parties under TTLA
because they successfully defended against TTLA claim, despite fact that Fifth Circuit held
TTLA claim completely preempted. Fifth Circuit found district court mistakenly failed to
distinguish between TTLA claim in original complaint and that in amended complaint.
Circuit’s previous opinion did not reach question of whether TTLA claim in amended
complaint was preempted. District court nevertheless reached correct outcome in awarding
fees under TTLA. At time of fees motion, no court had ever held that TTLA claim in
amended complaint was preempted. Rather, district court adjudicated TTLA claim in
amended complaint on merits, dismissing it with prejudice. TTLA therefore supplied rule of
decision in case, and, accordingly, district court did not err by awarding attorneys’ fees under
TTLA. Because fees were properly awarded under TTLA, court did not address district
court’s alternative grounds for awarding fees under Copyright Act.
Yellow Pages Photos, Inc. v. Ziplocal, LP, 846 F.3d 1159 (11th Cir. 2017)
Eleventh Circuit held that district court’s failure to award full costs without “sound basis” for
doing so was error. Plaintiff executed agreements with defendant concerning defendant’s
use of plaintiff’s photographs and “subject matter headings.” Agreements obligated
defendant to prohibit unauthorized users from viewing plaintiff’s photos and prevented
defendant from transferring photos to third parties without plaintiff’s authorization. Contract
contained clause allowing prevailing party to collect fees and costs in event of legal action to
enforce contract or in conjunction with use of plaintiff’s licensed photos. Defendant
contracted with nonparty and gave nonparty plaintiff’s licensed works without plaintiff’s
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authorization. Plaintiff brought suit for breach of contract and copyright infringement. Jury
found that defendant breached its contract, but found no damages on account of breach. It
found infringement and awarded $123,000 in statutory damages against non-party and $1.00
of actual damages against defendant, and awarded $100,000 in actual damages against
defendant on account of contributory infringement. Eleventh Circuit found trial court erred
in not counting hours spent pursuing plaintiff’s copyright claim in lodestar. Court also found
error in trial court’s further reduction of lodestar. Trial court noted that damages awarded
were 5% of maximum plaintiff requested and 10% of minimum amount requested. Using
mid-point of these numbers—7.5%—court found percentage was amount of success plaintiff
attained and reduced lodestar. Eleventh Circuit found it difficult to frame process as
anything other than rote application of mathematical formula to ensure proportionality
between litigation success of plaintiff and subsequent award of attorneys’ fees, noting trial
court gave no other reasoning for 92.5% reduction in fee requests. Moreover, contract
between parties allowed for recovery of fees, and reduction prevented plaintiff from
receiving benefit of bargain and in effect nullified provision. Court additionally found abuse
of discretion in trial court’s similar mathematical means to reduce costs. Court also noted
that contract between parties did not limit recoupment of costs to only nontaxable costs.
Court reversed and remanded.
Megna v. Biocomp Labs. Inc., No. 16-3845, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 180067
(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 21, 2016)
Court granted defendants’ motion for attorneys’ fees. Plaintiff brought infringement action
against defendants in May 2016. Court dismissed complaint for lack of personal jurisdiction,
with leave to file amended complaint within 30 days to address jurisdictional deficiencies.
Instead of amending complaint, plaintiff filed motion to transfer venue to Colorado. Court
denied motion to transfer, dismissed complaint, and closed case. Defendants moved for
attorneys’ fees, and plaintiff opposed, arguing that (1) defendants’ success on “technical”
issue did not qualify them as “prevailing parties” under Act; and (2) claims were not
objectively unreasonable. Court disagreed on both counts. Court was persuaded, in light of
Supreme Court opinion in CRST, 136 S. Ct. 1642 (2016), that defendants were “prevailing
parties” in litigation. Party is prevailing party if there is “judicially sanctioned change in the
legal relationship of the parties” favoring it, including enforceable judgment on merits or
court-ordered consent decree. While success on purely technical or de minimis grounds does
not make one “prevailing party,” under CRST, procedural determinations by court are
sufficient to deem defendant prevailing party: “defendant may prevail even if the court’s
final judgment rejects the plaintiff’s claim for a nonmerits reason.” Dismissal for lack of
personal jurisdiction, like dismissal on mootness or sovereign immunity grounds, is
procedural determination that closes court to nonmoving party. Court further found
plaintiff’s conduct objectively unreasonable. Instead of initially filing in Colorado, plaintiff
filed in S.D.N.Y. Court dismissed complaint for lack of personal jurisdiction, and allowed
plaintiff to amend complaint to address issue; plaintiff instead filed motion to transfer,
providing no reason, and alleging no facts, to justify motion. Plaintiff conceded that he could
not establish New York jurisdiction over defendants, and made no argument to support
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jurisdiction in Colorado. Such conduct and concession established that case was
“unreasonable” from beginning. Award of attorneys’ fees to defendants was necessary to
deter plaintiffs from filing false claims and unreasonably extending duration of litigation,
while aware that New York did not have jurisdiction. Defendants’ motion for attorneys’ fees
was therefore granted.
Scrilla Hill Entm’t Inc. v. Dupree, No. 16-490, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 138346
(S.D.N.Y. Oct. 5, 2016)
District court denied defendants’ motion for attorneys’ fees. Plaintiffs asserted copyright and
other claims against defendants and vigorously pursued settlement, despite defendants’
assertions that copyright claims were unfounded. After defendants filed motions to dismiss,
plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed all claims. Defendants filed motions for attorneys’ fees,
including under Copyright Act, as sanctions for alleged improper conduct by plaintiffs’
counsel. Court denied request for attorneys’ fees under Copyright Act, because Act allows
courts to grant attorneys’ fees only to “prevailing party.” Declining to follow more recent
decisions from lower courts, court relied on “clearly binding authority” from Supreme Court
in Buckhannon, 532 U.S. 598 (2001), which held that moving party must achieve material
alteration of legal relationship that is judicially sanctioned to qualify as prevailing party.
Since plaintiffs had voluntarily dismissed complaint, no court action was required, and since
dismissal was without prejudice, plaintiffs retained right to bring claim again and there was
no change in parties’ legal relationship. Thus, defendants were not “prevailing party” for
purposes of attorneys’ fees under Copyright Act.
McCurry v. Accessory Network Grp., LLC, No. 15-9779, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
139884 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 5, 2016)
Plaintiff was awarded attorneys’ fees after showing willful infringement of fine art
photograph titled “Taj and Train,” but amount of fee award was reduced by 40% because of
deficiencies in fee application. Plaintiff sought $9,706.25 in fees, but failed to (i) provide
information about background, professional experience and reputation of counsel; (ii) submit
evidence of customary hourly rates charged by counsel; and (iii) demonstrate that hourly
rates charged by counsel were comparable to rates charged by similarly situated counsel in
same district. Thus court could not assess reasonableness of fees sought, and reduced award
by 40% across board, resulting in an award of $5,823.75.
Erikson Productions, Inc. v. Kast, No. 13-5472, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 96113 (N.D.
Cal. July 22, 2016)
Court denied without prejudice plaintiff’s motion for attorneys’ fees. Professional
photographer brought copyright infringement suit against website owner, claiming that he
had copied several of photographer’s photos and posted them on website without permission.
Jury found that defendant was liable for willful vicarious and contributory infringement, and
plaintiffs subsequently moved for attorneys’ fees. While court found that fee award was
appropriate, it denied plaintiffs’ motion without prejudice because plaintiffs failed to meet
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“burden of producing evidence, other than declarations of interested counsel, that the
requested rates are in line with those prevailing in the community for similar services by
lawyers of reasonably comparable skill, experience and reputation.”
Johnson v. Storix, Inc., No. 14-1873, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 110278 (S.D. Cal. Aug.
17, 2016)
District court granted defendant’s motion for attorneys’ fees after defendant succeeded in
defending claim for infringement of software program. After defendant filed taxable bill of
costs and parties attempted to mediate costs issue, Supreme Court issued opinion in
Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 136 S. Ct. 1979 (2016). At court’s request, parties
filed arguments explaining how decision should impact court’s analysis of defendant’s
motion for fees. Thereafter, court granted in part and denied in part defendant’s motion for
fees. Regarding plaintiff’s motive for suit, court held that plaintiff demonstrated motives for
initiating lawsuit other than securing copyright infringement judgment, because there was
evidence that plaintiff wanted to “wrest control of the company from its majority
shareholders and to force the [defendant] company to ‘close its doors.’” “Objective
unreasonableness” weighed in plaintiff’s favor, because plaintiff’s position was determined
to be objectively reasonable through conclusion of trial, though court considered plaintiff’s
conduct post-trial to be unreasonable and inappropriate. Considerations of competence and
deterrence also weighed against plaintiff; court found that plaintiff’s pre-judgment litigation
tactics should be deterred. There was evidence that plaintiff told defendant’s shareholders to
“get the [expletive] out,” attempt to coerce defendant owners into surrendering control of
company; demand to defendant’s customers to stop paying for software licensed from
defendant in attempt to prevent defendant from having enough money to continue defending
lawsuit; and evidence plaintiff threatened defendant’s directors with loss of their homes.
Court held that such “inappropriate conduct should be deterred.”
Alliance for Water Efficiency v. Fryer, No. 14-115, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6615
(N.D. Ill. Jan. 18, 2017)
Court denied defendant’s motion for attorney’s fees for work done in appeal before Seventh
Circuit because defendant was not “prevailing party” under Act. Plaintiff hired defendant,
environmental scientist, to research and write report on extent to which water demand
elasticity during future droughts would be affected by urban water agencies’ conservation
programs. When defendant submitted draft report, plaintiff was dissatisfied, and requested
report be refocused. Defendant disagreed. Dispute ensued, including claim of copyright
infringement. Case was referred to settlement conference. Settlement was reached at
conference, and lawyers stated material terms on record. It was agreed that ultimate
execution of contemplated written agreement was not precondition to contract formation, and
if parties could not subsequently agree on written document, what was read into record
would serve as agreement. Parties attempted to put agreement in writing, but could not, as
they disagreed regarding whether defendant could name certain sponsors of new report
without their prior permission. Question was whether, when parties were before Seventh
Circuit, arguing about terms of their settlement agreement, defendant prevailed not on
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contract construction matter, but on action under Copyright Act. Court found that he did not.
Defendant argued that appeal related to copyright because list of funders was “expressive
content.” Court disagreed. Neither defendant nor plaintiff had copyright in names of
funders; Act protects only form of author’s expression, not facts or ideas being expressed.
Circuit court vacated injunction because it contained terms to which parties had not agreed,
not because Copyright Act precluded agreement that plaintiff refrain from naming sponsors.
Court noted that “entire, lengthy Argument section” of appellate brief did not contain any
argument about copyright. Arguments were limited to First Amendment, prior restraint and
contract interpretation issues. Court held that defendant prevailed in circuit court not
because of copyright claim, but because lower court improperly concluded that parties had
agreed to something they had not. Court denied defendant’s motion for attorney’s fees.
Kitchen & Bath Concepts of Pittsburgh, LLC v. Eddy Homes, Inc., No. 16-589, 2017
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 36768 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 15, 2017)
Court denied defendant’s motion for attorney’s fees. Court granted defendant’s motion to
dismiss plaintiff’s claim for copyright infringement relating to certain architectural works.
Defendant argued that plaintiff’s complaint was frivolous and objectively unreasonable.
Court disagreed. Court held that defendant waived argument that claim was frivolous
because defendant did not raise argument in its initial brief. Court did not agree that
plaintiff’s claim was objectively unreasonable, and found that plaintiff’s “theory of the case
was well asserted and argued.” In order to reach its determination, court ordered
supplemental briefing on cases outside jurisdiction and oral argument, at which parties
discussed possibility of settlement conference. When parties did not reach resolution at
settlement conference, court analyzed matter. Court’s lengthy memorandum opinion and
order granting defendant’s motion to dismiss was evidence of non-frivolous and objectively
reasonable nature of plaintiff’s action. Court accordingly found that award of fees to
defendant was unwarranted.
BMG Rights Mgmt. (US) LLC v. Cox Comm’ns, Inc., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21001
(E.D. Va. Feb. 14, 2017)
District court granted in part and denied in part plaintiff’s motion for attorneys’ fees. Jury
awarded $25 million in statutory damages to plaintiff, based on finding of contributory, but
not vicarious infringement. Court granted BMG’s motion for attorney’s fees, but reduced
amount. Court found all factors to weigh against Cox, specifically finding as to
reasonableness of DMCA defense that Cox’s arguments may have had abstract appeal, but in
light of applicable facts, “evince an objectively unreasonable litigation position that was
nonetheless vigorously defended.” Even though BMG was not successful on its vicarious
liability claim or its request for injunction, because vicarious and contributory liability claims
were similar court found including vicarious liability theory didn’t raise costs significantly,
and only minor reduction in fees was appropriate. Court noted circuit split as to whether
nontaxable expenses could be recovered under § 505, but determined that they could not be,
and reduced amount accordingly. Court also denied Cox’s motion for attorney’s fees and
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costs, finding that dismissal of co-plaintiff on standing grounds did not render Cox prevailing
party, interpreting § 505 “to mean that only one side of a cause may prevail.”
Prunty v. Vivendi, 195 F. Supp. 3d 107 (D.D.C. 2016)
Defendants move for attorneys’ fees on plaintiff’s infringement claims. Court determined
that fees should be awarded on copyright claim because plaintiff’s claim was “objectively
unreasonable” and to deter plaintiff and others from filing copyright claims without merit.
As to reasonableness of copyright claim, court found plaintiff had no reasonable possibility
of prevailing on claim, and only similarities between songs, use of word “Kingdom” in titles
and use of “keys to the kingdom” in lyrics, were plainly not copyrightable. As to deterrence,
court found plaintiff’s 15-year-long pattern of abusive and meritless copyright litigation
warranted imposition of fees award.
LHF Prods., Inc. v. Doe, No. 16-1175, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21599 (W.D. Wash.
Feb. 15, 2017)
Plaintiff, copyright owner of motion picture London Has Fallen, brought copyright
infringement suits against “swarm” of defendants for copying and distributing film using
BitTorrent. Default judgment was entered. Court found it appropriate to award attorneys’
fees, but neither plaintiff’s requested rate nor number of hours was reasonable. Court found
requested rate of $450/hour not reasonable given pleadings used in other cases were
recycled, and counsel encountered little or no opposition from named defendants. Given that
work in matter amounted to nothing more than form pleading, court adopted reasoning of
other BitTorrent cases and reduced hourly rate to $300. Court also found plaintiff’s request
for 5.1 hours of lead attorney time and three hours of associate attorney time on each named
defendant (181 in total) to be unreasonable, given that attorney submitted nearly identical
pleadings and motions for each defendant, “and the Court will not condone unreasonable
attorneys’ fees requests.” Court reduced attorneys’ fees award to one hour of attorney time
and one hour of associate attorney time for each defendant.
LHF Prods. v. Doe, No. 16-864, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21510 (W.D. Wash. Feb. 15,
2017)
Plaintiff brought infringement suit against nearly 200 named defendants, claiming
infringement of copyright in film London Has Fallen by copying and distributing over
Internet using Bit-Torrent protocol. Defendants were “swarm” that allegedly infringed
copyright in temporal proximity, and suit was one of 16 related cases asserting infringement
of same copyright. District court entered default against non-appearing defendants and
granted plaintiff’s request for attorney’s fees and costs, but did not find requested hourly rate
or number of hours requested to be reasonable. As to rate, court found that plaintiff’s
attorney failed to provide proof that requested $450/hour was prevailing rate in district, and
that attorney was awarded rate of $300 to $350/hour in other local cases for work similar, if
not identical, to work done in this matter. Court noted that attorney’s work “amount[ed] to
nothing more than form pleading,” and therefore reduced attorney’s rate to $300/hour to
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comport with awards in other BitTorrent cases in district. As to number of hours requested,
plaintiff’s attorney submitted seven nearly identical declarations requesting compensation for
3.5 hours he allegedly spent on each named defendant. Plaintiff also requested fees for three
hours spent by associate attorney and 3.5 hours spent by legal assistant for each named
defendant. Court found this unreasonable, given that attorney was engaged in form pleading,
filing 16 cases for plaintiff against hundreds of Doe defendants that had all proceeded in
similar manner. Court objected to attorney’s use of block billing. Therefore, for each
defaulting defendant, court awarded fees to cover one hour of lead attorney work at rate of
$300/hour, and one hour of associate attorney work at rate of $250/hour.
QOTD Film Inv. Ltd. v. Starr, No. 16-371, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 138596 (W.D.
Wash. Oct. 5, 2016)
Plaintiff, owner of copyright in motion picture The Queen of the Desert, brought suit for
copyright infringement, alleging unauthorized downloading and sharing through defendants’
participation in peer-to-peer network using BitTorrent protocol. Court granted plaintiff’s
motion for default judgment, including permanent injunction, statutory damages, costs and
attorneys’ fees, against defendant who failed to appear in suit. Court considered (1) degree
of success obtained; (2) frivolousness; (3) motivation; (4) objective unreasonableness (legal
and factual); and (5) need to advance considerations of compensation and deterrence, and
found that all factors weighed in favor of award of attorneys’ fees. In setting amount of fees,
court utilized “lodestar” method, multiplying hours reasonably expended on litigation by
hourly rate. When considering hourly rate, court looked to prevailing market rate in
community as indicated by fee awards in similar cases in district, as well as time and labor
required and skill requisite to perform legal services properly. Court noted that BitTorrent
cases such as this are “akin to form-pleading, necessitating little, if any legal skill or
attention,” and reduced counsel’s claimed hourly rate accordingly.
Farouk Sys., Inc. v. AG Global Prods., LLC, No. 15-465, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
142422 (S.D. Tex. Oct. 14, 2016)
Court awarded attorneys’ fees to prevailing defendant, finding plaintiff’s copyright claims
not only objectively unreasonable, but frivolous. Basic comparison of plaintiff’s images with
images used by defendants clearly demonstrated there was no copyright infringement.
Moreover, plaintiff alleged copyright infringement of photograph taken by third-party
photographer, and neither asserted nor presented evidence that photographer transferred his
rights in photograph to plaintiff. Plaintiff relied on fact that subject of photograph was
employee at time photograph was taken, when Copyright Act clearly grants copyright
protection to person who creates work, not subject of work. Finally, court found improper
motive based on defendant’s evidence of animosity between subject of photograph and
current president of plaintiff’s company. Based on individual assessment of case, court
exercised its discretion under § 505 to award defendant reasonable and necessary attorneys’
fees in amount of $46,065.56 incurred in connection with copyright infringement claim.
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A-Blake Records, LLC v. Cassidy, No. 14-3401, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 112798 (S.D.
Tex. Aug. 23, 2016)
Court awarded attorney’s fees to prevailing defendant. Defendant country singer contracted
with plaintiff to record, sell, and promote his music in exchange for part of proceeds from
tours, performances, and album sales. In 2014 defendant filed for bankruptcy, and “his estate
rejected responsibility of his contract with” plaintiff. At time of filing defendant owed
plaintiff $700,000; plaintiff missed deadline to dispute discharge of claim. Plaintiff moved
for leave to dispute discharge, asserting that defendant’s “bad acts” justified payment of debt.
Bankruptcy court denied motion and struck complaint from docket, fully discharging claim.
Unhappy with result, plaintiff sent letter to defendant asserting that it owned copyright in
“laundry list” of his songs and that it was excluding him from reproducing, performing, and
publishing them. Defendant performed three songs from asserted repertoire at local bar
while representatives from plaintiff were waiting in wings to monitor set list. Plaintiff sued
defendant for three claims of “willful copyright infringement when he performed the songs
in public.” Defendant moved to dismiss complaint because (1) he had performed songs in
licensed venue, (2) plaintiff did not then or ever own rights in songs, and (3) plaintiff did not
have valid registrations for songs. At initial conference plaintiff agreed that complaint
should be dismissed because “the geniuses that were telling me what to plead in this case
because they own the copyright. Essentially, what—we’re trying to gain some money back
and see what’s happening is the sale of our sound recordings which we allege that defendant
sell our CDs at his concerts. He sells them online.” At second conference, defendant
admitted that he assigned portion of co-publishing copyright to plaintiff; it was nevertheless
clear that plaintiff did not own material. Court found that because plaintiff’s claims were
dismissed with prejudice after it admitted that it had no claim for recovery, defendant
“undoubtedly” prevailed. Court rejected plaintiff’s argument that it should not have to pay
fees “because it was not sanctioned for discovery violations and it did not file multiple nonmeritorious motions.” Court “understands that A-Blake is unhappy and believes it is owed
$700,000.00 from Cassidy. This does not give A-Blake permission to be mean spirited, to
use this court as a means for retaliation, or to force Cassidy to pay to defend himself against
claims it knows to be without merit.” Moreover, defendant’s “successful defense increased
the public’s exposure to his work. He gets to keep playing his songs, his way, in public
places and projected through his fan’s music players—many of whom will have the
opportunity to build on his creativity.” Court awarded $15,369.50 in attorneys’ fees to
defendant.
Medallion Homes Gulf Coast, Inc. v. Tivoli Homes of Sarasota, Inc., No. 14-3117,
2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 139748 (M.D. Fla. Oct. 7, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for reasonable attorneys’ fees because plaintiff’s claims
were objectively unreasonable. Defendant was granted summary judgment in infringement
action involving architectural plans, and moved for attorneys’ fees and costs. In finding
plaintiff’s claims unreasonable, court pointed to precedent holding that similarities relied on
by plaintiff were noncopyrightable elements. Court held that plaintiff “should have been
aware of the binding legal standard” set forth in precedential opinions and “should have
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known that there was no copyright infringement.” Court also found that award of fees
“would deter others from ‘bringing lawsuits when they know there are numerous differences
between their copyrighted work and an allegedly infringing work which would outweigh any
similarity between the works.”
Pan v. Kohl’s Dep’t Stores, Inc., No. 12-1063, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 39857 (S.D.
Ohio Mar. 20, 2017)
Court granted defendant’s motion for attorneys’ fees. Plaintiff created drawing of Santa
Claus snow globe figurine, registered drawing with Copyright Office, and purported to grant
exclusive license to Zhaoxing, Chinese entity, for manufacturing. Zhaoxing sold 381,200
units of figurine to Kohl’s. When Zhaoxing discovered Kohl’s selling knockoff purchased
from co-defendant Leader Light, Zhaoxing ceased paying license fees to plaintiff. Plaintiff
filed copyright infringement action. Defendant prevailed, and brought motion for attorneys’
fees. In determining eligibility for fees award, court must give substantial weight to
objective reasonableness of losing party’s position, and give due consideration to all other
circumstances relevant to granting fees. Court found plaintiff’s counsel’s submission of
fabricated license agreement and associated license payments sufficient alone to render
plaintiff’s claim objectively unreasonable. Court found plaintiff’s counsel’s refusal to
address his submission of obviously fraudulent documents “particularly damning on this
count.” Court had particular interest in incentivizing future litigants against submitting
falsified evidence in support of copyright infringement claims. “Plaintiff’s proffer of
obviously fictitious documents for the purpose of litigating a baseless claim is behavior that
this Court must deter vigorously.”
Cobbler Nevada, LLC v. Cerritos, No. 15-1228, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 170644 (D.
Or. Dec. 9, 2016)
Plaintiff, owner of copyright in motion picture The Cobbler, filed copyright infringement suit
against individual for downloading movie over Internet using BitTorrent peer-to-peer file
sharing protocol. Court noted that lawsuit was one of hundreds of similar lawsuits filed by
plaintiff’s counsel. Defendant admitted liability early in case and, after negotiations, parties
entered into consent judgment in which they agreed to award of statutory damages of $750
and reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs. Plaintiff sought $17,348.60 in fees. Court denied
plaintiff’s request, finding that fee-shifting in mass copyright litigation did not satisfy
Fogerty factors. Court found that $750 statutory penalty and award of costs were sufficient
to deter infringers. Threat of fee-shifting had emboldened plaintiff’s counsel to demand
thousands of dollars to settle claims, even where defendant admitted liability early in case.
Court noted that settlement bargaining processes had become unequal in Copyright Act suits,
contributing to overly aggressive assertion and negotiation of copyright claims.
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Vivid Sites, LLC v. Millsap, No. 16-117, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 46364 (E.D. Mo.
Mar. 29, 2017)
District court denied defendant’s motion for attorneys’ fees. Plaintiff, website hosting
company, brought suit against defendants based on their alleged misappropriation of
plaintiff’s proprietary software and other materials, including plaintiff’s source code.
Plaintiff’s original complaint contained copyright infringement claim as to source code in
addition to two RICO claims; first amended complaint kept original claims and added state
law claim for unfair competition; second amended complaint (“SAC”) removed copyright
and unfair competition claims, added new state law claim regarding trade secrets, and
retained RICO claims. Defendants moved to dismiss SAC in its entirety, and court granted
defendants’ motion in full. Defendants also sought attorneys’ fees and costs under Copyright
Act, arguing that they were prevailing party based on plaintiff’s removal of its copyright
infringement claim from SAC. Court held that, given existence of circuit split as to whether
copyright infringement claim can be brought prior to registration, plaintiff’s copyright
infringement claim was “not objectively unreasonable.” Moreover, plaintiff’s claim was not
frivolous and plaintiff did not harbor any “improper motivations” in bringing suit. Further,
court saw no need to compensate defendants or deter plaintiff. Finally, plaintiff’s SAC did
not contain copyright claim. For those reasons, court denied defendants’ motion for
attorneys’ fees.
Bell v. Taylor, No. 13-798, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 118681 (S.D. Ind. Sept. 2, 2016)
Court granted defendants’ request for costs and fees. Dispute concerned alleged
infringement of plaintiff’s copyright in photographs of Indianapolis skyline; “[t]o put it
mildly, this dispute has been zealously litigated by both sides.” Court found plaintiff’s
infringement claim was frivolous because plaintiff had notice from defendants that they had
never used or copied plaintiff’s photo, and plaintiff at no point in litigation possessed
evidence to prove copyright claim. Court also found plaintiff’s motivation for filing action
to be attempt to extract quick, small settlements from many defendants instead of using
judicial process to protect copyright against legitimate infringing actors. Court also found
lawsuit objectively unreasonable based on plaintiff’s intentional misjoinder of numerous
defendants, continued pursuit of and demand for damages that were inconsistent with facts,
threats and demands for attorneys’ fees that were unsupportable, and refusal to cooperate in
discovery process despite court order compelling discovery. Defendants asserted “need to
advance considerations of compensation and deterrence” weighed heavily in favor of
awarding fees because plaintiff was using “antiquated copyright laws” and his legal
knowledge as experienced lawyer to exploit courts and legal system against numerous
uninformed individuals for quick settlements. Under Seventh Circuit precedent, prevailing
defendant is entitled to “very strong” presumption in favor of being awarded fees in order to
make certain that defendant does not disregard meritorious defense in situations in which
“the cost of vindication exceeds the private benefit to the party.”
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Countryman Nev., LLC v. Doe-73.164.181.226, 193 F. Supp. 3d 1174 (D. Or. 2016)
Plaintiff, owner of copyright in motion picture The Necessary Death of Charlie
Countryman, brought suit for copyright infringement, alleging unlawful copying and
distribution of film. Court granted plaintiff’s motion for judgment on pleadings, and plaintiff
moved for award of attorney’s fees and costs. Defendant argued that plaintiff was only
entitled to portion of claimed fees, reflecting work “reasonably and necessarily performed”
before plaintiff’s counsel “multiplied the proceeding” and prevented settlement. Defendant
also objected to part of plaintiff’s claimed costs. Defendant cross moved for attorneys’ fees
incurred due to plaintiff’s “unreasonable and vexatious conduct” which “multiplied”
proceeding. Court, in its discretion, denied plaintiff’s motion for fees, finding plaintiff’s
counsel litigated in manner intended to increase opposing party’s costs and increase
plaintiff’s own fees. Court found conduct contrary to principles underlying Rule 1 of Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, and to objectives of Copyright Act. Court also denied defendant’s
motion for fees, explaining that denial of plaintiff’s motion served as sufficient deterrent to
inappropriate litigation conduct in future and ensured current defendant’s fair treatment.
SAS Inst. Inc. v. World Programming Ltd., No. 10-25, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 92212
(E.D.N.C. July 15, 2016)
Court denied prevailing defendant’s request for fees. Plaintiff initially filed suit in United
Kingdom, where defendant was headquartered, claiming defendant violated several software
copyrights it owned. UK action ended unfavorably for plaintiff; in 2013, both trial court and
Court of Appeal of England and Wales ruled in favor of defendant on basis of certain
provisions of law unique to European Union. Meantime, plaintiff filed suit here. Court
granted summary judgment in defendant’s favor as to plaintiff’s software claim. Defendant
filed motion for attorneys’ fees, seeking $760,721.59; amount included $710,130.00 owed to
U.S. law firm and approximately $50,591.59 owed to UK law firm for work in earlier UK
litigation. Defendant argued that it was entitled to fees because plaintiff took objectively
unreasonable position on its software claim. Court, assuming that to be true, nevertheless
declined to award defendant fees on basis of other factors and circumstances of case. Jury
found that defendant made false, intentionally deceptive statements in UK litigation, and
defendant produced no evidence to show that plaintiff pursued copyright claim in bad faith:
“although plaintiff’s litigation position was objectively unreasonable, defendant has not
shown that it was subjectively so.” Absent showing that plaintiff acted in bad faith, rather
than merely in objectively unreasonable manner, court declined to reward defendant’s fraud
with attorneys’ fees.
Ferman v. Jenlis, Inc., No. 16-74, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 173185 (S.D. Iowa Dec. 5,
2016)
District court denied defendants’ motion for attorneys’ fees. Defendants defeated plaintiff’s
infringement claim at summary judgment stage, subsequently moved for attorney’s fees and
costs pursuant to § 505. In determining whether award of attorneys’ fees was proper, court
examined non-exclusive factors including frivolousness, motivation, objective
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unreasonableness, and need to advance considerations of compensation and deterrence.
Court found that plaintiffs’ claim was not of itself unreasonable, despite statement in
summary judgment decision that reasonable observer could not find defendant’s sign
substantially similar to plaintiff’s sign, reasoning it improper to conflate test for substantial
similarity, which goes to merits of plaintiffs’ infringement claim, “with test for award of
attorney’s fees, which goes to the plaintiff’s conduct and to advancing the purposes of the
Copyright Act.” Doing so “places a thumb on the scale in favor of prevailing defendants,”
which is improper under Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 136 S. Ct. 1979 (2016).
Although plaintiffs did not prevail, court did not find their claim to be objectively
unreasonable or frivolous. Further, plaintiffs did not act unreasonably or with improper
motivation over course of litigation. In sum, court found award of fees unnecessary to
advance objectives of Act, and denied defendants’ motion.
C. Injunction/Impoundment
Brighton Collectibles, LLC v. IPPO Jewelry Corp., No. 16-6065, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 24868 (C.D. Cal. Feb. 22, 2017)
Plaintiff, owner of copyright in design titled “Love Affair Heart,” sued based on defendant’s
sale and distribution, without authorization or license, of product that incorporated design
that infringed Love Affair Heart, which sold at lower price than Brighton’s product. Court
granted plaintiff’s motion for default judgment, and granted plaintiff’s request for injunction
based on, inter alia, its determination that defendant’s infringement caused plaintiff
irreparable injury due to “reputational harm” and market share loss.
Amid, Inc. v. Medic Alert Found. United States, Inc., No. 16-1137, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 37699 (S.D. Tex. Mar. 16, 2017)
Court denied plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction. Plaintiff and defendant both
made medical identification jewelry. Plaintiff marketed product by sending unsolicited
mass-mailed countertop display with tear-off pads attached to doctors’ offices, with
explanatory cover letter. Plaintiff “copyrighted its letter.” Plaintiff sued after employee left
plaintiff and joined defendant, and defendant started marketing using same methods and
letter. Plaintiff’s ownership of copyright in letter was not disputed, and court found that
actual copying occurred because parts of letters were identical. Court also considered timing
of ex-employee’s resignation from plaintiff and subsequent hiring by defendant relevant to
copying issue, because defendant did not use marketing displays and letters until exemployee joined defendant’s company. Court thus found that plaintiff had shown likelihood
of success on elements of its copyright infringement claim. However, court concluded
plaintiff had not shown substantial threat of irreparable harm. Injunction was not warranted
due to plaintiff’s delay in filing suit and fact that defendant stopped using plaintiff’s
copyrighted letter and started using letter that did not infringe plaintiff’s copyright. “With no
evidence or argument of irreparable harm absent an injunction, MedicAlert’s revision of its
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letter that avoids infringement, and plaintiff’s delay in filing suit, the court cannot grant the
‘extraordinary remedy’ of the preliminary injunction plaintiff seeks.”
Inspired by Design, LLC v. Sammy’s Sew Shop, LLC, No. 16-2290, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 144988 (D. Kan. Oct. 19, 2016)
District court denied plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction. Plaintiff and defendant
both sold custom pet beds on Etsy. Plaintiff accused defendant of selling replicas of its pet
beds and sued for copyright infringement. In considering whether to grant injunction, court
was not persuaded that plaintiff would succeed on merits for its copyright infringement
claim. Plaintiff owned registered copyrights covering certain photos, 2-D artwork, technical
drawings and text content published on plaintiff’s website. Plaintiff asserted that defendant
copied (1) photos of its dog beds, (2) plaintiff’s washing instructions for pet bed covers, (3)
plaintiff’s fabric selector diagram, and (4) pet bed size chart with size recommendations.
Regarding plaintiff’s photos, plaintiff presented no evidence of “verbatim copying,” instead
alleging that defendant’s photos infringed because defendant’s photos contained similar pet
beds taken from similar angles with similar backgrounds. Court held that photographs
served “utilitarian purpose” of presenting various types of products and services that business
offered, and were thus “purely descriptive pictures” that “do not merit copyright protection
because the photographs lack the requisite creativity.” Plaintiff was thus not likely to prevail
on assertion that photographs were subject to copyright protection. Second, defendant
argued that plaintiff did not have valid copyright in washing instructions, since such
instructions were fabric manufacturer’s instructions and therefore not original to plaintiff.
Plaintiff never responded to argument, and accordingly failed to show that it was likely to
prevail on claim of infringement of washing instructions. Third, defendant denied using
plaintiff’s fabric selector. Defendant asserted that its customers selected fabrics from
webpage or outside vendors, and then choice was put into Adobe Photoshop for customer to
view. Defendant also argued that plaintiff’s fabric selector was open source application, and
therefore not protectable. Court acknowledged that defendant presented its fabric choices in
manner similar to way plaintiff’s fabric selector displayed customer’s fabric choice, and
found plaintiff could potentially prevail on claim. Notwithstanding, court ultimately
determined plaintiff “has not shouldered its burden of proving a likelihood of success or
proving copyright infringement of the fabric selector.” Finally, court found that plaintiff had
not established likelihood of prevailing on infringement claim for size chart. Defendant
asserted that chart was not original, as it merely listed pet bed sizes that were typical in
industry. Court agreed that chart was factual work not protected by copyright, and denied
motion for preliminary injunction.
Ronaldo Designer Jewelry, Inc. v. Cox, No. 17-2, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7537 (N.D.
Miss. Jan. 19, 2017)
District court denied plaintiff’s motion for temporary restraining order. Plaintiff brought
infringement suit against several named defendants and John Does Numbers 1 through 99,
and filed motion for temporary restraining order requiring named defendants to (1)
immediately cease and desist from copying, manufacturing, or reproducing jewelry or
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marketing and advertising materials that allegedly infringed plaintiff’s works; (2)
immediately withdraw from all sales outlets any works or marketing and advertising
materials that allegedly infringed plaintiff’s works; and (3) identify each and every person or
entity from whom defendants have acquired any infringing works and to whom defendants
have licensed, assigned, or otherwise transferred right to reproduce, manufacture, display,
distribute or sell jewelry that allegedly infringed plaintiff’s works. Because plaintiff had not
yet served named defendants with complaint, and because motion itself did not include
certificate of service, court concluded that plaintiff sought TRO without notice. Before
analyzing whether plaintiff substantively entitled to TRO, court examined whether plaintiff
complied with procedural requirements of Rule 65. Rule 65 provides that court may issue
TRO without notice only if (a) specific facts in affidavit or verified complaint clearly show
that immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result to movant before adverse
party can be heard in opposition; and (b) movant’s attorney certified in writing any efforts
made to give notice and reasons why it should not be required. Although plaintiff satisfied
first prong, it failed to submit certified writing by its attorneys describing efforts made to
give notice to named defendants and reasons why notice should not be required. Court
therefore denied motion for temporary restraining order.
Ronaldo Designer Jewelry, Inc. v. Prinzo, No. 14-73, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 127228
(S.D. Miss. Sept. 19, 2016)
District court granted plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction. Plaintiff brought
infringement suit against former employee, alleging that he was selling unauthorized copies
of plaintiff’s works, and misrepresenting to customers that he had right to sell jewelry
depicted in plaintiff’s catalogs. Party seeking preliminary injunction must show (1)
substantial likelihood of success on merits; (2) substantial threat that it will suffer irreparable
harm if injunction not granted; (3) that threatened injury outweighs damage that injunction
might cause to defendant; and (4) that injunction will not disserve public interest. Court
found that all four factors weighed in favor of granting injunction, as plaintiff made prima
facie case of infringement, was likely to succeed on merits, and stood to suffer irreparable
harm absent injunction. Court set bond at $1,000, finding that amount sufficient security for
payment of costs and damages that might be incurred if defendant were found to have been
wrongfully enjoined or restrained.
VIII. PREEMPTION
Ultraflo Corp. v. Pelican Tank Parts, Inc., 845 F.3d 652 (5th Cir. 2017)
Fifth Circuit affirmed district court’s holding that unfair competition claim was preempted.
Plaintiff redesigned butterfly valve with help from employee. Employee left plaintiff to
work at defendant, which entered market with valve that plaintiff contended was strikingly
similar to its valve. Plaintiff sued in state court for conversion, civil conspiracy, unfair
competition by misappropriation, and misappropriation of trade secrets, arising from
defendant’s “use of plaintiff’s [design] drawings to make actual valves.” Defendant filed
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motion to dismiss on preemption grounds, and district court agreed that all claims but trade
secret claim were preempted. Fifth Circuit, reviewing de novo, applied two-part test to
determine if Act preempts state law cause of action. Court first asks whether intellectual
property at issue is within subject matter of copyright. If it is, then state law claim is
preempted if it protects rights in that property that are equivalent to any of exclusive rights
within general scope of copyright. Under subject matter inquiry, plaintiff was correct that its
valve design was not protected under Act because it was either useful article or idea.
Preemption statute, however, sweeps more broadly, preempting state protection of works that
fall within subject matter of copyright regardless whether works are actually protected under
Act. Congress’s exercise of its power under Copyright Clause to not provide protection for
embodiment of ideas in useful articles is entitled to preemptive force. Allowing state law to
protect such works would undermine “deliberate exclusion” of such subject matter from
federal copyright scheme. Further, Texas’s unfair competition by misappropriation cause of
action did not afford protection materially different from federal copyright law. Element of
“sweat equity” is necessarily contemplated in copyright, which requires independent
creation; as to “use against competitor” element, reproduction or derivative use of copyright
by competitor would suffice to show copyright infringement. “Equivalent rights” inquiry
thus looks not at rights Congress actually provided but at type of rights it has power to
confer. Withholding particular right is part of balance Congress struck between need for
copyright incentives and value in public access to ideas.
GlobeRanger Corp. v. Software AG U.S.A., Inc., 836 F.3d 477 (5th Cir. 2016)
Plaintiff brought suit for trade secret misappropriation of software incorporating radio
frequency identification technology and obtained $15 million judgment against defendant.
On appeal, defendant argued that either plaintiff’s trade secret claim was preempted, or
plaintiff had no federal claim to support jurisdiction. Court held that trade secret claim was
not preempted, but dismissed conversion claim was preempted, thereby supporting federal
jurisdiction. It also clarified that same intellectual property may be protectable under
copyright and trade secret laws. Copyright Act preempts state law claims where work is
within subject matter of copyright, and right being protected is equivalent to any of exclusive
rights within general scope of copyright. Court found that software plaintiff was trying to
protect was copyrightable. However, right plaintiff was trying to protect was not equivalent
because trade secret law protects not just against copying, but also against any taking that
occurs through breach of confidential relationship or by other inappropriate means.
Plaintiff’s trade secret claim required establishing additional element to what is required to
make out copyright violation. As result, trade secret claim was not preempted. If court had
not reinstated plaintiff’s conversion claim, no federal question would have existed and case
would have been remanded to state court.
Spear Mktg. v. BancorpSouth Bank, 844 F.3d 464 (5th Cir. 2016)
Fifth Circuit affirmed award of attorneys’ fees of nearly $1 million. District court awarded
defendants nearly $1 million in attorneys’ fees under state law, or, in alternative, under
Copyright Act. Plaintiff argued that district court erred in awarding fees under state law
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because its state law claim was preempted and erred in awarded fees under Copyright Act
because plaintiff never pleaded or litigated copyright claim. Plaintiff software developer
produced VaultWorks, computer program that assisted banks in managing their cash
inventories. Defendant was one of banks that used VaultWorks; however, defendant
terminated its agreement with plaintiff because defendant had reached agreement with
another software developer to license new program that included functions similar to
VaultWorks. Plaintiff filed its original complaint in Texas state court, alleging 10 causes of
action, including Texas Theft Liability Act (TTLA) claim that defendant had “copied” and
“transmitted” its software. Defendant removed case to federal court on ground that claims
were completely preempted, and moved to dismiss all claims as preempted. In response
plaintiff filed amended complaint asserting nine claims, and omitting from TTLA claim
allegations of copying and transmitting. Defendant moved for summary judgment, which
district court granted. District court found that all of plaintiff’s claims in amended complaint
failed on merits, so it declined to address issue of preemption. Fifth Circuit affirmed, and
defendant subsequently moved in district court for attorneys’ fees. District court awarded
attorneys’ fees to defendant under TTLA or, alternatively, under Copyright Act, explaining
that award would not vary between two statutes. District court viewed itself as facing
“dilemma”: it needed to decide whether to treat defendants as prevailing parties under TTLA
because they successfully defended against TTLA claim, despite fact that Fifth Circuit held
TTLA claim completely preempted. Fifth Circuit found district court mistakenly failed to
distinguish between TTLA claim in original complaint and that in amended complaint.
Circuit’s previous opinion did not reach question of whether TTLA claim in amended
complaint was preempted. District court nevertheless reached correct outcome in awarding
fees under TTLA. At time of fees motion, no court had ever held that TTLA claim in
amended complaint was preempted. Rather, district court adjudicated TTLA claim in
amended complaint on merits, dismissing it with prejudice. TTLA therefore supplied rule of
decision in case, and, accordingly, district court did not err by awarding attorneys’ fees under
TTLA. Because fees were properly awarded under TTLA, court did not address district
court’s alternative grounds for awarding fees under Copyright Act.
Tysellcrouse, Inc. v. Sway Mgmt., LLC, No. 15-3832, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 140761
(N.D. Cal. Oct. 11, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment that state trade secret claim was
preempted. Plaintiff asserted that defendant’s allegedly unauthorized copying and use of its
proprietary software constituted both misappropriation of trade secrets under state law, and
federal copyright violation. Ninth Circuit employs two-part test to determine whether
Copyright Act preempts state claims. Preemption occurs when: (1) work at issue comes
within subject matter of copyright; and (2) rights granted under state law are equivalent to
those protected by Act. To survive preemption, state cause of action must protect rights that
are qualitatively different from copyright claims. Critically, state claim must have “extra
element” that changes nature of action. Plaintiff contended that its state law claim had “extra
element” of “secrecy” not implicated by copyright law. Court, however, found that there
were no allegations that defendant disclosed any such “secret” to any third party. Rather,
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gravamen of claim was that defendant copied and used software for its own purposes, which
is very essence of copyright claim. Accordingly, summary judgment was appropriate on
claim for misappropriation of trade secret, although same basic allegations continued to
support plaintiff’s copyright infringement claim.
Opperman v. Path, Inc., 205 F. Supp. 3d 1064 (N.D. Cal. 2016)
Plaintiffs brought class action suit against Apple and several software application developers,
including Yelp, alleging that Yelp uploaded address book data from its users’ contacts
application without consent of individual users, and therefore infringed plaintiffs common
law privacy rights. Yelp argued that plaintiff’s claim was preempted, because act alleged
against Yelp was essentially copying of users’ contact information. Court disagreed, holding
privacy claim not preempted. Plaintiffs’ state law privacy rights are qualitatively different
from rights protected by Copyright Act. Whereas copyright protects owner’s exclusive
rights to reproduce, distribute, perform, display and make copies of work, privacy law
protects plaintiffs’ right to be free from offensive and unwarranted intrusions into private
sphere. Because gravamen of plaintiffs’ complaint was that personal data was uploaded to
Yelp’s servers to be analyzed against database of existing users without permission, claim
was different from merely claiming that certain personal information was copied or
reproduced. “This ‘extra element’—using the Plaintiffs’ data in a highly offensive way that
intrudes into an area that they reasonably expect to remain private—changes the nature of the
action.” Plaintiffs’ claim was therefore not equivalent to rights protected by Copyright Act.
ThermoTek, Inc. v. Orthoflex, Inc., No. 11-870, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 120791 (N.D.
Tex. Aug. 15, 2016)
Plaintiff, designer and developer of medical device, brought suit against former distributer of
its product alleging, inter alia, fraud, breach of contract and unfair competition. Defendants
brought counterclaim alleging breach of express warranty. Jury returned verdict for plaintiff
on fraud and unfair competition claims, and defendants moved for judgment as matter of law
under Rule 50, and alternatively for new trial, asserting that plaintiff’s unfair competition
claim was entirely preempted by federal copyright and patent law. In order for state law
claim to be preempted, it must fall within subject matter of copyright, and rights author seeks
to protect must be equivalent to exclusive rights provided by Copyright Act. Court found
that “the allegedly misappropriated information—including manuals, reports, billing
information, and other written documents—is within the subject matter of copyright because
it includes original works of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression.” As to
extra element, action for unfair competition under Texas law contains no extra element that
would avoid preemption. Although defendants did not raise preemption as affirmative
defense, they did raise it as footnote in summary judgment briefing and in motion for
reconsideration of court’s summary judgment ruling; defense was not waived because they
argued preemption at “pragmatically sufficient time, and in a manner that does not result in
unfair surprise.” Finally, court dismissed claim for unfair competition without allowing
plaintiff to convert state law claim into federal law claim for copyright and/or patent
infringement because plaintiff “had ample opportunity (two years) to seek leave to plead
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claims for copyright and/or patent infringement, and it had ample opportunity to request that
the court submit these claims to the jury as alternative claims.”
Kitchen & Bath Concepts of Pittsburgh, LLC v. Eddy Homes, Inc., No. 16-589, 2016
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 177016 (W.D. Pa. Dec. 22, 2016)
Court dismissed unfair competition claim as preempted. Plaintiff, operator of kitchen and
bath design business, and defendant, residential home builder, were hired to construct home.
Defendant constructed exterior and interior walls, and installed plumbing and electrical
systems. Plaintiff designed and installed all interior spaces of home, and registered copyright
in design of interior. Photographs of interior published in Kitchen and Bath Design News
credited defendant for design. Photographs were also shown on defendant’s website and on
several social media websites, and published in Whirl Magazine and Housetrends Magazine,
with plaintiff not given design credit. Plaintiff sued, asserting claims for copyright
infringement and unfair competition. Defendant moved to dismiss unfair competition claim
as preempted. Court noted that claim for “passing off”—that producer misrepresented own
goods or services as someone else’s—is generally not preempted, while claim for “reverse
passing off”—that producer misrepresented someone else’s goods or services as his own—
based on alleged unauthorized copying and use of copyrighted expression is preempted.
Plaintiff’s claim for unfair competition is best characterized as “reverse passing off” claim,
court found; plaintiff’s allegation that defendant had “gone so far as to affirmatively take
credit” for design and construction of interiors depicted was akin to defendant copying
plaintiff’s work and misrepresenting or claiming work as its own. Court found
“unconvincing” plaintiff’s argument that claim did not constitute “reverse passing off” claim
because defendant had not sold “merchandise.” Such conclusory arguments did not
transform plaintiff’s claim for unfair competition into one that is “qualitatively different”
from copyright infringement claim. Because plaintiff’s unfair competition claim did not
require “extra element,” it was “equivalent” to claim for copyright infringement, and
therefore preempted.
Mercom Grp., LLC v. Diati Staffing, LLC, No. 16-3475, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
97012 (D.N.J. Jul. 26, 2012)
Plaintiff ran recruiting and staffing company that provided services to companies in various
industries, with focus on information technology industry. Defendant company was started
by former employees of plaintiff, and also provided staffing services in information
technology sector. Plaintiff claimed defendants copied “both public and confidential
information of Mercom” and used it in new business. Plaintiff sued in state court, alleging,
inter alia, tortious interference with contract, tortious interferences with business
opportunities and unfair competition. Defendants removed case to federal court, asserting
plaintiff’s claims should be converted to copyright claims “because they plead all elements
of infringement on copyright-eligible material (i.e., published online job listings) that would
be protectable under Section 106.” Plaintiff moved to remand case back to Superior Court of
New Jersey. Issue was whether plaintiff’s complaints are preempted, giving rise to federal
jurisdiction. Court held gravamen of plaintiff’s complaint was not to stop defendants’
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“unauthorized copying and distribution” of plaintiff’s job postings, but to prevent
defendants’ use of plaintiff’s confidential and proprietary information, claims that are
qualitatively different from mere unauthorized copying. Court found plaintiff was not
challenging defendants’ copying and re-posting of plaintiff’s job postings, but instead
challenged defendants’ misusing proprietary information behind those postings. Copyright
Act provides no recourse to stop defendants’ conduct with respect to plaintiff’s trade secrets
and proprietary information. Moreover, plaintiff had not asserted “ownership of valid
copyright” in anything. Allegations defendants pointed to as to claims for unauthorized
copying of job postings were “only incidental to illustrating how Defendants allegedly
misused Plaintiff’s trade secrets and other confidential information.” Plaintiff’s motion for
remand was granted.
Under a Foot Plant, Co. v. Exterior Design, Inc., No. 15-871, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
117938 (D. Md. Sept. 1, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for judgment on pleadings as to unfair competition and
unjust enrichment counts of complaint. Plaintiff marketed and sold line of perennial plants,
and owned copyright registrations for 21 photographs used on plaintiff’s website or in its
brochure. Plaintiff brought suit against defendant, alleging that defendant copied images on
plaintiff’s brochures and website and used them in defendant’s marketing materials. Court
found unfair competition claim preempted because plaintiff did not explain what extra
element was present in claim or how conduct targeted by claim was “qualitatively different”
from that governed by copyright law. Similarly, court found that unjust enrichment claim
was also preempted for lack of “extra element” that would make it “qualitatively different”
from copyright cause of action.
Whitehardt, Inc. v. McKernan, No. 15-1307, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 100988 (M.D.
Tenn. Aug. 2, 2016)
Court granted defendants’ motion to dismiss claims for unfair competition and violation of
Tennessee Consumer Protection Act. Defendants, individual attorney and his law firm,
engaged plaintiff for advertising services, and for number of years plaintiff made
advertisements and commercials for defendants meant to bring in clients who had been
injured in tractor-trailer accidents. Plaintiff registered scripts and motion pictures with
Copyright Office. Plaintiff also planned and created campaign to be used with other
attorneys in different locales, who did not compete with defendants directly. After
defendants learned of this plan, they filed trademark applications for marks plaintiff alleged
were largely derived from its copyrighted works. Plaintiff alleged that defendants then used
registrations in order to hinder plaintiff’s work. Plaintiff alleged further that it had
agreement with Alabama attorney under which it would provide advertising, and attorney
would receive license to use plaintiff’s advertisements. Defendant attorney knew of
arrangement and demanded that Alabama attorney sign license agreement to use defendants’
trademark in certain Alabama counties. Plaintiff alleged that due to defendants’
communications with Alabama attorney, attorney was not using plaintiff’s services.
Defendants moved to dismiss unfair competition, TCPA and tortious interference claims as
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preempted. Court found unfair competition and TCPA claims preempted because allegations
amounted to reverse passing off claim; there was no “extra element” that allowed claims to
escape preemption. Court found tortious interference claim not preempted, because claim
related to plaintiff’s relationship with Alabama attorney, and plaintiff did not allege that
Alabama attorney or defendants infringed copyrights, or seek damages for infringement.
Leopona, Inc. v. Cruz for President, No. 16-658, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 89706 (W.D.
Wash. Jul. 11, 2016)
Plaintiffs owned copyrights in certain musical compositions. Defendants entered into
contracts with plaintiffs to use musical compositions, subject to restrictions including
prohibition on use for political purposes. Despite contracts, defendants used musical
compositions in ads run by Ted Cruz presidential campaign. Plaintiffs brought copyright
infringement action and defendants moved to dismiss, arguing contract claims were
preempted. Express preemption under Copyright Act requires two-part analysis: (1)
determine whether subject matter of state law claim falls within subject matter of copyright;
and (2) assess whether rights asserted under state law are equivalent to rights contained in §
106. To survive preemption, state claim must have extra element that changes nature of
action. Court held contractual rights at issue to be qualitatively different and not equivalent
of copyright infringement claim. Thus, Copyright Act did not preempt state law claims.
YS Built, LLC v. Huang, No. 15-1411, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 158152 (W.D. Wash.
Nov. 15, 2016)
Court denied plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff alleged that defendants,
married couple, submitted plaintiff’s copyrighted architectural plan for use by third-party
builder, and that builder copied its plan and incorporated it into new plan. Defendants
counterclaimed, alleging that plaintiff (1) interfered with defendants’ contractual relationship
with builder; (2) wrongfully advised defendants that they could not hire third party to build
residence; and (3) performed work on lot without defendants’ knowledge or consent.
Defendants also alleged that plaintiff engaged in unfair business practices in violation of
Washington Consumer Protection Act. Plaintiff moved for summary judgment on its
infringement claim, as well as on defendants’ counterclaims, asserting that all of
counterclaims were preempted. Court disagreed, finding that counterclaims did not concern
original works of authorship, nor did they “assert any exclusive rights to such works.”
Defendants asserted their rights “as consumers, as parties to a business relationship, and as
real—not intellectual—property owners.” Therefore, defendants’ counterclaims were not
preempted by federal law. Court accordingly denied plaintiff’s motion for summary
judgment.
Sinclair Broad. Group, Inc. v. Colour Basis, LLC, No. 14-2614, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 84154 (D. Md. June 29, 2016)
District court granted in part and denied in part counter-defendants’ motion for summary
judgment. Counter-defendants, television company operating over 150 stations in over 70
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markets and its personnel, sought declaratory judgment action that they had not infringed
defendants’ copyright in “Style Guide,” containing standards and expectations for on-air
talent, prepared by defendants at their request. Defendants alleged state law claims for
fraudulent inducement and unfair competition, and counter-defendants argued that state law
claims were preempted. Court found that Style Guide was within subject matter of
copyright, and considered whether each of defendant’s claims was qualitatively different
from claim under Copyright Act. Court found that elements of fraudulent inducement
include misrepresentation, and are therefore not equivalent to rights under Act. With respect
to unfair competition, court found defendants’ claim focused “not just on the alleged
unauthorized copying and printing of the Style Guide, but on the deception the counterdefendants allegedly used to persuade [defendants] to create the Style Guide.” Deception is
not element of infringement under Copyright Act. Therefore, neither fraudulent inducement
nor unfair competition claim was preempted.
Allen v. Cooper, No. 15-627, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42159 (E.D.N.C. Mar. 23, 2017)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss infringement claim, finding plaintiffs
pleaded facts sufficient to support inference that North Carolina statute was preempted.
Plaintiffs, owner and licensor of multiple registered copyrights in photographs depicting
shipwreck Queen Anne’s Revenge, ship of “pirate commonly known as Blackbeard,” had
long-standing dispute with State of North Carolina and its Department of Natural and
Cultural Resources (DNCR). Prior to 2013, DNCR infringed plaintiff’s copyrights by
uploading photos to internet without consent; dispute was resolved pursuant to settlement
agreement. After settlement, DNCR continued to infringe, and N.C. Gen. Stat. § 121-25(b)
was enacted. Effect of law was to convert copyrighted works depicting “derelict vessel or
shipwreck or its contents, relics, artifacts, or historic materials” into public records, upon
which there is no limitation on use. Plaintiffs sought declaratory judgment that N.C. Gen.
Stat. § 121-25(b) was void and unenforceable as preempted. State law is preempted where
(1) work is within subject matter of copyright; and (2) rights granted under state law are
equivalent to any exclusive rights within scope of federal copyright. In evaluating prong (2),
courts examine whether “act of reproduction, performance, distribution or display will in
itself infringe the state created right. If so, the state law claim is preempted by the Copyright
Act.” If, conversely, “other elements are required,” there is no preemption. Applying test,
court determined that by asserting copyright over works at issue, plaintiffs would violate
N.C. Gen. Stat. § 121-25(b). Therefore, court determined, plaintiffs sufficiently stated claim
that statute is preempted.
360 Mortg. Grp., LLC v. Stonegate Mortg. Corp., No. 14-310, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
124661 (E.D.N.C. Sept. 14, 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff was former employer,
and defendant was subsequent employer, of one Lisa Glenn. Plaintiff alleged that when still
employed by plaintiff, Glenn sent herself materials, which included list of her customers
while at plaintiff, and also sent one of defendant’s employees materials including list of
accounts plaintiff assigned to her. Plaintiff brought claims for, inter alia, conversion and
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theft. Court applied Fourth Circuit’s two-pronged preemption test and determined that, as
argued by defendant, and not responded to by plaintiff, plaintiff alleged conversion of
information, not information’s embodiment. Accordingly, court found claim preempted, and
granted defendant summary judgment.
Ste. Genevieve Media, LLC v. Pulitzer Mo. Newspapers, Inc., No. 16-87, 2016 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 143686 (E.D. Mo. Oct. 18, 2016)
District court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s unjust enrichment and
misappropriation claims. Plaintiff, owner of weekly print and electronic newspaper, Ste.
Genevieve Herald, sued defendant, owner of competing print and electronic newspaper,
Daily Journal, for unjust enrichment and “hot news” misappropriation based on defendant’s
alleged use of plaintiff’s news articles. Defendant moved to dismiss, arguing unjust
enrichment claim was preempted and “hot news” misappropriation claim failed as matter of
law. Plaintiff argued unjust enrichment claim was not preempted because claim required
additional element of unjust retention of benefit, but district court found two-part preemption
test satisfied, since news articles were properly subject of copyright and plaintiff had
essentially alleged unauthorized use qualitatively equivalent to copyright infringement.
Plaintiff’s misappropriation claim was also dismissed for failure to allege plausible claim
under narrow “hot news” exception to preemption of state law misappropriation claims.
Plaintiff’s articles generally reported news concerning matters of local concern that had
occurred days or months prior to plaintiff’s publication, and defendant allegedly re-published
plaintiff’s articles several days after plaintiff. Since plaintiff’s articles were not timesensitive at time of publication or misappropriation, and defendant’s use occurred several
days after plaintiff had benefited from publication, district court found plaintiff had failed to
allege necessary elements of “hot news” misappropriation claim. Thus, plaintiff’s unjust
enrichment claim was preempted, and “hot news” misappropriation claim failed as matter of
law.
Munro v. Lucy Activewear, Inc., No. 16-79, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 135692 (D. Minn.
Sept. 29, 2016)
District court granted defendant’s motion to dismiss claims for tortious interference,
misappropriation, and unfair competition, finding each of claims preempted. Plaintiff artist
claimed trade dress in “large-scale, immersive, light-based design utilizing arrays of
thousands of short, end-lighted stems with variably lit bulbs traversably laid out upon a
predominantly green space”; best-known works were titled “Field of Light” and “Forest of
Light.” Plaintiff alleged that defendant clothing company proposed promotional campaign
using his work, and after cessation of contact launched light exhibition and advertising
campaign titled “Light Forest” that copied elements of his works. Plaintiff alleged further
that similar name and structure of defendants’ exhibit would cause visitors to believe that
plaintiff was connected to exhibit. Tortious interference claim was based on “somewhat
more” than reproduction of works: plaintiff alleged that defendants knew of opportunity
with Boston officials and intentionally interfered with that opportunity by taking it
themselves. Court found that additional act alleged—knowing solicitation of particular
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customer for similar exhibit—narrowed scope of claim, but did not qualitatively alter nature
of claim. Foundation of tortious interference claim was still alleged improper copying of
exhibit, and therefore claim was preempted. Misappropriation claim was based on
defendants’ copying of prior works and “exhibition processes and promotional models and
methods.” To extent misappropriation claim was based on copying of style of light displays,
court found it preempted. Unfair competition claim was likewise preempted to extent it was
based on copying of light displays; to extent claim reached other conduct, plaintiff failed to
identify any underlying tort, or it was duplicative of other claims. Court therefore dismissed
unfair competition claim with prejudice.
Express Lien, Inc. v. Nationwide Notice, Inc., No. 16-2926, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
168242 (E.D. La. Dec. 5, 2016)
Plaintiff alleged that defendant copied “resources” section of plaintiff’s website, posted
information on its own website, and claimed it as its own. Plaintiff filed complaint alleging
copyright infringement, trade dress infringement under Lanham Act, breach of contract,
violation of Louisiana Unfair Trade Practices Act (LUTPA) and fraud. Defendant contended
that claims were all preempted. Court found plaintiff’s Lanham Act claim not preempted,
because claim was based upon allegation that defendant’s copying of certain parts of
plaintiff’s website was likely to lead to consumer confusion, and deceive as to affiliation,
connection, or association of defendant with plaintiff. Two claims were thus distinct, and it
was not clear at this stage of litigation whether copyright claim would provide adequate
remedy. Court found breach of contract claim not preempted because under “extra elements”
test, breach of contract claim “involve[d] an element in addition to mere reproduction,
distribution or display, namely a contractual promise.” LUPTA claim was not preempted
because cause of action under LUTPA requires proof of fraud, misrepresentation or other
unethical conduct; moreover, relief it provides is not equivalent to that provided in Copyright
Act.
First Am. Bankcard v. Smart Bus. Tech., No. 15-638, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 139607
(E.D. La. Oct. 7, 2016)
Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s conversion claim. Plaintiff bank filed
suit alleging causes of action including conversion against defendants who, in part, were
creators of certain computer software. Defendants argued that if certain of plaintiff’s
intellectual property, namely fully-populated configuration tables, customer data, and related
account information for software programs were intellectual property, then such property
would be classed as intangible property and would fall outside scope of Louisiana conversion
law. Plaintiff contended that agreement between itself and defendants provided for
“delivery” of certain source code, hence, code would be merged with physical medium and
thus be tangible. Alternatively, defendants argued that if court instead found that
configuration tables, customer data, and related account information were tangible, then
plaintiff’s conversion claim was preempted, because it concerned computer software
program. Plaintiff argued no preemption, since its conversion claim was for wrongful
withholding of “proprietary customer data” and “related account information,” not wrongful
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copying, distribution or performance of interest protected under Copyright Act. Court agreed
with plaintiff. While Copyright Act grants holder of copyright exclusive right to reproduce,
distribute, perform and display copyrighted work, under Louisiana law conversion of
physical property requires showing of “unlawful interference with ownership or possession
of movable.” Here, plaintiffs alleged that defendants wrongfully withheld tangible data of
“certain proprietary customer data and related account information,” including “the fullypopulated configuration tables, customer lists, and financial records.” Court found that these
were tangible items that were rightfully owned by plaintiff. While conversion claim covered
materials that fall under Act, rights sought to be protected were not equivalent to any of
exclusive rights of under Act. As such, plaintiff’s conversion claim was not preempted.
Schumacher Homes of La., Inc. v. R.E. Wash. Constr. LLC, No. 16-423, 2016 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 133260 (W.D. La. Sept. 24, 2016)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss conversion claim as preempted. After
defendants visited plaintiff’s showroom, plaintiff prepared custom home plan for defendants
based on two registered copyrights in architectural work and technical drawings, and
defendants gave plans to co-defendants to design and construct home. Court found
Copyright Act did not preempt conversion claim because it was based on interference with
tangible property, and complaint adequately alleged that defendants physically deprived
plaintiffs of documents with design. Motion to dismiss was granted regarding unjust
enrichment claim because claim was based on defendants’ use of plaintiff’s copyrighted
works and not on contractual or fiduciary breach.
IX.

DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHT ACT
Capitol Records, LLC v. Vimeo, LLC, 826 F.3d 78 (2d Cir. 2016)

Plaintiffs alleged that recorded music contained in videos posted by users on Vimeo website
infringed Plaintiffs’ copyrights. District court ruled on motions for partial summary
judgment addressed to whether Vimeo was entitled to DMCA safe harbor protections. As
for videos that allegedly infringed pre-1972 sound recordings, court ruled for plaintiffs on
theory that § 512(c) safe harbor absolves ISP only from copyright liability based on federal
copyright statute, which does not apply to pre-1972 sound recordings, which are protected
only by state copyright laws. With respect to post-1972 sound recordings, district court
granted summary judgment to Vimeo as to 153 videos, mostly on basis that plaintiffs lacked
evidence that Vimeo’s employees had viewed them. District court certified two questions for
interlocutory appeal: “(a) Whether the DMCA’s safe-harbor provisions are applicable to
sound recordings fixed prior to February 15, 1972”; and (b) “Whether, under the holding of
Viacom, a service provider’s viewing of a user-generated video containing all or virtually all
of a recognizable, copyrighted song may establish ‘facts or circumstances’ giving rise to ‘red
flag’ knowledge of infringement.” Second Circuit focused on three issues: (1) whether
district court correctly ruled that § 512(c) safe harbor did not apply to pre-1972 sound
recordings protected only by state law; (2) whether evidence of some viewing by Vimeo
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employees of videos that played all or virtually all of “recognizable” copyrighted songs was
sufficient to satisfy standard of so-called “red flag” knowledge of infringement, which would
make Vimeo ineligible for DMCA safe-harbor; and (3) whether plaintiffs have shown that
Vimeo had general policy of willful blindness to infringement of sound recordings, which
would justify imputing to Vimeo knowledge of specific infringements. Second Circuit
concluded that DMCA safe harbor protected from liability for pre-1972 sound recordings.
Court rejected district court’s reliance on 2011 Copyright Office report that concluded that §
512(c) safe harbor does not apply to pre-1972 sound recordings. Court found that “literal
and natural reading” of § 512(c) leads to conclusion that its use of phrase “infringement of
copyright” includes infringement of state law copyright. To interpret § 512(c)’s guarantee
that ISPs “shall not be liable … for infringement of copyright” to mean that they may
nonetheless be liable for infringement of copyright under state laws would be “strained
interpretation,” court stated; construing § 512(c) safe harbor as not granting protection from
liability for state-law copyright infringements would substantially defeat statute’s purposes.
ISPs that allow public to post works on their sites would either need to incur enormous
expenses to monitor all postings to ensure absence of infringing material (contravening
provision of § 512(m) excusing them from such obligation), or would incur state-law-based
liabilities for copyright infringement by reason of user-posted infringements of which they
were unaware. Financial burdens in either case would be substantial and would likely either
dissuade ISPs from making large investments in Internet or cause them to charge so much for
service as to undermine substantially public usefulness of service Congress undertook to
promote. As to remaining issues, Second Circuit held that, by itself, some viewing by ISP’s
employee of video that plays all or virtually all of recognizable copyrighted song is not
sufficient to establish “red flag” knowledge that would disqualify ISP from safe harbor
protection. Court also held that evidence of several unrelated instances of Vimeo’s
employees encouraging specific infringements was insufficient to show general policy of
“willful blindness” justifying loss of safe harbor protection.
EMI Christian Music Grp., Inc. v. MP3Tunes, LLC, 840 F.3d 69 (2d Cir. 2016)
Second Circuit vacated district court’s grant of partial summary judgment to defendants
based on its conclusion that MP3tunes qualified for safe harbor protection under DMCA
because district court applied too narrow definition of “repeat infringer,” and reversed
district court’s grant of judgment as matter of law to defendants on claims that MP3tunes
permitted infringement of plaintiffs’ copyrights in pre-2007 MP3s and Beatles songs.
Plaintiff companies filed suit alleging that MP3tunes Internet services infringed rights in
sound recordings and musical compositions. MP3tunes.com offered “locker storage”
service, which charged users fee to store music on MP3tunes server. MP3tunes owned
second website, sideload.com, that allowed users to search for free music on Internet and
offered plug-in to enable users to “sideload” to their MP3tunes lockers free songs that they
found on sideload.com. Songs sideloaded into users’ lockers were then added to
sideload.com’s index of searchable songs. District court granted defendants partial summary
judgment, finding MP3tunes reasonably implemented § 512 “repeat infringer” policy. Case
proceeded to jury, which found for plaintiff, but court overturned verdict in part. Second
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Circuit held that district court had applied wrong definition of “repeat infringer,” holding that
“repeat infringer” does not need to know of infringing nature of its online activities, or to
upload rather than download content. Applying definition, court held that partial summary
judgment improperly granted because sufficient evidence present concerning MP3tune’s
infringer policy to deny summary judgment. Jury could reasonably infer from evidence that
MP3tunes actually knew of specific repeat infringers and failed to take action. Jury
alternatively could have determined that MP3tunes consciously avoided knowing about
specific repeat infringers even though infringement was rampant and obvious. Second
Circuit reversed district court’s determination that jury’s finding of red-flag knowledge or
willful blindness with respect to two categories of songs was wrong as matter of law. Jury
could reasonably have found that MP3tunes knew that major record labels had not offered
songs in MP3 format until 2007, and was able to search sideload.com for files sideloaded
before 2007. Reasonable jury could also have found that MP3tunes knew that there was no
legal online distribution of Beatles tracks before 2010, and could have reasonably concluded
that MP3tunes had red-flag knowledge of, or was willfully blind to, infringing nature of
Beatles tracks on its servers and failed to “act expeditiously” to remove them. Jury could
reasonably have found that MP3tunes conceived of and was designed to facilitate
infringement, based on evidence that MP3tunes “actively encouraged infringement” and that
MP3tunes executives personally used sideload.com to download infringing material. There
was thus sufficient evidence to allow reasonable jury to conclude that MP3tunes had red-flag
knowledge of, or was willfully blind to, infringing activity.
Mavrix Photographs, LLC v. LiveJournal, Inc., 853 F.3d 1020 (9th Cir. 2017)
Ninth Circuit reversed district court’s grant of summary judgment that defendant was
protected by DMCA safe harbor. Defendant social media platform allowed users to create
and run “thematic communities” in which they posted and commented on content related to
theme. “Moderators” reviewed posts submitted by users to ensure compliance with rules;
“maintainers” reviewed and deleted posts and had authority to remove moderators and users
from community. Each community also had “owner” who had authority of maintainer, but
could also remove maintainers. Oh No They Didn’t! (ONTD) community had nine
moderators, six maintainers and one owner. ONTD users submitted posts containing
celebrity news to internal queue. Moderators reviewed submissions and publicly posted
approximately one-third of them. Moderators reviewed for substance, approving only those
submissions relevant to “new and exciting celebrity news,” and reviewed for copyright
infringement, pornography and harassment. Defendant hired paid moderator to serve as
ONTD’s full-time “primary leader.” Plaintiff filed action alleging copyright infringement on
basis of 20 photographs posted on ONTD. District court granted defendant’s motion for
partial summary judgment, concluding that § 512(c) safe harbor shielded defendant from
infringement liability. Ninth Circuit reversed. To be eligible at threshold for § 512(c) safe
harbor, service provider must show that infringing material was posted “at the direction of
the user.” In context of this case, inquiry turned on role of moderators in screening and
posting users’ submissions and whether their acts may be attributed to LiveJournal. Court
had “little difficulty holding that common law agency principles apply to the analysis of
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whether a service provider like LiveJournal is liable for the acts of the ONTD moderators.”
In event there is finding that moderators are agents of defendant, fact finder must assess
whether plaintiff’s photographs were indeed posted “at the direction of the users” in light of
moderators’ role in screening and posting photographs. Posts are at direction of user if
service provider played no role in posting them on its site or if service provider carried out
activities that were “narrowly directed” towards enhancing the accessibility of posts.
BWP Media USA, Inc. v. T & S Software Assocs., Inc., 852 F.3d 436 (5th Cir. 2017)
Fifth Circuit affirmed grant of summary judgment for defendant. Plaintiffs, registered
owners of various celebrity photographs, sued defendant, Internet service provider that
hosted online public forum called “HairTalk” on which third-party users posted celebrity
images that infringed plaintiffs’ copyrights, for direct and secondary copyright infringement.
Suit claimed that defendant was liable for its users’ infringements because defendant failed
to designate registered agent to received notices of claimed infringement under DMCA.
Fifth Circuit adopted “volitional conduct” requirement in direct copyright infringement
cases, and found that BWP did not contend that defendant in fact engaged in volitional
conduct. Defendant hosted forum on which infringing content was posted, but its connection
to infringement alleged by plaintiffs ended there; users posted infringing content. Fifth
Circuit noted that defendant’s failure to designate registered agent under DMCA did not
remove volitional conduct requirement. Whether there is volitional conduct is first step of
establishing infringement under §§ 106 and 501. Only if plaintiff shows such infringement
are courts to analyze whether ISP nonetheless falls within § 512 safe harbor.
Stevens v. Corelogic, Inc., 194 F. Supp. 3d 1046 (S.D. Cal. 2016)
Court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Defendant created and provided
software to Multiple Listing Services (MLS), which software real estate agents use to upload
listings, including photographs. Plaintiffs were photographers who licensed their photos to
agents for uploading on MLS. Photographers can embed CMI in their works’ metadata, but
there are many occasions when that metadata can be changed or omitted, e.g., through
cropping. Before late 2014 or early 2015, defendant’s software removed certain metadata
from photographs uploaded to its software for use on MLS. Defendant later rewrote
software. Plaintiffs brought claim for violation of DMCA § 1202. Court found that plaintiff
could not make out claim under § 1202. As to § 1202(a), there was no showing that
defendant provided or distributed CMI that was false. As to § 1202(b)(1), plaintiff could not
show that CMI was on uploaded photos, that defendant acted to remove or alter CMI, or that
defendant acted intentionally. Plaintiffs did not identify photograph that contained CMI at
time of upload, and court found it insufficient merely to show that there was CMI at time
plaintiffs provided photographs to agent. Similarly, defendant did not choose or control
uploading of photos or whether photos contained CMI, and it did not upload photos itself.
Court also found that there was no evidence of defendants’ intentional actions toward CMI.
As to §§ 1202(b)(2) and (3), plaintiffs did not show that defendants knew or should have
known that removing CMI from metadata would lead to infringement, or that embedded CMI
could have prevented infringement and defendant knew it would stave off infringement.
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Finally, court found that plaintiffs had impliedly licensed photographs for purpose of
uploading to MLS and knew agents could change photos for use on MLS. There was no
agreement with agents not to remove metadata. Court thus granted defendant’s motion for
summary judgment.
Seide v. Level-(1) Global Solutions, LLC, No. 16-2975, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
105375 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 10, 2016)
District court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to state claim pursuant to Rule
12(c). Plaintiff, photographer, brought infringement suit against website owner and its
Internet service providers. One such provider, Steadfast Networks LLC, contended that it
was shielded by DMCA’s safe-harbor provision because it had “adopted and reasonably
implemented” “repeat infringer” policy because it had such policy on its website providing
for disabling infringing client’s Internet service when appropriate, and alleged that it
followed policy in response to plaintiffs’ complaints. Service provider may qualify for safe
harbor if it adopts and reasonably implements, and informs subscribers/account holders of,
“policy that provides for the termination in appropriate circumstances of subscribers and
account holders of the service provider’s system or network who are repeat infringers.” In
Ninth Circuit, “service provider ‘implements’ such policy ‘if it has working a notification
system, a procedure for dealing with DMCA-complaint notifications, and if it does not
actively prevent copyright owners from collecting information needed to issue such
notifications.’” It “reasonably implements its repeat infringer policy if it terminates users
when appropriate.’” Court noted that simply having policy and implementing it on one
occasion does not establish DMCA compliance; DMCA is concerned with whether service
providers have reasonably implemented their policies generally. Therefore, court denied
Steadfast’s motion and requested further discovery as to whether Steadfast had reasonably
implemented policy.
General Motors LLC v. Dorman Prods., No. 15-12917, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 28434
(E.D. Mich. Mar. 1, 2017)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ copyright infringement and
unlawful circumvention claims. Plaintiffs alleged that defendants were illegally stealing and
reselling GM’s copyrighted software as embedded in control modules installed in GM’s
vehicles. GM also alleged that defendants manufactured and sold product called Software
Transfer Tool that allowed users to access, copy and transfer GM’s copyrighted software to
other modules. Court had previously dismissed, on defendants’ motion, infringement claim
and circumvention claim under DMCA because of pleading deficiencies. GM filed amended
complaint, and defendants once again moved to dismiss infringement and circumvention
claims. Amended complaint included claim that defendants’ Software Transfer Tool product
violated DMCA § 1201(a)(1)(A), which provides that “no person shall circumvent a
technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected under [Act].” GM
alleged that GM’s copyrighted software contained technological protection measure that
prevented access to and reprogramming of software, and thus defendants’ product
circumvented “technological measure” as prohibited by DMCA. Defendants argued that
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their product merely allowed others to circumvent technological measures, which is not
direct violation of DMCA’s circumvention provision but rather trafficking in illegal
circumvention means (claim also alleged by GM). Court held that GM’s allegations
supported claim that defendants must have, at some point, themselves circumvented GM’s
security measures, whether before or during development and distribution of defendants’
product. Court therefore denied defendants’ motion to dismiss circumvention claim.
Hempton v. Pond5, Inc., No. 15-5696, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5724 (W.D. Wash. Jan.
13, 2017)
Court denied plaintiff’s motion for reconsideration. Plaintiff, nature sound recordist, sued
defendant, which operated website through which media producers could license and
distribute content to third parties, and one of defendant’s customers for copyright
infringement. Plaintiff alleged that defendant customer uploaded many of plaintiff’s sound
recordings to co-defendant’s website, infringing plaintiff’s copyrights. Defendant moved for
summary judgment, contending that it was protected under § 512(c) of DMCA. Court
agreed, and granted defendant’s motion; plaintiff moved for reconsideration. Court noted
that motions for reconsideration are disfavored, and such motions are generally denied absent
showing of manifest error in prior ruling or new facts or legal authority. Plaintiff claimed
that there were “new facts” that created genuine issue of material fact. Alleged new evidence
(10,000 sound files plaintiff claimed were uploaded to defendant’s website after motion was
filed and two expert reports that discussed “red flags”) did not persuade court. Court said
sound files could have been brought to court’s attention any time before summary judgment
motion was decided, and expert reports were also meant to be filed with plaintiff’s
opposition to motion. If plaintiff needed more time to gather expert evidence, plaintiff could
have requested extension.
Goldstein v. Metro. Reg’l Info. Sys., No. 15-2400, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 106735 (D.
Md. Aug. 11, 2016)
District court granted in part and denied in part defendant’s motion to dismiss pursuant to
Rule 12(b)(6). Plaintiff, photographer, brought suit against defendant website operator for,
inter alia, DMCA violations. Plaintiff alleged that its copyrighted photo, still bearing
plaintiff’s original watermark in center, bottom of image, was uploaded to defendant’s
website at various points in 2013 and 2014. Uploaded photo also had defendant’s watermark
“© 2013 MRIS” or “© 2014 MRIS” in bottom left corner of image. Defendant continued to
display photo into 2015, and updated its own watermark to “© 2015 MRIS,” even after
receipt of demand letter from plaintiff’s attorney. Defendant obtained at least one copyright
registration for its website during this period, and site as registered included plaintiff’s photo.
Plaintiff alleged violation of DMCA §§ 1202(a) and 1202(b). Section 1202(a) makes it
unlawful to “knowingly and with the intent to induce, enable, facilitate or conceal
infringement provide copyright management information that is false.” Section 1202(b)
prohibits intentional removal or alteration of any copyright management information without
authority of copyright holder or law. Additionally, § 1202(b) requires that action be taken
“knowing or … having reasonable grounds to know that it will induce, enable, facilitate, or
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conceal an infringement.” Defendant argued that both claims failed because plaintiff failed
to allege that it provided or altered copyright management information (CMI)’ within
meaning of DMCA, because it did not include all elements of “notice of copyright” as
defined in Act. Court rejected argument, stating that plain language of DMCA does not
equate CMI with copyright notice. Court was also unpersuaded by defendant’s attempts to
dismiss § 1202(a) claim on bases that (1) it had “good faith belief” that MRIS watermark on
work was not false because it held copyright in website database as whole, as well as specific
portions of it; and (2) defendant’s mark was added automatically to all images uploaded to
site, such that it lacked requisite intent for violation of statute. Dearth of authority
supporting plaintiff’s legal theory should not cut entirely against him, because “courts should
be especially reluctant to dismiss on the basis of the pleadings when the asserted theory of
liability is novel or extreme, since it is important that new legal theories be explored and
assayed in the light of actual facts rather than a pleader’s.”
Sinclair Broad. Group, Inc. v. Colour Basis, LLC, No. 14-2614, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 84154 (D. Md. June 29, 2016)
District court granted in part and denied in part counter-defendants’ motion for summary
judgment. Counter-defendants, television company operating over 150 stations in over 70
markets and its personnel, sought declaratory judgment action that they had not infringed
defendants’ copyright in “Style Guide,” containing standards and expectations for on-air
talent, prepared by defendants at their request. Defendants claimed circumvention in
violation of § 1201 based on counter-defendants’ “willful” removal of “password protection
and print disabling technological measures that controlled access to the copyright protected
Style Guide.” DMCA defines circumvention as “action that intends ‘to de-scramble a
scrambled work, to decrypt an encrypted work, or otherwise to avoid, bypass, remove,
deactivate or impair a technological measure, without the authority of the copyright owner.”
Court found that “merely alleging that a defendant ‘accessed’ a copyrighted work that is
protected by a technological measure is not enough to state a claim for violation of the
DMCA.” Instead, “a plaintiff alleging circumvention … [must] prove that the defendant’s
access was unauthorized,” noting that use of password “to access copyrighted work, even
without authorization, does not constitute ‘circumvention’ under the DMCA.” Defendants
gave counter-defendants access to Style Guide and provided no details as to how
circumvention allegedly occurred; therefore, they had no circumvention claim under DMCA.
Ford Motor Co. v. Autel US, Inc., No. 14-13760, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85875 (E.D.
Mich. Jul. 1, 2016)
Court dismissed plaintiff’s DMCA claim. Plaintiff owned copyright in files within
“Integrated Diagnostic System” used for diagnosing Ford vehicles and facilitating their
service and repair. Plaintiff filed suit against defendant, alleging defendant copied all or
substantial portion of plaintiff’s files. Court found plaintiff stated claim for copyright
infringement. Plaintiff adequately satisfied “ownership” prong of infringement claim by
providing copyright registrations. Court also held plaintiff adequately satisfied “copying of
constituent elements of the work that are original” element by alleging defendant copied data
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entries compiled in same sequence and arrangement as plaintiff’s files. Plaintiff also asserted
defendant violated § 1201(a) prohibitions on circumvention of technological measure that
controls access to copyrighted work, and on trafficking in technology or products primarily
designed to circumvent technological measure that controls access to copyrighted work.
Court held while plaintiff had alleged that defendant circumvented its technological security
measures to improperly access trade secrets in form of “FFData file,” it had not alleged that
defendant circumvented its security measures to access copyrighted work.
Philpot v. Toledo Radio, LLC, No. 15-1401, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 128872 (N.D.
Ohio Sept. 21, 2016)
Plaintiff photographer sued defendant radio station for copyright infringement and violation
of DMCA. Plaintiff owned copyright in photo of Willie Nelson. Plaintiff made photos
available for use under Creative Commons License, which states that those who use photo
must provide link to license, give credit to photographer and specify any changes made to
work. Plaintiff claimed defendant altered photo by removing identifying metadata and
copyright management information. On motion for summary judgment, court held that
genuine issues of material fact remain as to whether any infringement occurred because court
could not “conclude reasonable minds could come to but one conclusion concerning whether
defendant’s publication of the Nelson Photo constituted fair use,” and whether infringement,
if infringement occurred, was innocent. Because there remained question as to whether
defendant’s use of work was fair, court held there are also genuine issues of material fact
regarding plaintiff’s contributory and vicarious copyright infringement claims. Court also
denied parties’ motions for summary judgment on issue of whether defendant breached
DMCA by removing or altering copyright management information.
X.

MISCELLANEOUS
A. Insurance
Educ. Impact v. Travelers Prop. Cas. Co. of Am., No. 15-4510, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 176799 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 21, 2016)

Court granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff Educational Impact sued
co-plaintiff Teachscape for inaccurately representing that Teachscape was only business in
industry that could legally market book titled Enhancing Professional Practice—A
Framework for Teaching, alleging claims including unfair competition and tortious
interference. Educational Impact also sued few of Teachscape’s customers, alleging
copyright infringement. Teachscape tendered complaints to defendant Travelers, and
assigned all of its rights against defendant to plaintiff. Central issue was whether defendant
breached duty to defend Teachscape under coverage provision for “advertising injury
liability.” Relevant policy provided that defendant “will pay those sums that the insured
becomes legally obligated to pay as damages because of ‘personal advertising injury’ to
which this insurance applies.” Moreover, according to policy, advertising injury meant
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“injury caused by the infringement of copyright.” Court found that because there was no
allegation—and no facts to support allegation—that Teachscape infringed plaintiff’s
copyright in its advertisements, there was “no potential for coverage” under policy and
defendant had no duty to defend Teachscape. Court also found defendant had no duty to
defend Teachscape’s customers because Teachscape was not named in customer lawsuits.
Boehm v. Heyrman Printing, LLC, No. 16-305, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 33678 (W.D.
Wis. Mar. 9, 2017)
District court granted insurer’s motion for summary judgment, holding that insurer had no
duty to defend defendant printer against copyright infringement action. Defendant had used,
at direction of third-party defendant Event USA, unauthorized copies of photographer Scott
Boehm’s copyrighted photos in Event USA advertisement. Defendant’s insurance policy,
provided by insurer ACUITY, provided coverage for “advertising injury and printers’ errors
and omissions,” which excluded copyright infringement claims unless “infringement occurs
in the insured’s advertisement.” Court held that, because alleged infringement did not occur
in defendant’s own advertisement, ACUITY did not have duty defend defendant against
plaintiff’s infringement allegations.
B. Visual Artists Rights Act
Cohen v. G&M Realty L.P., No. 13-5612, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50943 (E.D.N.Y.
Mar. 31, 2017)
District court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss plaintiffs’ VARA claims. Plaintiffs were
group of artists who created, with permission, paintings that adorned either exterior or
interior of group of buildings owned by defendants that came to be known as “5Pointz.”
Defendants eventually decided to destroy 5Pointz buildings and replace them with high-rise
towers containing rental units. Plaintiffs sued under VARA to prevent destruction of
paintings. “Recognized stature,” though statutorily undefined, is necessary finding under
VARA in order to protect “work of visual art.” Courts generally determine whether
particular work possesses “recognized stature” based on expert testimony; here plaintiffs’
and defendants’ “dueling (and facially credible) experts’ divergent analyses” created triable
issue of fact, foreclosing judgment as to plaintiffs’ VARA claim. Defendants argued that
plaintiffs’ expert report focused on “recognized stature” of artist, rather than work itself, in
contravention of VARA. Courts and parties, however, have employed variety of methods to
determine “recognized stature,” including inferring particular work’s recognized stature on
basis of its creator’s reputation. Court found that acceptance of such methodology in this
case had added benefit of honoring VARA’s broad purpose. Court “harbor[ed] some
skepticism” regarding cogency of relevant opinions, due not only to their premises but also
their rigor. Nonetheless, trial court should limit itself to exclusion of “junk science” under
standard set forth in Daubert. Here, plaintiffs’ expert used variety of factors in reaching her
conclusion regarding stature of plaintiffs’ work, including multiple commissions from major
entities, hiring by celebrity clients and public park; opinions of leading museum
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professionals and other artists; individual artist’s social media followers and their works’
Google hits, and awards including induction in Graffiti Hall of Fame. By citing such
evidence, which courts have deemed relevant to question of recognized stature and may
reasonably indicate specific artist’s place in art world, plaintiffs’ expert’s report met Daubert
minimum; any remaining problems with expert were for jury to decide.
MG Design Assocs. v. Costar Realty Info., Inc., No. 16-5166, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
166262 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 1, 2016)
Court granted in part motion to dismiss, finding work at issue was not eligible for VARA
protection because it was work made for hire. Plaintiff and defendant both designed and
constructed trade show exhibits. Plaintiff alleged that defendants constructed infringing “Las
Vegas Exhibit” using plaintiff’s design renderings “as the basis” for construction; defendant
then advertised on its website that it designed Las Vegas Exhibit. Plaintiff alleged “right of
attribution” claim under Visual Artists Rights Act. However “works of visual art” to which
VARA applies do not include “any work made for hire.” Plaintiff alleged that renderings
“were created by an employee of MG Design working within the course and scope of his
employment,” using VARA’s definition of works made for hire near-verbatim. Court
therefore held that plaintiff could not state “right of attribution claim for infringement of a
work of visual art.”
C. Miscellaneous
Fox TV Stations, Inc. v. AereoKiller, LLC, 851 F.3d 1002 (9th Cir. 2016)
Defendant operated service that captured copyrighted works broadcast over air and
retransmitted them to paying subscribers over Internet without consent of copyright holders.
Issue was whether such Internet-based retransmission services are “cable systems” eligible
for compulsory license under Copyright Act. Act defines “cable system” as “facility … that
… receives signals transmitted or programs broadcast by … television broadcast stations …
and makes secondary transmissions of such signals or programs by wires, cables, microwave,
or other communication channels to subscribing members of public who pay for such
service.” Court rejected plaintiff’s argument that defendant’s use of Internet (retransmission
medium beyond its control) excluded defendant’s service from “cable system.” Court held
language of § 111 does not compel conclusion that facility must control retransmission
medium—wires, cables, microwaves, or other communications channels. Court rejected
defendant’s argument that § 111 must be read as making compulsory licenses available to
any facility that retransmits broadcast signals or programming; if Congress had intended to
include entire secondary transmission community, it would have done so, but it did not.
Court also rejected defendant’s argument that Internet counts as one of “other
communications channels,” invoking ejusdem generis canon to find that “other
communications channels” must share characteristics such as bandwidth, throughput and
noise, which would imply Internet is not “other communications channel” under § 111.
Court found Internet-based retransmission services neither clearly eligible nor clearly
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ineligible for compulsory license § 111 makes available to “cable systems.” Since § 111 was
ambiguous on question presented, court gave Skidmore deference to interpretation of
Copyright Office, had long maintained that Internet-based retransmission services are not
“cable systems,” and hence are not eligible for compulsory licenses under § 111.
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